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CASA GRANDE, ARIZONA

B}' Jesse Walter Fewkes

INTRODUCTION

The ruin known l)y the Spanish name Casa Grande, "Great House,"

is situated near the left bank of the Gila River about 12 miles from

the site of the present town of Florence, Ariz. Immediately after

the discovery of Casa Grande by Father Kino, in 1694, there arose a

legend, which became persistent, that it was one of the halting jjlaces

of the Aztec on their way south, or that it was connected in some way
with the southern migrations of Mexican tribes. We find it tlesig-

nated also, in early, and even in later writings, Casa Montezuma, or

the House of Montezuma, a name that in late years has passed prac-

tically out of use, the ruin being now universally known, among both

Americans and Mexicans, as Casa Grande, the name given it by
Father Kino. The Pima Indians, who dwell in the neighborhood,

claim Casa Grande as the habitation of one of their ancient cliiefs,

and designate it by several names, among which are Vaaki, Old
House; Civanav^aki, Old House of the Chief ; andSiaUmCivanavaaki,
Old House of Cluef Morning Green.

Casa Grande was a ruin when discovered and has not been perma-

nently inhabited since it was first seen by a wliite man. The identity

of its builders has furnished a constant theme for speculation from the

discovery of the ruin to the present time. Although it has been

ascribed to the Aztec, there is no evidence that the ancient people

who inhabited this building were closely related to any tribes of the

Mexican plateau, whose culture, as indicated by archeologic remains,

was different from that of the Pueblos, or sedentary tribes of New
Mexico and Arizona. The age of Casa Grande and contiguous

remains is unknown, but there is good reason to believe that settle-

ments on their site were older than most of the present pueblos or

cliff-dwellings. The Pima claim, however, that it is not so old as

ruins of the same general character situated near Phoeiux, on Salt

River, a shtort distance from its junction with the Gila.

20903° —28 ETH—12 3 33



34 CASA GKANDE, AEIZONA [eth. axn. 28

Some of the Pima formerly had a superstitious fear of Casa Grande
which at times led them to avoid it,' especially at night, and many
do not now willingly sleep or camp near this remarkable monument
of antiquity—a feeling that has given rise to stories that Casa Grande
is haunted. It is believed by some Indians that at times flames issue

from the ruin; several Pima women were seen to cross themselves

when passing near it.

Although Casa Grande is situated a considerable distance from the

nearest railroad station, it can be conveniently reached by carriage

either from the town of Florence, or from Casa Grande station on the

Southern Pacific Railroad. The route to the ruin via Florence is

slightly shorter than that from Casa Grande station, enabhng one to

make the visit and return in a single day. There are a hotel and
livery stables in both towns, but the visitor should provide for his

own refreshment at the ruin, where there is a good well with abundant
water.^

After leaving Florence the roatl to Casa Grande follows the left

bank of the Gila westward, crossing a level stretch and skirting for a
few miles the base of a low gravelly mesa. The first aboriginal object

of interest met with is a group of Indian huts situated on the left

of this road. This settlement is of recent origin; the rectangular

houses composing it are built in the old style and inhabited by Pa-
pago. Near it looms a low white mound indicating an ancient ruin,

which will well repay a brief visit. Following the road farther west-

ward, the traveler passes through a cluster of houses known as Adams-
ville (pi. 1), formerly called Sanford's Mill, an old Mexican settlement;

this consists of a double row of rambling roofless houses built of

adobe. Although Adamsville is one of the "dead" towns of Arizona

and for the most part is deserted, a Mexican family still Uves in a fairly

well preserved room at the west end of the ^^llage. The walls of an
old gristmill are still pointed out and those of the former hotel can

still be traced. This settlement was once an important station ^ on

the stage-coach route between Tucson and Phoenix, and many stories

are current regarding the stirring events which took place in these

now tenantless rooms when Apache roamed unrestricted the plains

of Arizona.^ The foundations of the adobe walls have been much

> This is not true of most of the Pima. While engaged in relating to the writer the accompanying legends

of Casa Grande, Thin Leather slept for several weeks in the west room of the ruin. The hooting of the owls

which nest in the upper walls may add tothe I'imas' dread of it, but did not seem to disturb him. Several

rattlesnakes have been killed in this room , the record of the area covered by the mounds being 20 for the year

the writer was engaged in work on Compound A.
2 The resident custodian, Mr. Frank Pinckley, has built his house in Compound A, and has likewise dug

a well, no water having been available when he took up his residence at the ruin. On account of the

extreme heat in midsummer, the autumn, winter, or spring months are the best seasons of the year in

which to visit the ruins at Casa Grande.
3 Several persons in Florence, known to the writer, who were born in Adamsville, remember when it was a

flourishing town.
< If the walls of this place could speak they could recount many bloodcurdling talcs of early Arizona

history. The son of the Pima chief, Antonio Azul, is said to have been killed in this village.
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FBWKEs] INTRODUCTION 35

weakened by rains and in a few years the buildings now standing will

fall to the ground.

Somewhat off the main road to Casa Grande, about half a mile south
of Adamsville, on a plateau or mesa, rises a cluster of mounds ' indicat-

ing the site of a settlement called by the Pima Tcurikvaaki {fcurik,

"bisnaga cactus"; vddki, "old house"), which is well worth visiting.

Tliis ruin (pi. 2) is approaclied from tlie Casa Grande highway by a
rarely traveleil roail, not much more than a wagon track, branclung
from the main thoroughfare a short distance west of the town. The
standing walls of a house - that rise considerably above the surface of

one of the mounds resemble in structure and general appearance those

of Casa Grande. Among the mounds in this cluster is one oval in

shape with a central depression indicating a former tank or reservoir.

Near by, the surrounding wall of a large compound, including a liigh

mound, suggests that Tcurikvaaki was formerly a place of consid-

erable importance. From this ruin there is a road to Casa Grande
which passes a large, conspicuous mound, the site of another ancient
Indian settlement. This mound (pi. 3) is instructive because it shows
sections of a wall formerly inclosing a rectangular area, suggesting
the surrounding wall at Casa Grande.

If the visitor follows the direct route from Adamsville to Casa
Granile without making a detour to the Indian mounds above men-
tioned, he can discern the roof, of corrugated iron, painted red, for

some distance before he arrives at his destination. On each side of

the road the traveler passes several small mounds belonging to the
Casa Grande Group, which are situated not far from the large pyram-
idalelevations marking Compound B.

The high range on the north side of the Gila in full sight of the
traveler the whole way from Florence to Casa Grande is called Super-
stition Mountains. This range separates part of the Gila Valley from
the valley of the Salt River; it is a very wild and broken area, ending
precipitously on the south and the west. Concerning this region

many Pima legends are extant, the best known of wliich recounts how
a flood once covered the whole earth.^ To this place an antediluvian
chief, named White Feather, followed by his band, once retreated,

climbing to the top of these mountains for safety. The water is said

to have risen in the valley to a level half-way up the mountain side,

1 The niins in the Gila-.Salt Valley resembling Casa Grande are considered in another report, Prehistoric

Ruins of the Gila Valley (in Smithsonian MisceUanmus Collections, No. 1873).

2 The writer has been informed that Dr. Carlos Monteznma was sold in this house by a Pima Indian.
3 This is supposed to be the flood the legend of which is still related by old men of the Patki clans of

AValpi, who say it was the cause of their leaving Palatkwabi, the mythic southern home of this people.
The Pima have a legend of a place in southern Arizona out of which at one time water gushed and cov-
ered the whole earth. Here they made offerings, which arc continued even to the present day. They
call the place by a name meaning "where women cry," for a child was once sacrificed there to cause the
waters to subside.
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where there is now a stratum of white rock' which is clearly visible

from Casa Gramle. White Feather is said to have taken his stand

ou top of one of the pinnacles, whence he addressed his followers, re-

minding them that he had exhausted his magic power in vain efforts

to stay the flood. But one supreme resource to control the rising

water still remained. As he spoke, he held aloft in the palm of one
hand a medicine-stone, invoking the aid of the Sky god, who in reply

sent a bolt of lightning that shattered the stone. But as the chief

turned to his followers they were found to be petrified where they

stood, and there they still stand as rocky pinnacles.

-

There are many Indian shrines in Superstition Mountains, and as

the wind whistles through the deep recesses the Indian fancies he

can hear the moans of the shades of the dead who inhabit those

dreary canyons.

Another less conspicuous liiU, called Walker's Butte, on the north

side of the GUa not far from the river bank, is constantly in sight

for a long distance from the road from Florence to Casa Grande.

Near its base ruined housewaUs were discovered, and other remains

of aboriginal life, as pictographs, can be found on lava rocks in the

neighborhood.

The traveler along this road catches glimpses also of the lofty Santa

C'atalina Mountains far to the southeast, while to the south rises the

distant Casa Grande Range. A solitary peak called Pichacho Moun-
tain is a spur of a rknge of the same name that lies to the southeast,

marking the position of a pass through wliich the early travelers

entered this region from Mexico. Near tliis peak was situated in

old times a Pima settlement called Akutchin ("mouth of the creek"),

inhabited from early Spanish times down to a comparatively late

date. The mountain itself, known as Tcacca by the Pima, is also

associated with Pima legends of the country.^ The area about the

ruin of Casa Grande is broken by but few elevations.

The vegetation in the vicinity of Casa Grande consists mainly of

desert growth—mesquite trees, sagebrush, and giant cacti. After the

spring rams begin many herbs appear, some .bearing small flowers

which carpet the earth with variegated colors. Long before one comes

to the largest mounds (pi. 4) at Casa Grande, fragments of pottery

and other indisputable evidences of former human occupancy may
be detected on the surface of the ground. At a Mexican adobe house

a few mUes from the ruins, near the Gila River, can be traced a long

ditch, filled in here and there, marking the site of the prehistoric

I A feature of the huge butte here rising to the right of the road to Roosevelt Dam, resembling in form

an eagle, by which name it is known to the Pima.
= These pinnacles are in plain sight from the road from Mesa to Roosevelt Dam. They are results of ero-

sion, the work of which on a vast scale is visible in many places on the slopes of the Superstition Mountains.

» There are still a few Pima and Papago huts in the neighborhood.
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irrigation canal, resembling a modern ditch in approximately the

same place.

There is no considerable outcrop of rock in the immediate vicin-

ity of Casa Grande and the neighboring plain is almost wholly devoid

of stones large enough to use in the construction of walls; neverthe-

less, several rooms have stones of considerable size built into the

foundations of their walls.'

WORK OF EXCAVATION AND REPAIR

The excavation of the mounds of Casa Grande was conductctl by
the Smithsonian Institutioii by means of appropriations made by
Congress for the puipose, the work extendmg through two winters

(1906-07 and 1907-08). The first season's field work was Umited to

what is here designated Compound A; the second to Compound B
and Clan-house 1, together witli considerable work on Compounds
C and D.- (PI. 50

First Season

compound a

In the first season the excavations were begun at the base of the

two fragments of walls rising from the ground at the southwest angle

of Compound A. At the begmning of the work the writer was wholly

ignorant of the existence of a wall surrounding the area now called

Compound A, the object of opening the mound at the base of the

outside fragment being to I'epair the base with cement to prevent its

falling. With the exception of several low mounds, more or less

scattered, the area about the historic building, Casa Grande, was

1 Certain implements from Casa Grande, as liatchets and axes, were apparently made from stones col-

lected in the river bed or washed into view along the arroyos.

2 The manual work of excavation and repair was performed by Pima Indians together with several white

men who voluntarily assisted, among whom should be mentioned the custodian, Mr. Frank Pinckley, and
Messrs. Hugh Hartshorne, Thomas .\ckerman, the late Thomas Ray, and others.

Road building, cutting away underbnish, grading, and incidental work, necessary to open the ruin to

visitors, consumed some time during both seasons.

In order to aid those who wish to know when early discoverers visited Casa Grande, and to enable

them to follow descriptions where the designations Compounds A, B, C, etc., are used in this report,

signboards tearing that information were erected at convenient places. Wooden steps were also placed

wherever they could facilitate mounting to the tops of the pjTaraids.

The Pima workmen above mentioned were natives of the neighboring town of Blackwater, a collection

of modern houses, settled by colonists from Casa Blanca. A t the time of the discovery of Casa G rande and
for several years thereafter, there was a Pima settlement called Ulurituc ("the comer"), a few miles from
Casa Grande, near the G ila. The natives were driven out of this settlement, the site of which is said to have
been washed away as the result of a change in the course of the river. The writer has heard an old I'ima

call Casa Grande Utizrituc, owing to a confusion of localities,

San Juan Capistrano de Uturitucis thusreferred to by Father Pedro Font (1775): "This town consists of

smalllodgesof the kind that the Gilenos use . . . They lodged me in a large hut [possibly like the "Cap-
ilia' ' on the San Pedro] which they constructed to that end and in front of it they placed a large cross,

pagans though they were ... In the afternoon I went to the town with Father Garces and the

governor, Papago de Cojet, to see the fields. Their milpas are inclosed by stakes, cultivated in .sections

with fine canals or draws, and are e.xcessiveiy clean. They are close by the town on the banks oMhe river,

which is large m the season of the freshets."
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level, no sign of the boundary wall of the compound projecting
above the surrounding plain.

On excavating to the base of the western, or outermost, of the two
fragments it was discovered that the true foundations are deep below
the eroded part and that a thick wall extends north and south from
that point. This wall was found to continue to a point 420 feet to

the north, where it turns at right angles, forming the nortliwest

corner of the compound, thence runnuig 230 feet in an easterly

direction. Thus was brought to light the west wall, the longest wall

of any compound in the Casa Grande Group of ruins. It was then a
simple task to trace the three remaining wajls, those forming the
north, south, and east sides of the compound. 1 (PL 6.)

After the surrounding walls of Compound A had l>een traced

tliroughout their whole length by excavation, a trench bemg dug
along the outside of each to its foundations, it was necessarj^ to

remove the earth that had accumulated without and within the

inclosure tlirough the years that had passed since Compountl A had
been abandoned. This was an undertaking of magnitude. When
Casa Grande was inhabited the wall of the compound was probably
7 feet high. The upper part (about 3 feet) had fallen level with the

ground, about 4 feet above the base, and the debris had filled in

along the base tliroughout the whole length and breadth of the

compound.' Tliis great accumulation of clayey soil was removed by
means of scrapers and transported to the distance of about 50 feet

from the compound.
In acklition to the removal of the earth that had fallen outside the

compound,- on the four sides, a drain was dug from the. base of each
wall along its entire length. Tliis was constructed with sufficient

incline to convey water from the wall into a larger ditch extending
from the northeast corner to a depression 200 feet awa}'. Similar

removals of earth were made and similar ditches constructed on all

sides of Compound A; the aggregate length of the drains thus made
about this compound is not far from 1,500 feet.

The construction of the main drainage ditch just mentioned was
a work of considerable magnitude, as it was necessary, in order to

insure the requisite fall, to cut through several elevations or refuse-

heaps, that obstructed the course. In addition to the draining

ditches above described, a layer of clay coated with a thin layer of

cement was placed along the bases of the walls of Compound A to

prevent undermining and rapid destruction of their foundations; in

some places Mexican adobes were laid on top of the wall to shed
water and preserve it from erosion. The foundations of the walls

» A preliminary report on' the excavations made in 1906-7 was published in Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collations, j. (No. 1772), 1907.

2 The accumulation of earth on the east side near the southeast angle was not removed. It is conjectured

that this part of the compound was once occupied by small huts, the habitatioos of the people.
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were pierced at intervals to prevent water from accumulating in the
compound.
The excavations within the compound were even more extensive

than those outside; from this inclosure a larger amount of debris had to
be removed to a greater distance than from the area outside the walls.

A block of rooms was excavated in the southwest mound from
wliich rise the two fragments of walls above mentioned. It is

instructive to note that the east walls of these rooms are worn down
more than the west walls, which are still several feet liigh, and that
the effects of erosion are also more marked on the east side of the
historic structure of Casa Grande. The condition may be explained
in this way: Originally the east walls were probably not so high as

the west :walls, a terrace, or platform, being situated on the former
side, but the prevailing storms, which come from the east, beating
with greater force against the eastern walls, caused them to disin-

tegrate more rapidly.

The now conspicuous row of six ceremonial rooms extending from
the northeast corner of the historic building to the north wall of the
compound presented the appearance before excavation merely of a
low ridge. This ridge, or mound, was a favorite camping place for

visitors, especially when the sun was high, the walls of the building

making here a pleasant shade. The excavation and removal of

the earth from these six rooms and the clearing away of the fallen

material from the foundations of the outer walls proved to be a work
of considerable magnitude.

-

The removal of the earth from the plaza in the northwest part of

Compound A to the former level of its floor, the excavation of the
room in the northwest angle, and the transportation of the accumu-
lations of earth alone necessitated the employment of many workmen
for a considerable period. Much time was consumed in clearing out
the large, cluster of rooms on the northeast side of the compound.
When excavation began at this point nothing was visible but a large

mound.
The massive-walled building east of Casa Grande, the west wall of

which rose several feet above the surface of the mound, was not
difficult to excavate, as the earth could be readily removed and the
distance to the dump was not great. The southeast section of the

compound, which ])resents no conspicuous elevation, still awaits
excavation. (PL 7.)

To show the supposed character of the habitations of the ancient
people of Compound A, a Pima circular hut (fig. 53) was built near
the southwest angle, outside the inclosure.

1 Some walls which especially needed protection against the elements were capped with adobe bricks to

prevent erosion. ^

'The number of cubic yards of earth removed from this vicinity was not accurately determined, but
some idea of the aggregate may be given by the statement that 10 scrapers were employed for almost a

month in accomplishing this result.
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Second Season

The field work carried on in 1907-S was devoted to Clan-house 1

and to Compounds B, C, and D, beginning with an attempt to deter-
mine the position of the surrounding wall of Compound B. The only-

indication of the existence of this wall was a low "platform," or
elevation, mentioned by several authors, rising a few feet above the
surface of the plain.

COMPOUND B

The boundary wall of this compound was first encountered at its

southeast angle and the first section to be laid bare was the south
wall. Having determined the course and length of this wall, the
debris was removed from its foundation so that the wall stood clear

for an average height of .3 feet. A drain was dug about 5 feet

from the base to carry the surplus water into a depression a few
hundred feet northwest of the compound.
The determination of the east wall of Compound B was somewhat

more difficult than that of the north and west walls because of a
reconstruction, or change in direction, possibly by way of repair

by the builders, at the southeast corner. The east wall was found
to be for the greater part more massive than the south wall and
more dilapidated on top than the other walls. The excavation of

the north wall followed the completion of the work on the east, the
debris about it being removed by means of scrapers. Provision
was made for turning all drainage to the northwest corner where the
level was somewhat lower than elsewhere; thence the water was
conducted into a depression a hundred feet away.
The subterranean room luider the northeast wall of Compound B

was roofed over to prevent it being filled with water, wjiich in course
of time would have destroyed the floor and other evidences of its

existence. The wall of the compound, which passes over' this sub-
terranean room, was in danger of falling. In order to prevent this

a support made of masonry was placed under it, resting on the floor

of the underground room.
More earth had to be removed from the base of tlie west wall of

Compounil B than from all the others combined, a fact which suggests
that formerly this wall was higlier than tlie others but that a con-
siderable portion had fallen or been worn tlown, burying the founda-
tions. The task of carrying away earth that had fallen from the
walls on the outer side and the removal of debris that had washed
over it from a neighboring refuse-heap was a considerable one. "Wlien

this work was finished the wall stood, in the middle, about 10 feet

in height.

The excavation of the plazas and rooms adjoining the two great
pyramids, or inclosed mounds, of Compound B was not so difficult
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as in the case of Compound A, but the removal of the earth was
more tedious, it being necessary to carry the material a greater

distance. The difficulties of work in Compound B were somewhat
increased by the presence of successive floors, one below another.

This condition was found on the tops of the mounds and in the
plazas, necessitating careful excavation by hand.
The outlines of the many fragile-walled houses supported by rows

of posts could readily be followed, but as the supports were much
decayed, provision for the preservation of evidence of the existence

of these rooms, which otherwise under the torrential summer rains

would soon be destroyed, had to be made. To indicate the positions

of the upright supports of these walls, new posts of cottonwood were
inserted in the old holes, most of whicli were found to be filled with
fine yellow sand and the decayed remains of the former supports.

The fireplaces in the middle of the floors of these fragile-walled

I'ooms, opposite the entrances, were protected with wooden covers.

The floors were smoothly made and evitlently had been tramped
down.
The bases of all the walls exposed by the excavation work were

strengthened with cement, so that they might resist longer the action

of the water.

CLAN-HOUSE 1

The excavation and repair of Clan-liouse 1 were satisfactorily

completed. No walls were visible wlien work began, but two low
ash-colored mounds were traceable among the mesquite trees, indicat-

ing the site of a large building; there was no means of knowing, how-
ever, the shape or size of the rooms later brought to light. As work
progressed on the larger, or more westerly, of these mounds, the west
wall of a large building was the first to be traced. Having determined
the position of the southwest corner, the removal of earth from the

south and west walls was easily accomplished. The earth was hauled
some distance from the walls by means of scrapers and later provi-

sion was made for diverting the surface drainage on these two sides.

The outside of the east and north walls was similarly treated. Tem-
]iorary roadwa^^s left about midway in the west wall were utilized for

hauling the material removed from the central room. The plaza east

of tliis room was filled originally with eartli to the level of the top of

the compound walls; the removal of this to the level of the floors

of the central room and plaza required about a month. The bases

of the walls were treated with cement and shallow drains parallel

with them were dug to carry away the surplus water.

The presence of unusually large accumulations of earth in the

rooms of Clan-house 1 can not be accounted for wholly by the failing
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of the material eroded from the top of tlie walls, but was due in part

to drifted sand, wliich for the greater part filled the rooms of the

compounds. The sandstorms left deposits at the bases of the walls,

botli witliin and without, the sand often drifting like snow; but
when the drift was once arrested by the walls and by roots of mes-
quite trees, and weighted down by the adobe that fell from the

walls, tlie rooms and walls were (eventually covered.

COMPOUNDS C AND D

The amount of excavation and repair work on Compounds C and
D was not so extensive as on Compounds A and B. Neither of

the former contained higii mounds, and apparently neither ever had
included extensive buildings with thick higli walls. The walls of the

central building of Compound C were low and few in number. The
corners and surrounding walls in Compounds C and D having been
determined, part of the accumulated earth was removed, provision

being made for protection of the wall where necessary. In both

these compounds the surrounding wall had been worn down almost
to the level of the plain, a low platform being the only visible evidence

of its former existence.

TRADITIONS

Tlie question. Who built Casa Grande ? has been repeatedly asked

the Pima Indians dwelling in the neighborhood from the time of its

discovery in 1694 and their answer has generally come to be, the
" Hohokam," or Ancients. But if their old men are interrogated

more closely they frequently mention the name of a chief (civan)

called Morning Green, who, they aflirm, constructed the buildings

and ruled over the inhabitants. Tliere is internal evidence that tlie

legends they relate of this cliief are not inventions of the modern
Pima; at all events incidental references to him as master of the

Wind gods and the Rain gods date back to Father Font's narrative

in 1775. Modern variants of the legends are probably somewhat
embellished, however, by repetition from one generation to another.'

The Pima conception of this chief is best indicated by quoting a few
folk-tales, some of which have not been publislied while others have
been known for many years.

' Dt. Frank Russell's excellent monograph on The Pima Indians {Seih Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.)

shows the wealth of Pima (or Maricopa?) material still available. This raatcriol, like all legends, can be
treated in a .sclentiiic way in the interpretation of culture and should not be rejected by archeologlsts.

Ethnology is simply culture-history, of which archeology is one chapter.

Neglect of ethnology in the study of the archeology of the American Indians is unfortunate. Some
of the Pima told the writer that his interpreU*r had made mistakes in interpretations, so that what is

given here can be regarded only as approximations to tnith. As will appear in many of these legends,

the chief of Casa Grande is exalted into a cultus-hero, who had extraordinary magic powers; in some stories

he Is represented as the supernatural oSspring of the sun and a maid.
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There still survive among the Mexicans Uving in the neighborhood

of Casa Grande (pis. 8, 9) a few stories connecting Montezuma with

this rum. One day while the writer was at work on Compound B, an

old Mexican who visited the place said that several years ago as he was
driving past the ruin from Florence to his farm, which is south of the

main building, a man with a long white beard, clad only in a single

short garment, stopped him and without a word took his seat on the

wagon. When they arrived at Casa Grande the mysterious personage

alighted and without speaking entered the ruin; he was never seen

again. The Mexican asked whether the writer thought this strange

person was Montezuma the old cliief

.

Font's Legend

This legend (1775) contains the following story (related to Father

Font by the governor of Uturituc), which is the oldest legendary

account of Casa Grande, or Civanavaaki,^ extant, from Pima sources:

He [the governor] said

—

That in a very distant time there came to that land a man who, because of his

evil disposition and harsh sway, was called The Bitter Man; that this man was old

and had a young daughter; that iu his company there came another man who was

young, who was not his relative nor anything, and that he gave him in marriage

his daughter, who was very pretty, the young man being handsome also, and that

the said old man had with him as servants the Wind and the Storm-cloud. That the

old man began to build that Casa Grande and ordered his son-in-law to fetch beams

for the roof of the house. That the young man went far off, and as he had no ax nor

anything else with which to cut the trees, he tarried many days, and at the end he

came back without bringing any beams. That the old man was very angry and told

him he was good for nothing; that he should see how he himself would bring beams.

That the old man went very far off to a mountain range where there are many pines

and, calling on God to help him, he cut many pines and brought many beams for

the roof of the house. That when this Bitter Man came, there were in that land neither

trees nor plants, and he brought seeds of all and he reaped very large harvests with

his two servants, the Wind and the Storm-cloud, who served him. That by reason

of his evil disposition he grew angry with the two servants and turned them away and

they went very far off; and as he could no longer harvest any crops through lack of the

servants, he ate what he had gathered and came near dying of hunger. That he sent

his son-in-law to call the two servants and bring them back and he could not find them,

seek as he might. That thereupon the old man went to seek them and, having found

them, he brought them once more into his service, and with their aid he had once more

large crops, and thus he continued for many years in that land; and after a long time

they went away and nothing more was heard of them.

He [the governor] said also, that after the old man there came to that land a

man called The Drinker, and he grew angry with the people of that place and he

sent much water so that the whole country was covered with water, and he went

to a very high mountain range which is seen from there, and which is called The

Mountain of the Foam {Sierra de la Espuma), and he took with him a little dog and a

coyote. (This mountain range [Superstition Mountains] is called '

' of the foam " because

at the end of it, which is cut off and steep like the comer of a bastion, there is seen high

1 The term Civanaviiakl . which his been translated "chief of the ancient house," is a general term appUed

also to other casus grandes in the Gila-Salt \^alley.
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up near the top a white brow as of rock, which also continues along the range for a good
distance, and the Indians say that this is the mark of the foam of the water which rose

to that height.) That The Drinker went up, and left the dog below that he might
notify him when the water came too far, and when the water reached the brow of the
foam the dog notified The Drinker, because at that time the animals talked, and the
latter carried him up. That after some days The Drinker Man sent the Rose-.^ucker

(Chupawsas) to Coyote to bring him mud; they brought some to him and of the mud
he made men of different kinds, and some turned out good and others bad. That
these msn scattered over the land, upstream and downstream; after some time he
sent some men of his to see it the other men upstream talked ; these went, and returned
saying that although they talked, they had not understood what they said, and that

The Drinker Man was very angry because these men tiilked without his having
given them leave. That next he sent other men downstream to see those who had
gone that way and they returned saying that they had received them well, that they
spoke another tongue but that they had understood them. Then The Drinker Man
told them that those men downstream were the good men and there were such as far

as the Opa, with whom they are friendly, and tliere were the Apache, who are their

enemies. He [the governor] said also that at one time The Drinker Man was angry
with the people and killed many and transformed them into saguaros (giant cacti),

and on this account there are so many saguaros in that country . . . Furthermore,

he said that at another time The Drinker Man was very angry with the men and
caused the sun to come down to bum them, and was making an end of them: that he
now begged him much not to luirn them, and therefore The Drinker Man said that

he would no longer bum them and then he told the sun to go up, ))ut not as much as

before, and he told them that he left it lower in order to bum them by means of it,

if ever they made him angry again, and for this reason it is so hot in that country in

summer.

He [the governor] added that he knew other stories; that he could not tell them
because the time was up, and he agreed to tell them to us another day; but as we
had laughed a little at his talcs, which he related with a good deal of seriousness,

we could not get him afterward to tell us anything more, saying that he did not know
any more.'

Legends from Other Sources

In tlie account of Casa Grande given by Johnston- lie wrote (1847)

as follows:

The general asked a Pimo who made the house [Casa Grande] I had seen. "It is

the "Cara [sic] de Montezuma,'" said he; ''it was built by the son of the most beautiful

woman who once dwelt in yon mountain; she was fair, and all the handsome men
came to court her, but in vain; when they came, they paid tribute, and out of this

small store, she fed all people in times of famine, and it did not diminish; at last, as

she lay asleep, a drop of rain fell upon her navel, and she became pregnant, and brought

forth a boy, who was the builder of all these houses."

Capt. F. E. Grossman^ in 187 1 made the following allusions to the

Pima legends regarding Casa Grande

:

The Pimas claim to be the direct descendants of the chief So'-ho. The children of

S6'-h6 reinhabited the Gila River Valley, and soon the people Ijecame numerous.

1 It will be seen that there are some parts of this story almost identical with a story that follows, told

the writer by Thin Leather in 1907-8.

2 Johnston, Journal, in Emory, Notes of a Military Reeonnoissance, Washington, 1848 CEx. Doc. tl,30tn

Cong., 1st sess., 1848).

3 Smithsonian Rc/iotI for 1871, p. 40S.
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One (if the direct descendants of S6'-h6, King Si'-va-no, erected the Casas Grandes

on tlie Gila River. Here he governed a large empire, before—long before—the

Spaniards were known.

The following quotation is taken from Bandelier's report:'

Mr. J. D. Walker, an old resident in the vicinity of Casa Grande, who has been to

me personally an excellent friend and valuable informant, told me this tale.

The Gila Pinias claim to have been created on the banks of the river. After residing

there for some time a great flood came that destroyed the tribe, with the exception of

one man, called Ci-ho. He was of small stature, and became the ancestor of the present

Pimas. The tribe, beginning to grow in numbers, built the villages now in ruins and

also spread to the north bank of the river. But there appeared a monstrous eagle,

which, occasionally assuming the shape of an old woman, visited the pueblos and stole

women and children, carrying them to his abode in an inaccessible cliff. On one

occasion the eagle seized a girl with the intention of making of her his wife. Ci-ho

thereupon went to the cliff, but found it impossible to climb. The girl, who was still

alive, shouted down to him the way of making the ascent. When the eagle came liack,

Ci-ho slew him with a sword, and thus liberated his people from the scourge.

-

The following existing Pima legends relating to Morning Green,

chief of Casa Grande, were collected from Thin leather (Kamaltkak),

an old Pima regarded as one of the best informed story-tellers of

the tribe. ^ Some of his legends repeat statements identical with

those told to Father Font, 137 years ago, a fact which proves ap-

parently that they have been but little changed by intervening

generations. The statement which recounts how Morning Green

was miraculously conceived by a Hohokam maiden has been verified

by several legendists. Tlie following stories supplement published

legends of this chief and other ancients and shed light on the condition

of early society in the settlement over which ^lorning Green is said

to have ruled.

HOW A CHIEF OF ANOTHER " GREAT HOUSE " ENTICED THE WOMEN
FROM CASA GRANDE

Morning Green, chief of Casa Grande, invited Chief Tcematsing and his women to

visit him. Tcematsing lived in a great house situated near Gila Crossing, which is so

far away from Casa Grande that he found it necessary to camp one night en route at

the settlement on the Gila River opposite Sacaton. 'When the visitors arrived at

Casa Grande a dance was celebrated in the open space north of Compound A, some-

where between it and the circular wall inclosing a reservoir or "well." Here the

women who accompanied Tcematsing danced with those of Casa Grande, singing the

song:
Ta sai na uil wd
Sun shade sing with me
My body will become a humming-l^ird

When Tcematsing came and witnessed the women dancing he shook his rattle and

sang a magic song, which enticed all the women of Casa Grande to follow him to

1 Bandelier, Final Rep., pt. n, in Papers Arch. Inst. Amer., iv,p. 463, 1892.

" For another version of this tale, see Bancroft, ^fative Races, vol. iii, p. 79.

s Many other legends were collected, but these have no bearing on Casa Grande, and some of them have

been published by previous observers, especially Doctor Russell, who obtained many o( his stories from

the same authority. It is said that most of these legends are from the Maricopa; several show missionary

influeni-e.
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another dance place, nearer the Gila. Morning Green, who also sang a magic song,

found it powerless ' to prevent the departure of the women, and he went back tohia

house for a more powerful "medicine," after which he returned to the dance and
ordered his women back to their dwellings; but they were so much bewitched by the

songs of Tcematsing that they could not, or would not, obey him. Farther and
farther from their homes Tcematsing enticed the women, dancing first in one place

and then in another until they came to his compound. Among the women who
abandoned their home was the wife of Morning Green, who refused to return even
aft«r he sent a special messenger to her.

The sequel of the legend is that Tcematsing married Nactci, a daughter of Morning
Green, making her father so angry that he sent a spider to bite his own grandson, off-

spring of the union. When the boy was sick unto death Tcematsing invited Morning
Green to visithisgrandson before the boy died. Morning Green relented and sent his

daughter an herb (the name of which is lost) powerful enough to cure the spider's bite,

and thus the child's life was spared.^

Another legend of Chief Morning Green, also obtained from Thia
Leather, affords an instructive glimpse of prehistoric thought.

HOW TrrRQUOISES WERE OBTAINED FROM CHIEF MORNING GREEN

One day, long ago, the women and girls of Casa Grande were playing an ancient

game called toka,^ formerly much in vogue at Casa Grande, but now no longer played

by Pima. During the progress of the game a blue-tailed lizard was noticed descending

into the earth at a spot where the stones were green.'' The fact was so strange that it

was reported to Morning Green, who immediately ordered excavation to be made.
Here they eventually discovered many turquoises, with which they made, among
other things, a mosaic covering for a chair that used to stand in one of the rooms of

Casa Grande. This chair was carried away many years ago and buried, no one knows
where.
Morning Green also distributed so many turquoises among his people that the fame

of these precious stones reached the ears of the Sun, in the East, who sent the bird

with bright plumage (parrot?) to obtain them. When Parrot approached within a

short distance of Casa Grande he was met by one of the daughters of the chief, who
returned to the town and announced to her father the arrival of a visitor from the Sun.

The father said, "Take this small stick, which is charmed, and when Parrot puts

the stick into his mouth, you lead him to me." But Parrot was not charmed by the

stick and refused to take it into his mouth and the girl reported her failure. The
chief answered, "Perhaps the strange bird would eat pumpkin seed," and told his

daughter to offer these to him. She made the attempt without result and, returning,

1 Evidently Morning Green had met his equal in Tcematsing, whose "medicine "was superior to that he
employed on the first trial of magit; power.

2 Morning Green (Sialim Tcutuk) is regarded by the Pima as an historic personage. Civan is here inter-

preted as a generic name for "chief,"' not limited to Morning Green alone; all chiefs of the ancients are called

civani. In commenting on the word Siha of Kino and Mange, and on Cibola, Doctor Russell puts this

query: Is the similarity of this term (siba) to Shi'wona or Shi'wina, given by Mr. F. H. Gushing as the

native name of the Zuui country, a mere coincidence? This question assumes a new significance if we
remember that some of the Zufii clans originally came from villages ruled over by the Civani.

3 The players in this game were generally 10 in number, facing each other about 100 yards apart. Each
participant had a pointed stick with which she caught a rope having a knot at each end.

< In a legend of the Hopi, turquoises are said to be the excrement of a reptile.

The legend of the "throne" of Montezuma covered with turquoises may be of late introduction, but how
the resemblance to the Mexican accoimt is to be accounted for among the Pima does not appear; possibly

by the same means as in the case of the name Montezuma. In this connection attention is directed to the

"seat" excavated in Clan-house 1 (fig. 19).
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reported that the bird refused pumpkin seed. The father then said, "Put the seed

into a blanket and spread it before the bird; then perhaps you may capture him."

Still Parrot would not eat, and the father thereupon suggested watermelon seeds.

But Parrot was not tempted by these nor by seeds of cat's claw, nor was he charmed

by charcoal.'

The chief of Casa Grande then told his daughter to tempt Parrot with corn well

cooked and soaked in water, in a new food-bowl. Parrot was obdurate and would not

taste it, but, noticing a turquoise bead of blue-green color, he swallowed it; when the

two daughters of the chief saw this they brought to him a number of blue stones,

which the bird greedily devoured. Then the girls brought valuable turquoise beads,

which Parrot ate; then he flew away. The girls tried to captiue him, but without

success. He made his way through the air to the home of the Sun in the East, where

he drank an emetic and vomited the turquoises, which the Sun god distributed

among that people which reside near his house of rising, beyond the eastern moun-
tains. This is the reason, it is said, why these people have many stone ornaments

made of this material.

But when the chief of Casa Grande heard that Parrot had been sent to steal his tur-

quoises, he was greatly vexed and caused a violent rain to fall that extinguished all

fires in the East. His magic power over the Rain god was so great that he was able

even to extinguish the light of the Sun, making it very cold. Then the old priests

gathered in council and debated what they should do. Man-Fox was first sent

by them into the East to get fire, but he failed to obtain it, and then Road-runner

was commissioned to visit Thunder, the only one that possessed fire, and steal his

lighted torch. But when Thunder saw him running off with the torch he shot an

arrow at the thief and sparks of fire were scattered around, setting afire every tree,

bush, and other inflammable object, from which it happens that there is fire in every-

thing.

HOW MORNING GREEN LOST HIS POWER OVER THE WIND GODS AND
THE RAIN GODS

Morning Green is reputed to have had special magic power over two supernatural

beings, known as Wind-man and Rain-man. It happened atone time that many people

were playing a game with canes in the main plaza of Morning Green's settlement [Casa

Grande], on the south side of the compound; among these were Rain-man and Wind-
man. The latter laid a wager that if he lost, his opponent should look on the charms
of a certain maid. When Wind-man lost, in revenge he sent a great wind that ))lew

aside her blanket, at which indignity she cried and complained of Wind-man to

Morning Green, who was so angry that he made Rain-man blind, obliging him to be
led about by his servant, the wind ; he also banished both from Casa Grande. They
went to the San Bernardino Mountains in what is now California and lived at Eagle
Mountain, near the present town of Wadsworth, where aa a consequence it rains

continually.

After the Ijanishment of these two the rain ceased at Casa Grande for four years, and
Morning Green sent Humming-liird to the mountains where Wind-man and Rain-man
resided. Humming-bird carried with him a white feather, which he held aloft to detect

the presence of the wind. Three times he thus tried to discoverWind-man liy the move-
ment of this feather, but was not successful. When at last Humming-bird came to a

place where there was much green grass he again held up the feather to see whether it

showed any movement of the air. It responded by indicating a slight wind, and later

he came to the spot where Wind-man and Rain-man were, but found them asleep.

' Charcoal, the product of fire, is regarded by the Hop! Kaya, or fire priests, as possessing most powerful

magic in healing diseases, especially those of the skin in which there is a burning sensation.
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Humming-bird dropped a little medicine on the breasts of Wind-man and Rain-
man, which caused them after a time to move and later to awake. When they had
risen from their sleep Humming-bird informed them that Morning Green had sent him
to ask them to return and again take up their abode with him at Casa Grande. Rain-
man, who had no desire to return, answered, "Wliy did Morning Green send us away?"
and Wind-man said, "Return to Morning Green and tell him to cut off his daughter's
hair and make from it a rope.' Bring this rope to me and I will tie it about my
loins that Rain-man. who is blind, may catch hold of it while I am leading him. But
advise all in Casa Grande to take the precaution to repair the roofs of their houses
so they will not leak, for when we arrive it will rain violently." Humming-bird
delivered the message to the chief of Casa Grande and later brought back the twisted

rope of human hair. Wind-man and Rain-man had barely started for Casa Grande
when it began to rain, and for four days the downpour was so great that every roof

leaked. Morning Green vainly used all his power to stop the rain, but the magic
availed Imt little.

THE BIRTH OF HOK

Long ago the Sun god sent a messenger on an errand to the settlement now called

Casa Grande. As this messenger proceeded on his way he occupied himself in kicking

a stone ball, and on approaching Casa Grande he gave the ball so violent a kick that

it landed near a maiden who sat on the housetop making pottery. Seeing the object,

the girl picked it up and hid it under her l)elt. When the man sought the stone it

was nowhere to be found; he asked the girl if she knew where it fell, but she would
not divulge what had become of it. Discouraged in his quest, the man was aliout to

return to the Sun god, but the girl urged him not to depart but to search more dili-

gently for the ball. She also sought for it, but it was no longer under her belt; it had
disappeared. Later she was with child and in due time gave birth to a girl baby,
which, instead of feet and hands, had claws like a Vjear or a mountain lion. As thia

strange child grew older and played with other boys and girls she scratched them so

often with her claws that they were afraid of her, and ran away whenever she appeared.
The brothers of the girl were hunters of rabbits, liut were unsuccessful. When their

sister grew older she followed them to the hunt and their luck changed, so that thence-

forth they killed plenty of game. As she matured, however, she outgrew all restraint

and became a wild woman. She was then called Hok, and developed into a cannibal

monster, who captnred her victims wherever she went and carried them in a basket
on her back until she wished to devour them.^ Hok once met two youths, whom she
tried to capture, but they ran swiftly away and when she made another attempt they
blinded her by throwing sand in her eyes. This monster terrorized the whole country
to such an extent that the ancients sought her life, but in vain. The culture-hero,

Tcuhu, endeavored to kill Hok. He turned himself into a snake and furnished the
children with rattles; when Hok approached them they shook these rattles and
frightened her. Hok first retired to a distant cave in the Santa Catalina Mountains, but
later went south to Poso Verde. The people living there were also oppressed by Hok
and desired to kill her. Tcuhu ' sent word to his uncle that there was to be a dance at

Casa Grande and asked him to invite Hok to attend. This was a kind of ceremonial
dance in which men and women participate, forming a circle and alternating with
each other. Several in\ntations were sent to Hok, but she did not accept; at last she
promised to attend the dance and to be there at sunset. Tcuhu danced and smoked
with Hok, and the festiWties lasted four days and nights. While she was absent the

1 Ropes were made of human hair up to within a few years by the Pima, who used them on burden-
baskets ikihus) and for other purposes.

2 The Hopi have a similar bogy, who is personated annually at Walpi in February, at which time she
threatens to kill all children. She carries a knife in her hands, and has a basket on her back for the heads
of the victims she declares she will decapitate.

3 The name Tcuhu is sometimes interchanged with Montezuma as if the two personages were identical.
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women gathered wood and made a fire in the cave where Hok lived. When she dis-

covered what had taken phice she flew to the top of her cave and entered it through

a crack open to the sky. At the opening Tcuhu stood so as to prevent Hok's escape

and slew her as she emerged.

A CREATION LEGEND

In the beginning all was dark and there was neither earth nor sky. Earth Doctor

(Tcuwut Marka) was the only being then living.'

Earth Doctor took a particle of sweat from his body and made from it a small disk,

which he held in his hand and started to go to the west. When he stopped, the sweat
showed signs of life, for it trembled; he proceeded and still the material moved. He
halted four times in his course and as he stopped the fourth time the disk, which was
the nucleus of the earth, became stable, and neither trembled nor wavered.-' He then
knew he was at the middle point of the universe. Earth Doctor then made a bush and
created small ants to feed on it. He took a louse from his breast and put it at the root

of the bush. This insect found a ring of soil that kept growing larger and larger as

Earth Doctor danced near it, until it became the earth. In the same way the solid

sky was formed. Earth Doctor pounded " medicine " in a bowl and shortly afterward

there appeared over the surface a transparent substance resembling ice. Earth Doc-
tor threw this substance toward the north, where it fell but shortly afterward rose

again and then sank below the horizon. He then cast another fragment to the west

and it fell below the horizon, never to rise again. He threw another fragment into

the south; this struck the earth or sky and bounded back, whereupon he picked it up
and again threw it to the south. This time it rose and passed over the sky. These
fragments became the sun and the moon, both formed in the same way. Earth Doctor

spurted a mouthful of medicine-water into the sky and created the stars, first the

larger and then the smaller, the last of all being nebulte like the Milky Way. Having
formed the celestial bodies, he made seeds of all food used by man, after which he
created men and women from a particle of sweat or grease from his body.

Buzzard Doctor lives in the Underworld, where there are many people similar to

those who inhabit the earth. The entrance [sipapu] to this underworld is in the east.

As soon as men and women had been created they began to quarrel; this an-

gered Earth Doctor and he put them to death. After he had killed all human beings,

Earth Doctor and Buzzard emerged together from the Underworld and the former

begged the latter to help him re-create men and women. The result was men who
were gray-haired at birth. Earth Doctor again destroyed man because he smoked
too much, but on the fourth trial there emerged from the earth foiu- men who later

became great medicine-men—Land, Buzzard, Tcuhu, and Tohouse.^

The youth Tcuhu became a great warrior and married many women, whom he

deserted before children were born.''

A FLOOD LEGEND

The Pima believed that the flood was caused by Earth Doctor, who stuck his staff *

into the ground, making a hole out of which water issued, covering the earth. Tcuwut,
Tcuhu, and Tohouse crawled into ollas and floated away. When the earth was

1 This legend differs from other purely aboriginal creation legends with which the author is acquainted,

in accounting for the origin of earth and sky.
2 See Zuni legend of the search (or the "middle," or stable, point on the earth (in ISth Ann. Rep. But,

EthnoL, p. 373).

3 Because the men were thus destroyed four times some people think there are four worlds.

* The son of Tcuwut went to get his child, but when he took it in his arms he became a snipe and thebaby
became what the I^ima call a water baby.

i Several Hopi and Hano legends recoimt that when the tiponi, or emblematic palladium, was placed on
tile earth a spring was developed.
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covered with water, Humming-bird, led by Buzzard, flew into the sky, crying out

that they would return after the water should have subsided. Buzzard soared aloft

to an opening in the sky, through which he passed, but his companion could not

follow him. Both were caught in the jiassage and there they hung. Humming-bird
cried because it was cold in the sky region, but Woodpecker made a nest of feathers

to keep them warm. The flood rose until the water reached them and there may still

be seen on the feathers of the woodpecker marks where the water touched him.
The olla in which Tcuhu was concealed floated far away into the southwest, but

that containing Earth Doctor went northwest. The third, in which was Tohouse,

went east. The tracks of the ollas of Earth Doctor and Tohouse Doctor crossed sev-

eral times and as they did so Earth Doctor addressed the other as Elder Brother.

There were seven persons saved from the flood, and these were called brothers. Their

names are Tcuwut, Tcuhu, Tohouse, Buzzard, Woodjjecker, Humming-bird, and an
unknown. ^Vhen the water had subsided these seven brothers held a council to deter-

mine the position of the middle of the earth. Woodpecker was sent to the east and
Humming-bird to the west, to find it. Three times they returned without success,

but on their fourth meeting they reported that they had found the middle of the

eai'th.

Tcuhu plucked a haii' from the right side of his head and, putting it in his mouth,
drew it back and forth, stretching it and miraculously forming a snake, which he laid

on the earth at his north side. He took a hair from the left side of his head and, stretch-

ing it out as before, created a second snake, which he laid at the west side. He then

laid one at the south and another at the east.' These snakes prevent the water from

flooding the land and cause it to flow in channels or rivers. Tcuhu created ants,

which he put on the wet ground; these threw up hills that became dryland. After

the water had subsided Earth Doctor, Tcuhu, and Tohouse set themselves to re-create

men, haxdng agi-eed not to inform one another what kind of beings each would make.
To prevent one another from seeing their work they faced in different directions—Earth
Doctor to the east, Tohouse to the south, and Tcuhu to the west. ^Vhen their crea-

tions were finished it was found that Tcuhu had made men similar in form to those

now living, but that Tohouse's men had webbed fingers like ducks, while those cre-

ated by Earth Doctor had but one leg each and subsisted not on food, but on smells,

which they inhaled. Tcuhu asked Tohouse why he made his men with webbed
fingers. "That they may live in water," responded Tohouse. Tcuhu was dissat-

isfied with the beings made by Tohouse, and he threw them into the water, where they
became ducks. The creations of Earth Doctor became fishes and snakes; he was
much pleased with his children, which descended into the Underworld where he
daily Nasits them.

When Earth Doctor stuck his staff into the ground to cause the flood and water cov-

ered the earth, most of the people perished, but some escaped and followed White
Feather, who fled to the top of Superstition Mountains. The water rose, covering all

the valley until it was as high as the line of white sandstone which is a conspicuous

landmark. White Feather, surrounded by his followers, tried all his magic in vain to

prevent the further rise of the flood. When he saw he was powerless to prevent this,

he gathered all his people and consulted them, saying, "I have exhausted all

magic powers but one, which I will now try." Taking in his left hand a medicine-

stone from his pouch, he held it at arm's length, at the same time extending his

right hand toward the sky. After he had sung four songs he raised his hand and
seized the lightning and with it struck the stone which he held. This broke into

splinters with a peal of thunder and all his people were transformed into the pinna-

cles of stone which can now be seen projecting from the summit of one of the peaks

of the Superstition Mountains.

1 It is thought that dreams come from the east and that the west sends cold.
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The followers of Tcuhu and Tohouse united and built a house. Four days after

' this house was begun Tcuhu sent Tohouse to visit a people he had created, in order

to learn what language they spoke. When Tohouse found that they spoke Apache
and BO reported, Tcuhu assigned them to the land of cold wind and rain. Tcuhu
again sent Tohouse to discover whether there were other people on the earth; return-

ing after a time the latter reported to Tcuhu that he had heard of men speaking

Mohave, Yuma, and Maricopa, but not Pima. After four days Tcuhu again sent

Tohouse to search for any men allied to his people, and he reported finding those

w,ho continually said, Ston, ston, "it is hot." Ue returned and told Tcuhu ho had
found lost brothers, because he had detected in their speech a Pima W(jrd. Tcuhu
said they must be his people; he said also, "I will give them dark cool nights in which
they can sleep, and I will send them dreams and they shall be able to interpret these

dreams." All these peoples were gathered into the house Tcuhu had built [Casa

Grande?]. But after a while there were bickerings and quarrels among men. The
Apache left for the mountains where they said they also would have dreams and
thus they became hereditary enemies of the Pima. At this time all the Pima inhab-

ited the Salt River Valley, not far from the site of the present Phoenix.
White Feather and his people lived in a settlement called Sturavrik Civanavdaki,

near Tenipe, the site of which is now a large mound. According to some legends,

this chief was the first man who taught the Pima irrigation and he showed them also

how to plant com. Through his guidance his people became prosperous and all the

Pima congregated at his settlement to trade.

The people of a settlement near Mesa could not build a canal because the ground
in the vicinity was so hard, so they asked Tcuhu to aid them. He sang magic songs

for four days, and at the fourth song the ground softened and the people easily exca-

vated the ditch, but the water would not run in it. Tcuhu found he was powerless

to make it do so and advised them to invite Towa Quaatam Ochse,' an old woman
who lived in the west by the great water, to aid them. She was summoned and
sent word to the Mesa people to assemble in their council-house and await her com-
ing. They gathered and awaited her coming but she did not appear. At night a
man passing that way saw her standing at the highest point of the canal blowing
"medicine" along the ditch. Later there came a great wind that dug out a wide
channel and water ran in the canal. The Casa Grande people, it is said, learned the

art of irrigating from those living on the site of Tempe, who were taught by Tcuhu.
Feather-plaited Doctor was an evil-minded youth who lived at Wukkakotk, north

of Casa Grande. Tonto- visited Feather-plaited Doctor, but the latter would not

notice him, although he made the customary offering of four cigarette.s. Three times

Tonto repeated his visit to Feather-plaited Doctor, and on the third visit the latter

accused him of being a gossip and on that account refused to have anything to do
with him. On the last visit he told Tonto that although he did not like him he did
not object to his visits, but he warned him, if he wished to see him, not to gamble at

night and not to have anything to do with women vrithout his permission. At that

time there was a man who wished to gamble with Tonto but, forewarned, the latter

refused. When Tonto was asked the reason, he revealed his promise to Feather-

1 This personage corresponds to Hazrinwiiqti, or Woman of Hard Substance (shell, stone, and turquoise)

of the Hopi.
2 The writer's interpreter claimed that toTito lA a pure Pima word, hence the fact that in Spanish it

sl^ifies " foolish " would seem to be fortuitous. It appears in the term Toionteac, used by early Span-
iards to designate a "kingdom," sometimes regarded eis synonymous with Moki, also a Pima word. On
the theory that /o^on^eac is pure Pima, the writer derives it from to-ton, and toac or teac, a termination which
occurs in the name of a mountain (Kihutoac, "mountain of the kihu, or carrying basket"). The terra

Totonteac would mean "mountains of the Tontos."

When first mentioned Totonteac was reputed to be a kingdom of great power; later it was found to be
a hot spring surrounded by a few mud houses. In the opinion of the writer, the hotspringsin the lower
part of the Tonto Basin, near the Roosevelt Dam, may represent the locality of the so-called fabulous
Totonteac.
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plaited Doctor and said he must get permisision. Toiito was allowed by Feather-

plaited Doctor to gamble with this man, but was warned not to play again if he were

beaten; but should he win twice he must desist by all means from further playing.

The game at which Touto gambled was that known as the "cane game, " and on this

occasion Feather-plaited Civan marked the canes. Tonto played and won twice

from his opponent; he would not plaj- a third time, but carried all he had won to the

house of Feather-plaited Civan. Whenever he played with the marked canes, he-

won, so that one of his opponents consulted Tcuhu to learn the reason. Tcuhu-

informed him that the sticks were endowed with magic derived from the sun, which •

gave them supernatural power over all others.

Tcuhu then told a maid to search under trees and gather in the early morning the

feathers of eagles, crows, buzzards, and hawks, bind them together, and bring them
to him. After these feathers had been brought Tcuhu instructed her to strip e^'ery

feather to its midrib and cut each into short sections. Having roasted the feathers

with meal of popcorn, the girl placed them on a basket tray. She was then instructed

to fill two small bowls with "medicine'" and to carry them to a spring near the place

where Tonto was going to play the next game. Before Tonto began this game he

declared he was thirsty and started for the spring, kicking before him the stone ball.

When hereached the spring he perceived the girl and fell in love with her. She prom-

ised to marry him if her parents were willing. The maid handed Tonto a drink of the

"medicine " instead of water; at the first draught he began to tremble; a second caused

him to shake violently, and at the third feathers began to form all over his body, and

shortly afterward he took the form of a bird resembling the eagle. A\'hen the maid

had witnessed this metamorphosis, she sought the man with whom Tonto had agreed

to gamble and told him Tonto had become a bird, at the same time pointing to an eagle

perched on a rock near the spring. The man tried to shoot Eagle, but he flew away
and alighted on the top of a peak of the Superstition Mountains, which shook violently

as Eagle landed thereon.' In his flight Eagle carried off the maid, now called Baat,

with whom he lived. He killed many people dwelling near his home and heaped their

bodies in a great pile near the cave in which he made his home. He became so dan-

gerous, in fact, that the survivors asked Tcuhu's aid; he promised to come in four

days but did not do so. A new messenger was sent with the same request and he

again promised to come in four days but again failed to fulfill his promi.se. Tcuhu
told the messenger to bring him ashes, and the man Ijrought mesquite charcoal, which

he did not wish, Tcuhu prociu-ed charcoal from cactus fruit and, ha\ang ground the

seeds into fine meal, he fashioned it into the form of a big knife. He then procured a

flexible stick, such as grows in the White Mountains, and other pointed sticks re.'sem-

bling bone awls. Having made foiu- of these sticks, he sharpened them and started

forth to overcome Eagle, leaving word that if he were killed a smoke would be seen

for four- days, but that if he killed Eagle, a cloud would hang over the place of

the combat. Tcuhu traveled eastward a long distance and came to the mountain

where Eagle lived, in between perpendicular [ireciiuces, surrounded by deep fissures.

Tcuhu metamorphosed himself into a fly and hid himself in this fissure, where he .slept

that night. On the following day he changed himself back into a man, stuck the

sticks into the crevice of the cliff, and by their help climbed up to the crag in which

Eagle had his home.-

1 A mountain in the Superstition Range, resemljling a monster l)ird (eagle), is now pointed out from the

Roosevelt Dam road.
2 This story of Eagle seems to be a variant of that previously recorded in which the avian beingkilled was

the monster Hok. Here Tcuhu found only a captive woman, who said the monster had gone to procure

victims. Tcuhu having revealed his mission, they agreed on a signal, and he changed into a fly. When
Eagle returned, although suspicious, he went to sleep and the woman whistled three times. At the last

whistle Tcuhu returned to human form and decapitated Eagle, throwing his head, limbs, and body to the

four world quarters. Then the woman sprinkled " medicine " on a pile of bones, the remains of former vic-

tims, and brought them to life. Thereupon all descended from the moimtain over which hovered dense

clouds, the signal that the monster was dead.
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PIISTORY

No prehistoric structure in the Soutliwest has been more fre-

quently described and figured than Casa Grande. This venerable

rum is one of the few in what is now the United States tliat bears

a Spanish name reachuig back to the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury. Some of the more important contributors to its history are

mentioned in the following jjages.'

It was once believed that this celebrated ruin was one of the so-

journing places of the Aztec on their southerly migration in ancient

times, and was generally supposed to be identical with the Chichil-

ticalli (Aztec, "Red House") mentioned by Fray Marcos de Niza
in 1539 and by Pedro de Castaneda and other chroniclers of the expe-

dition of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado in 1540-1.542. There seems
no foundation for the association of the people of Casa Grande with

the Aztec and considerable doubt exists whether the ruin was ever

visited by Coronado or any of his companions.
Almost every writer on the Southwest who has dealt with the ruins

of Arizona has introduced short references to Casa Grande, and many
other wTiteis have incidentally referred to it in discussing the antiqui-

ties of Mexico and Central America. Among the former are Browne,^

Ruxton,^ and Hinton,** while among the latter may be mentioned Pres-

cott,^ Brantz Mayer,'' Brasseur de Bourbourg,' Humboldt,' Miihlen-

pfordt,"* and Squier.'"

As there are sevei'al very complete accounts of Casa Grande, and
as these are more or less scattered through publications not accessible

to all students, it is thought best to quote at least the earliest of

these at considerable length. As will.be seen, most of these descrip-

tions refer to the historic builduig, while only one or two shed light

on the great compounds, wliicli formerly made up this extensive

settlement."

' The writer is indebted to Mr. F. AV. Hodge, ethnologist in charge of the Bureau of American Eth-

nology, for some of the historical material used in this portion of the present work.
' Browne (J. Ross), .^.dventures in the Apache Country, pp. 114-12-1. New York, 1869.

3 Ruxton (George Frederic), Sur la migration des Anciens Mexicains: in Xouveltes Annales dts Voyages,

5me s<^r., t. xxn, pp. 40, 46, 52, Paris, 1850.

< Hinton (Richard J.), The Great House of Montezuma; in Harper's Weekly, xxxni, New York, May 18,

1889.
•- Prescott (Wm. H.), History of the Conquest of Mexico, m, p. 38.3, Philadelphia [c. 1873].

« Mayer (Brantz), (1) Mexico, Aztec, Spanish, and Republican, n, p. 39r>, Hartford, 1853. (2) Observa-

tions on Mexican History and .\rchjeology; in Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, ix, p. 15, Wash-
ington, 1856.

' Brasseur de Bourbourg (M. r.\bb€), Histoire des nations civilisfies du Mexique et de I'Am^rique-

Centrale, t. 2, p. 197, Paris, 1858.

8 Humboldt (Friedrich H. .\lex. de), Essai politique sur le royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne, t. i, p.

297, Paris, 181 1.

3 Muhlenpfordt (Eduard), Versuch einer getreuen Schilderung der Republik Mejioo, Bd, u. p. 435,

Hannover. 1S44.

'OSquier (E. G.), New Mexico and California; in American Rfvieir, Nov., 1S48.

u See Winship. The Coronado Expedition, in 14th Ann. Hep. Bur. Ethnol.
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Recent students of the route of the Coronado expedition have
followed Bandelier, who has shown that the army may have traveled
down the San Pedro River for part of its course, thus leaving Casa
Grande several miles to the west.

Discovery and Early Accounts

The first known white man to visit Casa Grande was the intrepid

Jesuit Father Eusebio Francisco Kino, or Kuehne, the pioneer mis-
sionary among the Opata, Pima, Papago, and Sobaipuri Indians from
1687 until his death in 1711. In 1694 Lieut. Juan Mateo Mange,
nephew of Don Domingo Jironza Petriz de Cruzate, the newly
appointed governor of Sonora, was commissioned to escort the mis-
sionaries on their perilous journeys among the strange and sometimes
hostile tribes of the region. In June of that year, while making a
reconnoissance toward the northeast from Kino's mission of Dolores
on the western branch of the Rio Sonora, Mange heard from the
Indians of some casas grandes, massive and veiy high, on the margin
of a river which flowed toward the west . The news was communicated
to Kmo and shortly afterward was confirmed by some Indians who
visited Dolores from San Xavier del Bac, on the Rio Santa Cruz
below the Indian village of Tucson. In November (1694) Kino went
from his mission on a tour of discovery, finding Casa Grande to be as

reported, and saying mass within its walls.' The house was described
as large and ancient and certainly four stories high. In the immediate
vicinity were to be seen the ruins of other houses, and in the country
toward the north, east, and west were ruins of similar structures.

Kino believed that Casa Grande was the ruin (Cliichilticalli) spoken of

in 1539 by Fray Marcos de Niza,^ whose journey was followed in the
next year by Coronado's famous expedition. Ortega, Kino's biogra-

pher, speaks of the ancient traditions of the Mexicans (Aztec), favor-

ably received by all the historians of New Spain, that this Gila locahtj',

as well as the Casas Grandes of Chihuahua, was one of the stopping
places on their migration southward to the Valley of Mexico. This
belief was prevalent during the period, and Casa Grande on the Gila
is frequently marked on early maps as an Aztec sojourning place.

For this reason it was also commonly designated Casa de Montezuma.
Three years later, in the autumn of 1697, Kino, accompanied by

Mange, again started from his mission of Dolores and traveled across the
countr}' to the Rio San Pedro, on which stream, at a point west of the
present Tombstone, the missionary was joined by Capt. Cristobal M.
Bernal with 22 soldiers. Proceeding down the San Pedro, the party
reached the Gila on November 16, and on the 18th arrived at Casa
Grande.

I Mange in Doe. His. Mci., 4th ser., I, 250. 259, Mexico, ISS6.

* (Ortega.) Apostolicos afanes de la Corapania de Jesus, escrito por ua Padre de la misma sagrada religion

de su Provincia de Mexico, p. 253, Barcelona, 1754.
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MANGE S NARRATIVE

Fig. 1. Sketch of Casa Grande ruin

(Mange).

Mange's account ' of the famous ruin (pis. 8, 9) is so interesting and
so important for comparison with the condition of Casa Grande as

it exists to-day that it is here given in full:

On the 18th we continued westward across an extensive plain, barren and without

pasture, and at a distance of 5 leagues we discovered on the other side of the river

other houses and buildings. Sergeant Juan Bautista de Escalante and two companions

swam across to reconnoiter and reported that the walls

were 2 yards thick, like a castle, and that there were

other ruins in the vicinity, all of ancient workman-
ship. We continued westward "and alter making 4

more leagues we arrived at noon at the Casas Grandes.

in which Father Kino said mass, having till then kept

his fast. One of the houses is a great building, the

main room in the middle being four stories high and the

adjoining rooms on the four sides of it being three

stories, with walls 2 yards thick, of strong mortar and
clay, so smooth on the inside that they look like

planed boards and so well burnished that they shine

like Puebla earthenware: the corners of the windows.

which are square, being very straight and without any
hinges or crosspieces of wood, as if they had made
them with a mold or frame; and the same is true of

their doors, although these are narrow, whereby it might be known that this is the work
of Indians. ~The building is 36 paces long and 21 paces wide, of good architecture.

A crossbow shot farther on 12 other houses are seen, half tumbled down, also with

thick walls and all with roofs burnt, except one room beneath one house, with round
beams, smooth and not thick, which appear to be of cedar or savin, and over them
reeds very similar to theni and a layer of mortar and hard clay, making a ceiling or

story of \'ery peculiar character. In the neighborhood many
other ruins may be noted and (terremotos?) [heaps of earth], which
inclose two leagues, with much broken pottery of vessels and
pots of fine clay, painted in various colors, resembling the

Guadalajara pota of this country of New Spain, whence it is

inferred that the settlement or city was very large, inhabited

by a civilized race, under a regular government. This is

evidenced by a main ditch which branches off from the

river into the plain, surrounding the city which remains in

the center of it, in a circumference of 3 leagues, being 10

yards wide and 4 feet deep, by which they diverted perhaps one-half of the

river, that it might serve them for defense, as well as to provide water for their

city subdivisions and to irrigate their crops in the vicinity. The guides said

that at a distance of a day's journey there are other edifices [-] of the same kind of work-
manship, toward the north, on the other bank of the river in another ravine which
joins the one they call Verde, and that they were built by people who came from the

region of the north, their chief being called El Siba, which according to their defini-

1 Mange, op. cit.. pp. 282-284. The original manuscript journal in the Archives of Mexico contains a
sketch and a ground plan, which are introduced with some changes in an extract from Mange's diary pub-
lished in Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes (ni, 301-303, 1S53). from a translation by Buckingham Smith, but
the-^e do not appear in the printed copy of Mange's Diary in Doc. Hist. ilei. The sketch and plan

(figs. 1, 2) reproduced in the present work are from photographs of the original manuscript, procured
through the courtesy of Dr. Nicolas Le6n of the City of Mexico. The accompanying translation is from
the published Spanish account.

» Evidently those now in ruins near Phoenix. Tempe. and Mesa, in the Salt River Valley.—J. \V. F.

Fig. 2. Ground plan of

Casa Grande ruin
(Mange).
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tion in their language means "the bitter or cruel man," and that through the bloody
wars which the Apache waged against them and the 20 tribes allied with them, killing

many on both sides, they laid waste the settlements, and part of them, discouraged,

went off and returned northward, whence they had started years before, and the

majority toward the east and south; from which statements we inferred that it was
very likely that these were the ancestors of the Mexican nation, judging by their

structures and relics, such as those that are mentioned under the thirty-fourth

degree [of latitude] and those in the vicinity of the Fort of Janos under the twenty-

ninth degree, which are also called Casas Grandes, and many others which, we are

told, are to be found as far as the thirty-seventh and fortieth degrees north lati-

tude. On the bank of the river, at a distance of 1 league from the Casas Grandes, we
found a rancheria in which we counted 130 souls, and, preaching to them on their

eternal salvation, the Father baptized 9 of their little ones, although at first they

were frightened at the horses and soldiers, not having seen any till then.

Early in March, 1699, during a seventh tour of Pimeria, as the

Pima country was called. Father Kino made his final visit to Casa
Grande,' and in 1701 he prepared a map of the country, remarkably
accurate for its day, in which Casa Grande is charted for the first

time.

The next visits to the celebrated rum of which there is record

were made in 1736-37 by Father Ignacio Keller, of the mission of

Suamca, not far from the present Nogales, reference to which is

made in the Rudo Ensayo. Again, in 1744, the Jesuit father,

Jacobo Sedelmair, of the mission of Tubutama, on the Hio Altar,

went to the GUa near Casa Grande in an endeavor to cross the

northern wilderness from this point to the Hopi (Moqui) country.

He describes what was evidently the present main structure as a

large edifice with the central part of four stories and the surrounding

wings of three stories.^

"rudo ensayo" NARRATIVE

Twenty years later, that is, about 1762, another definite descrip-

tion of the ruin is given by the author of the anonymous Rudo
Ensayo,^ attributed to Father Juan ^lentuig, or Nentoig, of the

mission of Guazavas, on the Rio Bavispe, a branch of the Yaqui.

The author seems not to have visited the ruins himself but to have
gathered his information from other missionaries, notably Father

' (Ortega,) Apostolicos Afanes. etc., op. cit., p. 27(».

= Documenios para la Historia de J/erico. 3e sgrie, iv, S47, 1853-57. Sedelmair'saccount, as Bancroft (Native

Races, rv, 623, 1SS2) has pointed out, is a literal copy of Mange's Diary in the Archives of Mexico. See

also Orozco y Berra, Geografia, p. 108, 1864.

' Rudo Ensayo tentativa de una prevencional descripcion Geographica de la Provincia de Sonora, etc.,

por un Amigo del Bien Comun, San Augustin de la Florida, Ano de 1763. This vcork, the original of

which is in the Department of State of Mexico and a duplicate copy In the Royal .\cademy of History at

Madrid, was published by Buckingham Smith. Under the title Descripcion geografica natural y curiosa

de !a Provincia de Sonora ( 17(14) this essay appears in the Documenios para la Historia de Mexico, 3e serie,

IV 503. and from it the part pertaining to Casa Grande was translated by Buckingham Smith and pub-

lished in Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes, m, 304-306, 1853. An English translation of the Rudo Ensayo, by
Eusebio Guit6ras, appears in the Records of the American Catholic Historical Society, v, 110-264, Phiia.,

1894.
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Keller, to whom reference has been made. This interesting docu-
ment says :

'

Pursuing the same course for about 20 leagues from the junction [of the San Pedro],
the Gila leaves on its left, at the distance of 1 league, the Casa Grande, called the
House of Moctezunia because of a tradition current among the Indians and Spaniards,
of this place having been one of (he abodes in which tlie Mexicans rested in their long
transmigrations. This great house is four stories high, still standing, -with a roof made
of beams of cedar or tlascal and with most solid walls of a material that looks like the

best cement. It is divided into many halls and rooms and might well lodge a traveling

court. Three leagues distant and on the right bank of the river there is another
similar house but now much demolished, which from the ruins can be inferred to have
been of vaster size than the former. For some leagues around, in the neighborhood
of these houses, wherever the earth is dug up, broken pieces of very fine and variously

colored earthenware are found. Judging from a reservoir of vast extent and still

open, which is found 2 leagues up the river, holding sufficient water to supply a city

and to irrigate for many leagues the fruitful land of that beautiful ])lain, the residence
of the Mexicans there must not have been a brief one. About half a league west from
this house a lagoon is seen that flows into the river, and although the surface is not very
large it has been impossible to measure its depth by means of cords tied together, etc.

The Pima tell of another house, more strangely planned and built, which is to be
found much farther up the river. It is in the style of a labyrinth, the plan of which,
as it is designed by the Indians on the sand, is something like the cut on the margin;
but it is more probable that it served as a house of recreation than as a residence of a
magnate - I have heard of other buildings, even more extensive and more correct in

art and symmetry, through Father Ignatius Xavier Keller, although I can not recol-

lect in what place of his apostolic visits. He spoke of one that measured in frontage,

on a straight line, half a league in length and apparently nearly as much in depth, the

whole divided into square blocks, each block three and four stories high, though
greatly dilapidated in many parts; but in one of the angles there was still standing a
massive structure of greater proportions, like a castle or palace, five or six stories high.

Of the reservoir, as in the case of the one spoken of above, the reverend father said

that it not only lay in front of the house but that, before its outlet reached there, it

divided into many canals through which the water might enter all the streets,

probably for cleansing purposes, when such was desired, as is done in Turin and other

cities of Europe and was done even in Mexico in olden times. This last Casa Grande
is perhaps the same as that of which we spoke before and which lies on the other side of

the river, for those who have been there agree that there are ruins not merely of a
single edifice but of a large town.

GARCES' NARRATIVE

The next recorded visit to Casa Grande is that of Lieut. Col. Juan
Bautista de Anza, accompanied by a force of 239 persons, including

Fathers Francisco Garcfe, Pedro Font, and Tomas Eixarch, who were
among the first Franciscans to serve as missionaries in this region

after the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767. During an excursion from
Tubac, in October, 1775, the party approached the Gila on the 30th,

and on the following day, Anza liaving decided to rest, an opportunity
was given of "going to see the Casa Grande that tliey call [Casa] de
Moctezuma." Garces continues :

^

1 Translation by Eusebio Guit6ras, op. cit., pp. 127-128.

2 11 is shown elsewhere (in Amer. Anlhr., N. s., IX, pp. 510-512, 1907) that this is a misconception.

The Indians did not intend to suggest a dwelling but the ground plan of a game.—J. W. F.
3 In Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer: The Diary and Itinerary of Francisi,o Garcfe. . . in

1 775-70, 1, 66, 1900.
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We [Garc€s and Font] traveled about 3 leagues southeast and arrived at the casa,

whose position is found in latitude 33° 03' 30". For the present condition of this casa

I refer to the description thereof that Padre Font has given; and in the end will speak
of that which I have been enabled to conjecture from what I saw and learned at

Moqui.

Later, on Juty 4, 1776, wliile at the Hopi (Moqui) village of Oraibi,

in northeastern Aiizona, Garcfe, who had been mhospitably received

by the natives, learned of the hostility that existed between the Hopi
and the Pima.^

-This hostility had been told me by the old Indians of my mission, by the Gilenos,

and Cocomaricopas; from which information I have imagined {he dismrrido) that

the Moqui nation anciently extended to the Rio Gila itself. I take my stand (fun-
donie, ground myself) in this matter on the ruins that are found from this ri\'er as far

as the land of the Apaches; and that I have seen between the Sierras de la Florida
and San Juan Nepomuzeno. Asking a few years ago some Subaipuris Indians who
were living in my mission of Sin Xavier, if they knew who had built those houses
whose ruins and fragments of pottery (losa, for loza) are still visible—as, on the sup-
position that neither Pimas nor Apaches knew how to make (such) houses or pottery,

no doubt it was done by some other nation—they replied to me that the Moquis had
built them, for they alone knew how to do such things; and added that the Apaches
who are about the missions are neither numerous nor valiant; that toward the north
was where there were many powerful people; "there went we," they said, "to fight

in former times {antiguamenk) ; and even though we attained unto their lands we did
not surmount the mesas whereon they lived." It is confirmatory of this that I have
observed among the Yabipais some circumstances bearing upon this information; for

they brought me to drink a large earthenware cup very like the potsherds that are

found in the house called (t'asa) de Moctezuma and the Rio Gila. Asking them
whence they had procured it, they answered me that in Moqui there is much of that.

Ab I entered not into any house of Moqui, I could not assure myself by sight; but from
the street I saw on the roofs some large, well-painted ollas. Also have the Pimas
Gilenos told me repeatedly that the Apaches of the north came anciently to fight with
them for the casa that is said to be of Moctezuma; and being sure that the Indians
whom we know by the name of Apaches have no house nor any fixed abode, I per-

suaded myself that they could be the Moquis who came to fight; and that, harassed

by the Pimas, who always have been numerous and valiant, they abandoned long ago
these habitations on the Rio Gila, as also have they done this with that ruined pueblo
which I found before my arrival at Moqui and of which I have made mention above;
and that they retired to the place where now they live, in a situation so advantageous,
80 defensible, and with such precautions for self-defense in case of invasion.

FONTS NARRATIVE

It is unfortunate that Garces did not describe Casa Grande inde-

pendently of liis companion. Father Font, but most fortunate that

the description and plan of the latter exist, as they afford valuable

data for comparison with Mange's account of 1697 and with the

present condition of the ruin. Font's narrative reads as follows:^

1 Ibid., n, 386-387.

* Diario d Monterey por et Rio Colorado del Padre Fr. Pedro Font. 1775. The original manuscript is in

the John Carter Brown Library, Providence, R, I. A recent copy of it, from which the accompanying
translation was made and the plan reproduced, is in the archives of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

See also Notice sur la grande maison dite de Uoctecuzoma, in Temaux-Compans, Voyages, ix, app. vii,

383-386,1838.
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KORTE

31st day [of October, 1775], Tuesday. I said mass, which some heathen Gila Indians

heard with very quiet behavdor. The senor comandante decided to give his men a

rest to-day from the long journey of yesterday, and in thi'' way we had an oppor-

tunity of going to examine the Casa Grande which they call the house of Moc-
teznma, situated at 1 league from the River Gila and distant from the place of

the. lagoon [Camani, where they had camped] some 3 leagues to the east-southeast;

to which we went after mass and returned after midday, accompanied by some
Indians and by the governor of Vturitiic, who on the way told us a history and
tradition which the Pima of Gila River have preserved from their ancestors concerning

said Casa Grande, which all reduces itself to fictions mingled confusedly with some
catholic truths, which I will relate hereafter. I took observations at this place of

the Casa Gran.de, marked on the map which I afterward drew, with the letter A,

and I found it to be without correction in 33° 11' and with con-ection in 33° 3J';

and thus I say: In the Casa Cirande of the River Gila, 31st day of October of 1775,

meridional altitude of the lower limb of the sun, 42° 25'. We examined with all

care this edifice and its relics, whose ichnographic plan [fig. 3] is that which here I

put, and for its better understanding I give the description and explanation which
follow. The Casa Grande, or Palace of Moctezuma, may have been founded some
500 years ago, according to the stories and scanty notices that there are of it and

that the Indians give; because, as it

jl.^u M..i..p>.,. j,uCs>^S''^.^^iRi'C,iU appears, the Mexicans founded it

when in their transmigration the

devil took them through various

lands until they arrived at the

promised land of Mexico, and in

their sojourns, which were long,

they formed settlements and built

edifices. The site on which this

casa is found is level in all direc-

tion.? and distant from Gila River
about 1 league, and the ruins of the

hou.ses which formed the settlement

extend more than a league to the

east and to the other points of the

compass; and all this ground ia

strewn with pieces of jars, pots,

plates, etc., some plain and others

painted various colors—white, blue,

red, etc.—an indication that it

was a large settlement and of a

distinct people from the Pima of

the Gila, since these know not how
to make such pottery. We made an
exact inspection of the edifice and
of its situation and we measured it

with a lance for the nonce, which
measurement I reduced after-

ward to geometrical feet, it being
approximately the following: The casa is an oblong square and laid out perfectly to

the four cardinal points, east, west, north, and south, and roundabout are some ruins

which indicate some inclosure or wall which surrounded thehou.se, and other buildings,

E

sua

Fig. 3. Ground plan of Compound A (Font).
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particularly at the corners, where it seems there was some structure like an interior

castle, or watch tower, for in the corner which lies at the southwest there is a piece of

ground floor with its divisions and an upper story. The exterior inclosure [fig. 3] is

from north to south 420 feet long and from east to west 260. The interior of the casa

i8com])osed of five halls, the three equal ones in the middle and one at each extremity
larger. The three (middle) halls have a length from north to south of 2? feet and a
width from east to west of 10. The two halls of the extremities (one at each end) are

from north to south 12 feet and from east to west 38. The halls arc some 11 feet high
and all are equal in this respect. The doors of communication are 5 feet high and 2

feet wide and are all about equal except the tour first of the four entrances, which it

appears were twice as wide. The thickness of the interior walls is 4 feet and they are

well laid in mortar, and of the exterior ones 6 feet. The casa is on the outside from
north to south 70 feet long and from east to west 50 feet wide. The walls have a smooth
finish on the outside. In front of the door of the east, separated from the ca.sa, there

is another building with dimensions from north to south 26 feet and from east to west 18,

exclusive of the thickness of the walls. The woodwork was of pine, apparently, and
the nearest mountain range that has pines is distant some twenty and five leagues, and
also has some mesquito. The whole edifice is of earth, and according to the signs it is

a mud wall made with boxes of various sizes. From the river and cpiite a good dis-

tance there runs a large canal, by which the settlement was supplied with water. It

is now very much choked. Finally, it is known that the edifice had three stories,

and if that which can be found out from the Indians is true, and according to the indi-

cations that are visible, it had four, the basement of the casa deepening in the manner
of a subterranean apartment . To give light to the apartments there is nothing but the

doors and some circular openings in the midst of the walls which face to the east and
west, and the Indians said that through these openings (which are pretty large) the

Prince, whom they call El Hombre Amargo [The Bitter Man] looked out on the sun
when it rose and set, to siilute it. There are found no traces of staircases, from which
we judged that they were of wood and were destroyed in the conflagration which the

edifi<'e suffered from the Apai'he. The story which the governor of A'turituc related

to us in his Pima language, wliich was interpreted to us by a servant of the senor coman-
dante, the only interjireter of that language, is as follows: He said that in very olden
time there came to that laud a man who because of his evil disposition and harsh sway
was called The Bitter Man; that this man was old and had a young daughter; and
that in his company there came another man who was young, who was not his relative

nor anything, and that he gave him his daughter in marriage, who was very pretty,

the young man being handsome also; and that the said old man had with him as

servants the Wind and the Storm-cloud. That the old man began to build that Casa
Grande and ordered his son-in-law to go and fetch beams for the roof of the house.

That the young man went far off; and as he had no ax, nor anything else with which
to <-ut the trees, he tarried many days and at the end he came back without brfnging

any beams. That the old man was very angry and told him that he was good for

nothing; that he should see how he himself would bring beams. That the old man
went very far off to a mountain range where there are many pines and that, calling on
God to help him, he cut many pines and brought many beams for the roof of the house.

That when this Bitter Man came, there were in that land neither trees nor plants; he
brought seeds of all andjeaped very large harvests with his two servants, the Wind and
the Storm-cloud, who served him. That by reason of his evil disposition he grew angry
with the two servants and turned them away, and they went very far off; and as he could
no longer harvest a»ny crops through lack of the servants, he ate what he had gathered

and came near dying of hunger. That he sent his son-in-law to call the two servants

and liring them bat-k but he could not find them, seek as he might. That thereujion

the old man went to seek them and, having found them, Ijrought them once more into

his service; with their aid he once more had large crops and thus he continued for
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many years in that land; and after a long time they went away and nothing more was
heard of them. He [the governor] also said: That after the old man there came to that

land a man called The Drinker and he grew angry with the people of that place and
sent much water, so that the whole country was covered with water, and he went to a

very hifjh mountain range, which is seen from there and which is called The Mountains
of the P^jam (Sunn dr la Espunui), and he took with him a little dog and a coyote.

(This mountain range is called "of the foam " because at the end of it, which is cut off

and steep like the corner of a bastion, there is seen high up near the to)i a white browaa
of rock, which also continues along the range for a good distance, and the Indians say

that this is the mark of the foam of the water, which rose to that height.) That The
Drinker went up, and left the dog below that he might notify him when the water came
so far, and when the water reached the brow of the Foam the dog notified The Drinker,

because at that time the animals talked, and the latter carried him i:p. That after

some days The Drinker Man sent the Rose-sucker (Chuparos'is) and the Coyote tc

bring him mud; they Ijrought some to him and of the mud he made men of different

kinds, and some turned out good and others bad. That these men scattered over

the land, upstream and downstream; after some time he sent some men of his to see

if the other men upstream talked; these went and returned, saying that although
they talked they had not ujiderstood what they said, and that The Drinker Man was
very angry, because those men talked without his having given them leave. That
next he sent other men downstream to see those who had gone that way and they

returned, saying that they had received them well, that they spoke another tongue,

but that they had understood them. Then The Drinker Man told them that those

men downstream were the good men and that these were such as far as the Opa, with
whom they are friendly; and that the others upstream were the bad men and that

these were the Ajiache, who are their enemies. He [the governor] said also that at

one time The Drinker Man was angry at the people and that he killed many and trans-

formed them into saguaros [giant cacti], and that on this account there are so many
saguaros in that country. (The saguaro is a tree having a green trunk, watery, rather

high, and uniformly round, and straight from foot to top, with rows of large spines from
above downward ; it usually has two or three branches of the same character, which look

like arms.) Furthermore he said: That at another time The Drinker was very angry
with the men and that he caused the sun to come down to burn them, and that he was
making an end of them; that the men begged him much not to burn them and that

thereupon The Drinker said that he would no longer burn them; and then he told the

sun to go up but not as much as before, and he told them that he left it lower in order

to burn them by means of it if ever they made him angry again, and for this reason

it is so hot in that country in summer. He [the governor] added that he knew other

stories, that he could not tell them because the time was up and he agreed to tell them
to us another day; but as we had laughed a little at his tales, which he related with

a good deal of seriousness, we could not get him afterward to tell us anything more,

saying that he did not know any more. This whole account or story I have reproduced

in the dialect here given, because it is more adapted to the style in which the Indiana

express themselves.

Grossman's narrative

Regarding the story of the origin of Casa Grande, it may be well to

incorporate here- the Pima myth regarding the ruin and the descrip-

tion of the structure as given by Capt. F. E. Grossman in 1871 :^

The Pimas, however, claim to be the direct descendants of the chief S6'-ho above
mentioned. The children of S6'-h6 inhabited the Gila River valley, and soon the

' In Smithsonian Report tor 1871, pp. 408^09. Washington, 1S73.
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people became numerous. One of the direct descendants of S6'-h6, King Si'-va-no,

erected the Casas Grandes on the Gila River. Here he governed a large empire,

before—long before—the Spaniards were known. King Si'-va-no was 'V'ery rich and
powerful and had many wives, who were known for their personal beauty and their

great skill in making pottery ware and ki'-hos (baskets which the women carry upon
their heads and backs). The subjects of King Si'-va-no lived in a large city near the

Casas Grandes, and cultivated the soil for many miles around. They dug immense
canals, which carried the water of the Gila River to their fields, and also produced
abundant crops. Their women were virtuous and industrious; they spun the native

cotton into garments, made beautiful baskets of the bark of trees, and were particularly

skilled in the manufacture of earthenware. (Remains of the old canals can be seen to

this day, and pieces of neatly painted pottery ware are scattered for miles upon the

site of the old city. There are several ruins of ancient buildings here, the best pre-

served one of which is said to have been the residence of King Si'-va-no. This house

has been at least four stories high, for even now three stories remain in good preserva-

tion, and a portion of the fourth can be seen. The house was built square; each story

contains five rooms, one in the center, and a room on each of the outer sides of the inner

room. This house has been built solidly of clay and cement; not of adobes, but liy

successive thick layers of mortar, and it was plastered so well that most of the plastering

remains to this day, although it must have lieen exposed to the weather for many years.

The roof and the different ceilings have long since fallen, and only short pieces of

timber remain in the walls to indicate the place where the rafters were inserted. These
rafters are of pine wood, and since there is no kind of pine growing now within less than

50 miles of the Casas Grandes, this house must either have been built at a time when
pine timber could be procured near the building site, or else the builders must have
had facilities to transport heavy logs for long distances. It is certain that the house

was built before the Pimas knew the use of iron, for many stone hatchets have been
found in the ruins, and the ends of the lintels over doors and windows show by their

hacked appearance that only blunt tools were used. It also appears that the builders

were without trowels, for the marks of the fingers of the workmen or women are plainly

visible both in the plastering and in the walls where the former has fallen off. The
rooms were about 6 feet in height, the doors are very narrow and only 4 feet high;

round holes, about 8 inches in diameter, answered for windows. Only one entrance

from the outside was left by the builders, and some of the outer rooms even had no
communication with the room in the center. There &re no stairs, and it is believed

that the Pimas entered the house from above by means of ladders, as the Zuni Indians

still do. The walls are perfectly perpendicular and all angles square.)

Eably American Reports

The first American visitors to the Gila-Salt Basiii appear to have
been trappers, who found beaver fairly abundant, especially on the

river and its tributaries. In 1825 the Patties,' father and son, were

in the neighborhood of Casa Grande, and Paul Weaver, a trapper, is

said to have inscribed his name on its walls in 1833. One of the most
renowned of all the pathfuiders and explorers of the West, Kit Car-

son, led a party of Americans from New Mexico to California in

1829-30. It may be safe to say that every traveler who rested a

longer or shorter time at or near the neighboring Pima village of

Blackwater visited Casa Grande. These earlier visitors left no record

1 Pattie, Personal Narrative. See also J. Ross Browne, Adventiires in the Apaclie Country, p. 118. New
York, 1869. A figureof Casa Grande as it appeared in 1859, somewhat modified in Nadaillae, L'Amerique
Pr(^historique, is given in Cozzens, The Marvellous Country, London, 1874.
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of their visits, however, or made at the most only meager references

to the rum. The most important accounts of Casa Grande in the

middle of the nineteenth century are found m the official reports of

the expedition to California led by General Kearny, in 1846, at the

time of the Mexican war.

In 1846 Brantz Mayer eri'oneously ascribed the discovery of Casa
Grande to Fathers Garces and Font in 1773. He also mistook Font's

measurements of tlie wall of the surrounding compomid for that of

the main edifice, for he \viites:

'

Like most ol the Indian works, it was built of unburned brick.s, and measured
about 450 feet in length, by 250 in breadth. Within this edifice they found traces

of five apartments. A wall, broken at intervals by lofty towers, surrounded the

building, and appeared to have been designed for defence.

The error of confoundmg the dimensions of the main structure

with those of the surrounding wall, which. Font gave with fair

accuracy, has misled several later writers on the ruin.

In 1846 the ruins were visited by Lieut. Col. William H. Emory,
witli the advance guard of the "Army of the West." Under date of

November 10 of that year Emory makes the following entry in his

journal and includes an illustration which shows that the main
building had not sufl'ered greatly from the elements during the 70

years immediately following the time of Font and Garces:^

November 10.— . . . along the whole day's march were remains of zequias

[acequias], pottery, and other evidences of a once densely populated country. About
the time of the noon halt, a large pile, which seemed the work of human hands, was
seen to the left. It was the remains of a three-story mud house, 60 feet square, pierced

for doors and windows. The walls were 4 feet thick, and formed by layers of mud, 2

feet thick. Stanley made an elaborate sketch of every part; for it was, no doubt, built

by the same race that had once so thickly peopled this territory, and left behind the

ruins. [Fig. 4.]

We made a long and careful search for some specimens of household furniture, or imple-

ment of art, but nothing was found except the conigrinder, always met with among the

ruinsand on the plains. The marine shell, cut into various ornaments, was also found
here, which showed that these people either came from the seacoast or trafficked there.

No traces of hewn timber were discovered; on the contrary, the sleepers of the ground
floor were round and unhewn. They were burnt out of their seats in the wall to the

depth of 6 inches. The whole interior of the house had been burnt out, and the walls

much defaced. What was left bore marks of having been glazed, and on the wall in

the north room of the second story were traced the following hieroglyphics [apjiar-

ently not shown.]

From a Maricopa IncUan Colonel Emory learned a version of the

Pima tradition of the origin of Casa Grande

:

I asked him, among other things, the origin of the ruins of which we had seen so

many ; he said, all he knew, was a tradition amongst them, that in bygone days, a woman

' Mexico, .\s it Was and .\.s! It Is, p, 239, Philadelphia. LS-IT.

2 Note.> of a Military Reconnois-sant-e, from Foi t Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California,

etc.; Ex. Doc, No, 41 , 30th Cong., 1st sess., Washington, 1S4S.
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<A surpassing beauty resided in a green spot in tlie mountains near the place where we
were encamped. All the men admired, and paid court to her. She receiv'Cd the trib-

utes of their devotion, grain, skins, etc., but gave no love or other favor in return. Her
virtue, and her determmation to remain unmarried were equally firm. There came
a drought which threatened the world with famhie. In their distress, people applied
to her, and she gave corn from her stock, and the supply seemed to be endless. Iler

goodness was unbounded. One day, as she was lying asleep with her body exposed, a

drop of rain fell on her stomach, which produced conception. A son was the issue,

who was the founder of a new race which built all these houses.

Fig. 4. Casa Grande in ls46 (after a drawing Ijy Stanley).

Johnston's narrative

Capt. A. R. Johnston's account of tlie ruin, accompanied by a

sketch of tJie elevation and a ground i)lan,' wldcli is pubhshed with
Emory's, reads as follows:

November 10.—Marched about 8, and after marching 6 miles, still passing plains

which had once been occupied, we saw to our left the "Cara [Casa] de Montezuma."
I rode to it, and found the remains of the walls of four buildings, and the piles of earth

showing where many other had been. One of the buildings was still quite complete,

as a ruin. [Fig. 5.] The others had all crumbled but a few pieces of low, broken
wall. The large cara [casa] was 50 feet by 40, and had been four stories high, but the

floors and roof had long since been burnt out. The charred ends of the cedar joists

were still in the wall. I examined them, and found that they had not been cut with a
steel instrument; the joists were round sticks, about 4 feet [sic] in diameter; there were
four entrances—north, south, east, and west; the doors about 4 feet by 2; the rooms as

below, and had the same arrangement on each story; there was no sign of a fireplace in

the building; the lower story was filled with rubbish, and above it was open to the sky;

the walls were 4 feet thick at the bottom, and had a curvetl inclination inwards to the

top; the house was built of a sort of white earth and pebbles, probably containing lime,

which abounded on the ground adjacent; the walls had been smoothed outside, and

^ Reprinted in Squier, New Mexico and California: in A inerican Review, Nov., 1848.
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plastered inside, and the surface still remained firm, although it was evident they had

been exposed to a great heat from the fire ; some of the rooms did not open to al 1 the rest

,

but had a hole a foot in diameter to look through; in other places, were smaller holes.

About 200 yards from this building was a mound in a circle a hundred yards around;

the center was a hollow, 25 yards in diameter, with two vamps or slopes going down to

its bottom; it was probably a well, now partly filled up; a similar one was seen near

Mount Dallas. A few yards further, in the same direction, northward, was a terrace,

100 yards by 70. About 6 feet high upon this, was a pyramid aljout 8 feet high, 25

yards square at top. From this, sitting on my horse, I could overlook the vast plain

lying northeast and west on the loft bank of the Gila; the ground in view was about 15

miles, all of which, it would seem, had been irrigated by the waters of the Gila. I

picked up a broken crystal of quartz in one of these piles. Leaving the "Cara," I

1 L-

Fig. 5. Casa Grande in 1846 (Johnston).

turned toward the Pimos, and traveling at random over the plain, now covered with

mesquite, the piles of earth and pottery showed for hours in every direetiou. I also

found the remains of a sicia [acequia], which followed the range of houses for

miles. . . . The general asked a Pimo who made the house I had seen. "It is the

Cara de Montezuma," said he; "it was built by the son of the most beautiful woman
who once dwelt in yon mountain; she was fair, and all the handsome men came to

court her, but in vain; when they came, they paid tribute, and out of this small store

she fed all people in times of famine, and it did not diminish; at last, as she lay asleep,

a drop of rain fell upon her navel, and she became pregnant, and brought forth a boy,

who was the builder of all these houses.

Shortly after the visit to Casa Grande of Lieutenant Colonel Emory,
Lieutenant Colonel Cooke, in command of a battalion of Mormons,
made his way to California via Tucson and the villages of the Pima,
but there is little in his official report concerning the ruin. In 1848

Maj. L. P. Graham, of the dragoons, followed; although he must have
passed near Casa Grande he says but little about it.

20903° —28 ETH—12 5
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BARTLETT S NARRATIVE

Six years after the advance guard of the "Army of the West"
crossed southern Arizona the ruins were visited bj' members of the

Mexican Boundary Survey, one of whom, John Russell Bartlett, was
the author of an excellent account, accompanied with a sketch

(fig. 6). Under date of July 12, 1852, Mr. Bartlett wrote of Casa
Grande as follows :

•

The "Casas Grandes," or Great Houses, consist of three buildings, all included

within a space of 150 yards. The principal and larger one is in the best state of preser-

vation, its four exterior walls and most of the inner ones remaining. A considerable

portii )n of the upper part of the walls has crumbled away and fallen inwards, as appears

from the great quantity of ruljbish and disintegrated adobe which fills the first story

of the building. Three stories now stand and can plainly be made out by the ends

FiG."0. Casa Grande ruin in 1852 (Bartlett).

of tlie beams remaining in the walls, or by the cavities which they occupied; but I

think there must have been another story above, in order to account for the crumbling
walls and nibbish within. The central portion or tower rising from the foundation,

is some 8 or 10 feet higher than the outer walls, and may have been several feet, prob-

ably one stoi-y, higher when the building was complete. The walls at the base are

between 4 and 5 feet in thickness; their precise dimensions could nut be ascertained,

so much having crumbled away. The inside is perpendicular, while the exterior

face tapers toward the top, in a curved line. These walls, as well as the division

walls of tlie interior, are laid with large square blocks of mud, prepared for the pur-

pose by pressing the material into large boxes about 2 feet in height and 4 feet long.

Wlien the mud became sufficiently hardened, the case was moved along and again

filled, and so on until the whole edifice was completed. Tliis is a rapid mode of

building; but the Mexicans seem never to have applied it to any purpose but the

1 Personal Narrative, etc., ir. 272-277, New York, 1854. Cozzens' account, in his Marvellous Country, is

practically a quotation from Bartlett here given. In the map of his "route" Casa Grande is located
north instead of south of the Gila.
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erection of fences or division walls. The material ot" tliis building is the mud of the
valley, mixed with gravel. The mud is very adhesive, and when dried in the sun,
is very durable. The outer surface of the wall appears to have been plastered roughly;
but the inside, as well as the surface of all the inner walls, is hard finished. This is

done with a composition of adobe, and is still a-s smooth as when first made, and has
quite a polish. On one of the walls are rude figures, drawn with red lines, but no
inscriptions. From the charred ends of the beams which remain in the walls, it is

evident that the building was destroyed by fire. Some of the lintels which remain
over the doors are formed of several sticks of wood, stripped of their bark, but showing
no signs of a sharp instrument. The beams which supported the floors were from 4 to

5 inches in diameter, placed about the same distance apart and inserted deeply in
the walls.

Most of the apartments are connected by doors, besides which there are circular

openings in the upper part of the chambers to admit light and air. The ground plan
of the building shows that all the apartments were long and narrow without windows.
The inner rooms, I think, were used as store-rooms for corn; in fact, it is a question
whether the whole may not have been built for a similar purpose. There are four

entrances, one in the center of each side. The door on the western side is but 2 feet

wide, and 7 or 8 high : the others 3 feet wide and 5 in height, tapering towards the top

—

a pecuUarity belonging to the ancient edifices of Central America and Yucatan. With
the exception of these doors, there are no exterior openings, except on the western
side, where they are of a circular form. Over the doorway corresponding to the third

story, on the western front, is an opening, where there was a window, which I think
was square. In a line with this are two circular openings.

The southern front has fallen in in several places, and is much injured by large

fissures, yearly becoming larger, so that the whole of it must fall ere long. The other
three fronts are quite perfect. The walls at the base, and particularly at the corners,

have cnimbled away to the extent of 12 or 15 inches, and are only held together by
their great thickness. The moisture here causes disintegration to take place more
rapidly than in any other part of the building; and in a few years, when the walls
have become more undermined, the whole structure must fall, and become a mere
rounded heap, like many other shapeless mounds which are seen on the jjlain. A
couple of days' labor spent in restoring the walls at the base with mud and gravel,

would render this interesting monument as durable as brick, and enable it to last for

centuries. How long it has been in this ruined state is not known; we only know
that when visited by the missionajies a century ago it was in the same condition as

at present.

The exterior dimensions of this building are 50 feet from north to south, and 40
from east to west. On the ground floor are five compartments. Those on the north
and south sides extend the whole width of the building, and measure 32 by 10 feet.

Between these are three smaller apartments, the central one being within the tower.
All are open to the sky. There is no appearance of a stairway on any of the walls;

whence it has been inferred that the means of ascent may have been outside.

On the south-west of the principal building is a second one in a state of ruin, with
hardly enough of the walls remaining to trace its original form. . . . The central
portion, judging from the height of the present walls, was two stories high; the outer
wall, which can only be estimated from the debris, could not have been more than a
single story.

Northeast of the main building is a third one, smaller than either of the others, but
in such an utter state of decay that its original form can not be determined . It is small,

and may have been no more than a watch tower. In every direction as far as the
eye can reach, are seen heaps of ruined edifices, with no portions of their walls standing.
To the north-west, about 200 yards distant, is a circular embankment from 80 to 100
yards in circumference, which is open in the center, and is probably the remains ot
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ail inclosure ffir cattle. For miles around these in all directions, the plain is strewn

with broken pottery and metates or corn-grinders. The pottery is red, white, lead-

color, and black. The figures are usually geometrical and formed with taste, and in

character are similar to the ornaments found on the pottery from the ruins on the

Salinas and much farther north. Much of this pottery is painted on the inside, a

peculiarity which does not belong to the modem pottery. In its texture too, it ia

far superior. I collected a quantity of these fragments, from which I selected the

larger pieces.

HUGHES'S NARRATIVE

Casa Grande was thus described by Lieut. John T. Hughes' in his

account of Doniphan's expedition in 1847:

After a march of 6 miles on the 10th of November, passing over plains which had

once sustained a dense population, they came to an extensive ruin, one building of

which, called the "Hall of Montezuma," is still in a tolerable state of preservation.

This liuilding was 50 feet long, 40 wide, and had been four stories high, but the floors

and the roof had been burned out. The joists were made of round beams 4 feet in diam-

eter [sic]. It had four entrances—north, east, south, and west. The walls were Ijuilt

of sun-dried brick, cemented with natural lime, which aljounds in the adjacent coun-

try, and were 4 feet thick, having a curved mclination inwards toward the top, Ijeing

smoothed outside and plastered inside. Aljout 150 yards from this building to the

northward is a terrace 100 yards long and 70 wide, elevated about 5 feet. Upon this

is a pjTamid, 8 feet high and 25 yards square at the top. From the top of this, which

has no doubt been used as a watch-tower, the vast plains to the west and north-east, for

more than 15 miles, lie in plain view. These lands had once been in cultivation, and

the remains of a large ascequia, or irrigating canal, could be distinctly traced along the

range of dilapidated houses.

About the same day they came to the Pimo villages on the south side of the GOa.

Captain Johnston observes: "Their answer to Carson when he went up and asked for

provisions was, 'Bread is to eat, not to .sell—take what you want.' The general asked

a Pimo who made the house I had seen. 'It is the Ca.sade Montezuma, 'said he, 'it was

built by the son of a most beautiful woman, who once dwelt in yon mountain. She

•was fair, and all the handsome men came to court her; but in vain.
—
"When they came

they paid tribute and out of this small store she fed all people in times of famine, and

it did not diminish.—At last as she lay asleep a drop of rain fell upon her navel, and

she l)ecame pregnant and brought forth a son, who was the Ijuilderof all these houses.' "

Later American Reports

hinton's description

The observations of a party of which Mr. Richard J. Hinton was a

member, who visited Casa Grande on December 13, 1877, are thus

recorded by him,^ the description being accompanied with a full-page

lithograph illustration of Casa Grande:

The Casa Grande itself is the remains of a large building, the walls of which are

composed of a species of gray concrete or groat. They still stand in a crumbling and

almost disjointed condition, for a height of from 30 to 45 feet, the inside wall being

the highest. The exterior walls at their thickest part are 4 feet 6 inches thick. The
interior walls at different points are well preserved, and show a uniform thickness of

> This account is taken largely from Capt. .V. R. Jolinston's narrative, given on pp. 64-05.

2 Richard J. Hinton, Hand-book to Arizona.
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nearly 4 feet. At the north-east comer there is a great rent, and the walls are

entirely separated; the opening; here is about 5 feet and occupies the whole of that

angle. In the center of each side there are crumbled, out-ot-shape openings, wliich

on the north and west sides indicate old doors or entrances, but on the other sides

appear to have resulted from the crumbling away of the walls. The interior shows a
length of 52 feet north and south, and a width of 36 feet 6 inches east and west, while
the exterior walls show in the same way a length of 61 by 45 feet 6 inches. Of course

the exterior walls are much worn, furrowed and crumbled. In all probability they
were originally not less than 6 feet thick. The interior walls still show above the

debris traces of three stories, rows of small round holes indicating where the rafter poles

had rested. In one room on the west side we were able to count them, and found 28

holes each side of the apartment, showing an average of 6 inches apart, with holes of

4^ inches diameter. The interior room or compartment is the best-preserved part

of the structure. It is entered only on the east side and on the lower storj' as now
visible, by a small window or aperture originally about 2 feet 4 inches wide, and about
4 feet 6 inches high, rather narrower at the top than at the base. This is the case with
the other openings. There are six in all—two each on the interior walls to the north

and south, one on the east wall, and one forming the entrance to middle rooms, with
none at all on the west side. As to the exterior entrances, they appear to ha^•e been
on the north and south fronts; those on the east and west being apertures broken by
time and decay. There are several apertures in the interior walls, tlie purpose of

which can not lie ascertained. One is about 10 inches each way, though it is some-
what irregular in form; the other two would be about 7 inches each way. These
apertures do not face each other, and consequently were not used to rest beams or

rafters upon. The interior walls have been coated with some sort of cement or varnish

which has a reddish-orange hue, and which at the present time can be peeled off by
a penknife. There are a number of names scrawled on the inside walls, but none of

special note. The accumulated debris almost forms a moimd on the exterior, while
inside the floor is very uneven. The interior room gives out a hollow sound. Outside

the rains and winds are rapidly undermining the base of the walls; unless something
be soon done to roof the .'Structure and prop the walls, the Gila (!'asa Grande will be
altogether a tiling of the past.

bandelier's account

Bandelier's account of Casa Grande is one of the most instructive

of later descriptions. Tliis explorer was the first, since Father Font,

to give a ground plan of what is styled in the present report Com-
pound A (Bandelier, p. 454) in which is represented the relation of

the surrounding wall to the main structure. He gives likewise a
plan of the mounds and platform of Compound B, before excavations,

showing the two pyramids.
Bandelier's description is as follows :

'

The walls of the Casa Grande are unusually thick, measuring 1.22 m. (4 feet), and
even the partitions 0.92 m. (3 feet). At the Casa Blanca their thickness is only 0..50 m-
(22 inches).

As already said, and in other ruins between Casa Grande and Florence, 0.f)2 and
0.60 m. (3 and 2 feet I were measured by me. . . .

The doorways are higher and wider tlian in northern ruins, so are the light and air

holes. The roof and ceilings, as far as traceable, belong to the usual pueblo pattern,

1 Final Report of Investigations among the Indians of the Southwestern United States, Part n: in

Papers of the Archseological Institute of A maica, .\merican Series, IV, Cambridge, 1892.
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that IS, they consist of niund beams supporting; smaller poles, on which rested a layer

of earth. All the woodwork is destroyed except the ends of the beams, but I was
informed that a few posts of cedar wood were still visible some years ago. Cedar only
grows at some distance from Casa Grande, but this was no obstacle to the patient and
obstinate Indian. I could not find any trace of stairways or ladders. It was remarked
in the last century, that tlie Apaches were the destroyers of the woodwork in the

building and something similar was told me; but to what extent this is true, I am
unable to determine.

Of the other shapeless mounds surrounding the Great House, or composing the
northern cluster of the ruins, I am not in a position to say anything except that they
indicate two-stor\' edifices, long and comparatively narrow. Their size without
exception falls short of the dimensions of northern communal pueblos, and, not-

withstanding the extensive area occupied l)y the ruins, the population can not have
been large. I doubt whether it exceeded a thousand souls. Almost every inch of

the ground is covered with bits of pottery, painted as well as plain, and I noticed
some corrugated pieces. They all resemble the specimens excavated by Mr. Cushing
from the vicinity of Tempe. and what I saw of those specimens convinces me that
they belong to the class common to the ruins of Eastern and Central Arizona in general.

There was among the potsherds which I picked up myself a sprinkling of pottery
that closely resembled the modem ware of the Pimas and Papagos; but as I had
already noticed the same kind on the Rio Verde, and had l)een forced to the conclu-
sion that they were ancient, I am loath to consider them as modern at Casa Grande.
Of other artificial oljjects, I saw'broken metates, and heard of the usual stone imple-
ments. The culture, as indicated by such remains, offers nothing at all particular.

The profusion of pottery scattered far beyond the area covered by the buildings
has caused the impression that the settlement was much larger than I have repre-
sented it to be; I have, however, no reason to modify my opinion. I have already
stated that clusters of ruins are numerous about the Gila, and at no great distance
apart. Intercourse between these settlements, if they were contemporaneously
inhabited—of whicli there is as yet no proof—must have been frequent, and the winds
and other agencies liave contributed toward scattering potfeherds over much larger

expanses than those which they originally occupied. The acequias which run parallel

to the Gila in this ^-icinity, and of which there are distinct traces, are usually lined
with pieces of pottery which leads the untrained observer to draw erroneous impres-
sions.

On the southwestern comer of the northern group of the Casa Grande cluster stands
the elliptical tank which is indicated on plate i, figure 59 [here pi. 5, " well "]. Its

greatest depth is now2J meters (8^ feet), and the width of the embankment surround-
ing it varies between 8 and 10 feet. A large mezquite tree has grown in the center
of this artificial depression. As the tank stands on the southwestern extremity of

the northem, and not 100 meters (300 feet) [sic] from the southern group, it was prob-
ably common to both.

Bandelier's references to the use of the "great houses" of the Gila
are instructive. He writes (p. 460)

:

I have no doubt they may have been used incidentally for worship; still it was
probably not their exclusive object. It should be remembered that we have in the
first half of the seventeenth century descriptions of analogous buildings then actually
used among some of the natives of Central Sonora. Those natives were the Southern
Pimas, or "N6bomes, " kindred to the Northern Pimas, who occupy the banks of the
Gila near Casa Grande, Casa Blanca, and at intermediate points. Father Ribas, the his-

toriographer of Sonora [1645], says that the villages of the N^bomes consisted of solid

houses made of large adobes, and that each village had besides a larger edifice, stronger,

and provided with loopholes which served, in case of attack, as a place of refuge or
citadel. The purpose of this building was not merely surmised by Father Ribas,
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who had means of acquiring personal knowledge, having been one of the early mis-

sionaries in Sonora. The Spaniards had an opportunity of experiencing its use to

their own detriment, and the edifice was so strong that its inmates had to be driven

from it by fire. Such a place of retreat, in case of attack, the Casa Grande and analo-

gous constructions in Arizona seem to have been. The strength of the walls, the

openings in them, their commanding position and height, favor the suggestion. That

they may also have been inhabited is not impossible; Mr. Cushing's investigations

seem to prove it.

After mentioning certain Pima traditions, Bandelier continues

as follows:

The gist of these traditions is that the Pimas claim to be the lineal descendants

of the Indians who built and inhabited the large houses and mounds on the Gila

and Lower Salado Rivers, as well as on the delta between the two streams; that

they recognize the Sonoran Pimas as their kindred, who separated from them many
centuries ago; that they attribute the destruction and abandonment of the Casa

Grande and other clusters now in ruins to various causes; and, lastly, that they claim

the villages were not all contemporaneously inhabited. Further than that, I do not

at present venture to draw conclusions from the traditions above reported; but enough

is contained in them to justify the \vish that those traditions may be collected and

recorded at the earliest possible day, and in the most complete manner, in order that

they may be critically sifted and made useful. •

Regarding the kinship of the inhabitants of Casa Grande, Bandelier

writes :
'

Here the statements of the Pimas, which Mr. Walker has gathered, are of special

value; and to him I owe the following details: The Pimas claim to have been created

where they now reside, and after passing through a disastrous flood,—out of which

only one man, Ci-ho, was saved—they grew and multiplied on the south bank of the

Gila until one of their chiefs, Ci-va-no, built the Casa Grande. They call it to-day

"Ci-va-no-qi" (house of Ci-vS-no), also "Vat-qi" (ruin). A son of Ci-v5-no settled

on Lower Salt River, and built the villages near Phoenix and Tempe. At the same

time a tribe with which they were at war occupied the Rio Verde; to that tribe they

ascribe the settlements whose ruins I have visited, and which they call "0-6t-gom-

vatqi" (gravelly ruins). The Casa Blanca and all the ruins south of the Gila wei'e

the abodes of the forefathers of the Pimas, designated by them as "Vl-pi-set" (great-

grandparents), or "Ho-ho-qom" (the extinct ones). (Ci-va-no had 20 wives, etc.

["each of whom wore on her head, like a headdress, the peculiar half-hood, half-basket

contrivance called Ki'-jo. "

—

Papers Archieol. Inst. Amer., iv, 463.]) At one time the

Casa Grande was beset by enemies who came from the east in several bodies, and who
compelled its abandonment; but the settlements at Zacaton, Casa Blanca, etc., still

remained, and there is even a tale of an intertribal war between the Pimas of Zacaton

and those of Casa Blanca after the ruin of Casa Grande. Finally, the pueblos fell

one after the other, until the Pimas, driven from their homes, and moreover, decimated

by a fearful plague, became reduced to a small tribe. A portion of them moved
south into Sonora, where they still reside; but the main body remained on the site

of their former prosperity. I asked particularly why they did not again build houses

with solid walls like those of their ancestors. The reply was that they were too weak
in numbers to attempt it, and had accustomed themselves to their present mode
of living. But the construction of their winter houses—a regular pueblo roof bent

to the ground over a central scaffold—their organization and arts—all bear testimony

to the truth of their sad tale—that of a powerful sedentary tribe reduced to distress

and decadence in architecture long before the advent of the Spaniards.

1 In Fifth Annual Report of the Archaeological Institute of America, 1883-84, pp. 80, 81, Cambridge, 1884.
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In his Final Report Bandelier gives a figure or ground plan of the

walled inclosure in which Casa Grande is situated, the only modern
representation of the outside wall of Compound A with which the

present writer is familiar. There is also an illustration of the two
mounds of Compound B.

cushing's researches

Cosmos Mindeleff thus speaks of F. H. Cushing's researches relating

to ruins similar to Casa Grande:

'

In 1888 Mr. F. H. Gushing presented to the Congr&s International des Am6ri-
canistes ^ some "Preliminary notes" on his work as director of the Hemenway south-

western archeological expedition. Mr. Gushing did not describe the Gasa Grande,
but merely alluded to it as a surviving example of the temple, or principal structure,

which occurred in conjunction with nearly all the settlements studied. As Mr.
Cushing's work was devoted, however, to the investigation of remains analogous to,

if ;iot identical with, the Gasa Grande, his report forms a valuable contribution to

the literature of this subject, and althougli not everyone can accept the broad infer-

ences and generalizations drawn by Mr. Gushing—of which he was able, unfortunately,

to present only a m^re statement—the report should be consulted by every student

of southwestern archeology.

FEWKES'S DESCRIPTION

In 1892 the following description of Casa Grande hy the present

writer was published :

'

A short distance south of the Gila River, on the stage route from Florence to Casa
Grande station on the Southern Pacific Railroad, about 10 miles southwest of the for-

mer town, there is a ruin which fi'om its unique character has attracted attention from
the time the country was fu'st visited. This venerable ruin, which is undoubtedly
one of the best of its type in the United States, is of great interest as shedding light on
the architecture of several of the ruined pueblos which are found in such numbers in

the valleys of the Gila and Salt Rivers. The importance of its preservation from the

hands of vandals and from decay led Mrs. Hemenway and other.?, of Boston, to petition

Congress for an appropriation of money for this purpose. This petition was favorably

acted upon, and an appropriation was made to carry out the suggestions of the

petitioners.'* . . .

Ab one approaches the i-uin along the stage road from the side toward Florence ,°

he is impressed with the solidity and massive character of the walls, and the great

simplicity of the structure architecturally considered. Externally, as seen from a dis-

tance, there is much to remind one of the ruins of an old mission, but this resemblance
is lost on a closer examination. The fact that the walls of the middle (central) cham-

1 In ISth Ann. Rep. But. Ethnol. p. 297.

' Berlin meeting, 1S8S; Comptc-Rcndu. Berlin, 1890, p. 150 et seq.

5 In Journal of American Ethnology and Archieology, n, Boston and Xew York, 1S92.

• The repairs and other work carried on by means of this appropriation have been described at length by
Mr. Cosmos Mindelefl (in ISIh Ann. Ecp. Bur. Ethnol).
Later a corrugated iron roof was erected over Casa Grande to protect it from the elements. This feature

detracts somewhat from the picturesqueness of the ruin, but is necessary for the preservation of the stand-

ing walls. The bases of the walls, undermined and about to fall in several places, have been strengthened
with cement and with iron rods strung from \vall to wall. This roof was repainted in 1907 out of the
appropriation for the repair of the building.

s ThewTiter visited the ruin from this side, but one coming from the Eastern States would probably find

it more convenient to make the station of Casa Grande on the Southern I'acific the point of departure.
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ber rise somewhat above thoee of the peripheral is evident from a distance, long before

one approaches the ruin. This architectural feature imparts a certain pyramidal out-

line to the pile, rendering it somewhat difficult to make out the relationship of the
different parts. The departure of the outer face of the external walls from a vertical

line, which deviation is probably due in part at least, possibly wholly, to atmospheric
erosion and natural destruction, the fallmg iu of the material of which the upjier courses

are made, is a marked feature of the vertical line3 of the external walls on all sides.

[Fig. 7.] The debris within the chambers on the present floor ' is evidently in part

I'tc 7. Ca.sLi i;r:Liido ruin, frum the soutli,

the result of the falling in of roofs and floors of upper stories, but no large fragments

indicating the character or position of such in place could be found.

The orientation of the ruin corresponds to the cardinal points. From my want of

instjuments of precision, I was not able to determine its true position or to state accu-

rately the exact orientation of the ground plan; but by means of a pocket compass, it

1 Several persons have told me that it was but a few years ago when wooden beams and lintels were to

be seen in situ in the building. These informants have also told me that within a short time the walls

were much better preserved than at present. As far as I have examined the ruin, not a fragment of wood
still remains, although the holes from wiiich the vigas [beams] have been taken can still be readily

seen in several places.
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was seen that the variation of the bounding walls from north-south, east-west lines was
not ver\' great. It seems evident that it was the intention of the builders to align the

walls with the cardinal points.

It may be convenient to consider the chambers of the ruin as if seen by a bird's-eye

view, without reference to the different stories which were once found in the building,

and gave its elevation. Practically, at present, indications only of these stories

remain

.

The plan [see pi. 6] given at the close of this article shows the general arrangement of

the rooms, and may be of use in understanding the description of the separate chambers
which follows. Examining this plan, it will be seen that the bounding walls of the

ruin inclose five chambers which fall in two group.s: Twin chambers, one at either end,

and triplets in the interval between them. The rooms from thefr position may very
conveniently be designated, from the side of the niin in which they are: The north,

south, east, west, and central chambers. The north and south are alike, and extend
wholly across their respective sides of the ruin, so that thefr east and west walls are por-

tions of the eastern and western external walls of the building. With the east and
west chambers, however, it is somewhat different. \\'hereas three of the walls of the

north and south chambera are external walls of the building wholly or in part, there is

but a single wall of either the east or west rooms which is external. None of the walls

of the remaining member of this triplet, the central chamber, excepting possibly those

belonging to upper stories, are external. All the chambers of both kmds have a rectan-

gular form, and thefr angles are as a general thing carefully constructed right angles.

The vertical and horizontal linej are seldom perfcr'tly straight, although much truer

than is ordinarily the case in more northern ruins. [Fig. 8.]

Let us take up for consideration the different chambers which have been men-
tioned, in order to call to piind any special features in thefr indi\'idual architecture.

North Room (A)

This room occupies the whole northern end of the ruin, and has all the bounding
walls of the lower stories entire, with the exception of the northeast corner and a small

section of the adjacent northern wall. As one approaches the ruin from the side

toward Florence, it is through this broken-down entrance on the northeast corner

that one enters Casa Grande. Although, as will be seen presently, there are several

other entrances to the ruin, this passageway is in fact the only means of entrance info

the chamber.
The greatest length of the room is from the eastern to the western wall. There are

good evidences in this room of at least two stories above the present level of the ground
which now forms the floor of the chamber.' As the floors are destroyed these former

stories now form one room with high bounding walls. On the northern side in the

second story of this chamber, there is an artificial break in the wall which indicates

that there had once been a passageway. The walls of this opening are not perpendic-

ular, but slightly inclined, so that their upper ends slightly approach. The eastern

wall of this passageway is now cracked, and will probably fall in a short time. The
position of the lintel is well marked, but the lintel itself, which was probably of

wood, has been removed from its former place, and cavities alone remain, plainly

showing, however, its former size at the two upper corners of the opening. A groove
on the inner side of the northern wall, which marks the lines of the flooring of an upper
chamber, is well shown, although broken and gapped in many places. Near the

1 It would not be possiljle to demonstrate how many stories Casa Grande formerly had without excava-
tions. Even if the lower floor should be laid bare, there would always remain the ditriculty in the deter-

mination of how many upper stories have been destroyed by the weathering of the walls. I think that it

is not difficult to find evidences of four stories at certain points. The observations which I could make on
the present condition of the ruin do not justify my acceptance of the theory that there were more. There

is good evidence that there were three stories.
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western end of the northern wall, not far from the corner, there is an opening just

above the line of the second floor. The line of insertion of a possible third floor ran

be easily traced abo\'e the northern passageway. . . .

The western wall of the room is pierced by a single circular and a rectangular

window, situated in the same story as the northern pas.sageway above mentioned,

about on a level with the top of the door or opening on the northern side. [Fig. 9.]

This single opening lies midway between the northwestern and southwestern corners

of the room.

Fig. 8. Interior of room, showing doorway and lines of floor.

The southern wall of the norlh room (A) .'^hows certain architectural details in con-

struction which are characteristic. Two openings lead from the chamber A into

adjoining rooms. One of these opens info the eastern chamber D; the other into the

western, B. There is no passageway froni room A into the middle chamber, C, but

through the wall into chamber B is a broad opening through that portion of the wall

which forms the second story. This is undoubtedly artificial, as the sides of it are

smooth and resemble similar jambs in doorways and windows of inhabited pueblos.

Their surface wall is smooth, and they are nearly vertical. Below this opening the
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chamber wall is more or less broken and enlarged, its edges are rough, and in them are

rounded cavities. It is next to impossible now to say whether the opening is the

result of an enlargement of a pre\'iously existing doorway, or simply the result of a
breaking away of the wall. The upper portion of the doorway on the second story

is broken and destroyed. A passageway from A into the east room, D, situated in the

second story, is very conspicuous. Its sides slope slightly, one side being more out

of perpendicular than the other. The width of the opening is thus greater at the base.

Between the openings from the north room into chambers B and D, the floor groove
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Fig. 9. Interior of north room, looking west.

of the second story can be easily traced, and well preserved impressions of the ends
of the small sticks which were probably placed above the beams can be readily seen.

In several instances it was possible to pick out of the adobe a few small fragments of

woody remnants of the ends of the small sticks which formerly filled these holes, but
as a rule these fragments are very small. The impressions in the adobe, however,

where rods formerly existed are as well shown as if the sticks or reeds had been extracted

but a few weeks ago.

WTiile room A is by no means the best preserved of the five chambers which comjwse
Casa Grande, its walls are still in a fair condition for study. There are but few van-
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dalistic markings upon it, and aside from the fact that the northeast corner is broken
down, the walls are in tolerably good condition. Possibly the thing most to be regret-

ted in the recent mutilations of this part of the ruin is an attempt by some one to dis-

cover by exca\'ation how far the foundations extend below the surface of the ground

by undermining the northwest corner of the ruin on the outside. This excavation

reveals the amount of weathering of the wall at the surface of the ground, but it has

been left in such a condition that it weakens the whole corner of the building, for it

affords an all too good opportunity for additional undermining by the atmosphere,

rains, and like agents of erosion.

Room B, West Room

This chamber, which belongs to the middle triplet of rooms, being the most western

member of the three, like its two comiiauions has a rectangular shape, its longest

dimension being from north to south. It has an external entrance on the west side,

and there are indications of former artificial passageways into chambers A and E.

There is an opening into the central chamber C, but no passable way through. The
opening tlu-ough the wall into room A, as seen from that room, has aii'eady been men-
tioned. On this side it is very much broken in the first story, but on the second, the

upright walls of the former passageway are smooth and little broken, except in the

upper part, near where the lintel formerly was. The wall of the chamlier on the

north side, above the former passageway, is more or less broken and looks as if it would
tumble in at no distant date.

The eastern wall of chamber B is higher than the western, making the additional

story, which forma the western wall of a central chamber. While there is no passage-

way into the central chamber C large enough to enter from this side, there are two
openings, one above the other, in the wall. The lower of these is rectangular in shape,

with the larger dimension horizontal; the upper is elongated, rectangular, with the

side vertical. The size of rooms B, C, and D is about the same, 24 feet long by a

little over 9 broad.

The single opening from chamber B into the south room E appears to be the enlarge-

ment of two passageways, one on the first, the other on the second story. The former

is almost wholly clogged up by fallen debris strewn over the floor of the chamber.,

A portion of the wall aljove the latter has fallen into the opening so neatly that it would

seem to have been placed there. The upper part of the west chamber on the south

side is very much broken, and traces of the upper story which probably once existed

are difficult to discover.

Room D. East Room

The chamber on the east of the ruin, like its fellow B on the west, is elongated in

a north-south direction, and plainly shows at least two stories above the present

level. One can enter this room from the side, and from it one can readily pass into

the central chamber ('. It seems in keejiing with what is known of ceremonial inclo-

sures used by Indians at certain times, that if the central room was a sacred chamber
or used for religious ceremonials, it very j^roperly had an entrance from the eastern

room and not from the others. [Fig. 10.]

The exterior entrance to room D is enlarged by the breaking ot the walls, and

affords e%ddence that it was one of the principal entrances into the building. It

opens into the chamber about midway in its length and shows well-defined lintel

marks. On the second story the walls are more or less broken on the eastern side,

both externally and internally. A generous passageway from the second storj' of room
D into room A occupies about a fourth part of the width of the north wall. The wall

is intact with this exception, and the position of the flooring of the chamber above
the surface of the ground can he readily seen. The "floor groove" of the second storj'

ia pronounced, that on the east wall being a little lower than that on the west. The
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south wall of tlie lirst story of room D is intact; an opening which would seem to indi-

cate the position of the passageway into the south room has its vertical jambs still

well preserved, but its top has fallen and is very much broken.

Room E, South Room

The south chamber of the ruin, like the north, extends across the whole end of

the ruin. Its greatest length is thus east and west. Its northern wall forms the

southern side of the east, west, and central chambers B, D, and C, just as the southern
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Fig. 10. Casa Grande ruin, looking northwest.

wall of the northern chamber A separates this room from the same members of the

middle series. As with its northern fellow, there are openings into the lateral

chambers B and D, the western and eastern rooms, but no signs of the existence of an
entrance at any time into the central chamber C. The southeastern angle of room E,
which is at the same time the southeastern corner of the ruin, is broken down so that

a gap is formed, by which alone one can enter the room. Possibly this opening is

not wholly the product of natural destruction. Two great gaps break the continuity
of the southern wall, but the southwest corner of the chamber is entire from the groun<l

to a considerable height.
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The supposed tormer passageways into chambers B and D have already been de-
scribed in my consideration of these rooms. When seen from the south room they do
not materially differ from what has already been said of them. The western wall of

room E is pierced by a small, square, windowlike opening high up in the second
story. Upon this side of the room one can without difficulty make out two stories and
the remnants of the third above the present level of the gi-ound. The line of holes in

which the floor logs formerly fitted can be traced with ease, and a row of smaller

cavities can be readily seen between the passageway into room B and a middle ver-

tical line of the north wall. Vandalistic scribblings of varied nature deface this

room, and ambitious visitors with no claim for complimentary notice have cut their

names upon the smoothly plastered walls. There are also spiral markings resembling
forms of pictographs common on the sides of the mesas inhabited by the Tusayan
Indians.

Room C, Central Room

The central chamber of Casa Grande, like the other rooms, the eastern and the

western, is elongated in a north-south direction. It differs from the others in that it

shows the walls of an additional story on all four sides, and has but one entrance.

This entrance is from its eastern side. The walls are very smooth and apparently
carefully polLshed. There are well preserved evidences of the flooring, and the

smaller sticks which formerly lay upon the same are beautifully indicated by rows
of small holes in the northern wall. The eastern opening by which one enters has
already been described, as well as the windowlike openings leading into the western

chamber.
The walls of the third story on the western side are pierced by three circular

openings about 5 inches in diameter, which preserve their ancient outline. The rim
of these openings is smoothly polished, which would indicate that they were never
used for floor joists; indeed, their position seems to point in the same direction. They
were possibly windows or lookouts. On the north and south wall there are similar

openings, one on each wall. The round hole in the south wall is situated about on
the middle vertical line of the wall, while that on the north is a little to the east of the

middle. On the east wall there are three of these small round holes, placed one to

the north of the doorway and one to the south. These openings are at times placed
as high as the head of a person standing on the floor of the third chamber, but there

are some which are only a few feet above the probable level of the floor. They appear
to be characteristic of the central room and of the third story.

COSMOS mindeleff's description

The most comprehensive description of Casa Grande is by Mr.
Cosmos Mindeleff. (Pis. 8-10.) As this is available to all who have
access to the reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology, it is not
here cjuoted in its entirety, but reference is made to certain pomts,
some of which were first brought out by this talented author.

The name Casa Grande has been usually applied to a single struc-

ture standing near the southwestern corner of a large area covered
by mounds and other debris, but some writers have applied the term
to the southwestern portion of Compound A, while still others have so
designated the whole area. The last-mentioned seems the proper
apphcation of the term, but throughout this paper, in order to avoid
confusion, the settlement as a whole will be designated the Casa
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Grande Group, and the single structure, with standing walls, the Casa
Grande ruin, or simplj' Casa Grande.

Probablj^ no two investigators would assign the same limits to the
area covered bj^ the group, as the margins of this area merge imper-
ceptibly into the surrounding country.

The bird's-eye views here used (pis. 11, 12) to illustrate the relation

of Casa Grande to the surroundiiig mounds are in general correct,

although not entirely in agreement with the results of the excavations.
According to ^Mindcleff, the area covered hj tlie Casa Grande Group
"extends about 1,800 feet north and south and 1,500 feet east and
west, or a total area of about 65 acres."

The following description of Casa Grande is from Mndeleff :

'

The Casa Grande ruin is often referred to as an adobe structure. Adobe construc-
tion, if we limit the word to its proper meaning, consists of the use of molded brick,

dried in the sun but not baked. Adobe, as thus defined, is very largely used through-
out the Southwest, more than 9 out of 10 houses erected by the Mexican population
and many of those erected by the Pueblo Indians being so constructed; but, in the
experience of the writer, it is never found in the older ruins, although seen to a Limited
extent in ruins known to belong to a period subsequent to the Spanish conquest.
Its discovery, therefore, in the Casa Grande would be important; but no trace of it

can be found. The walls are composed of huge blocks of earth, 3 to 5 feet long, 2 feet

high, and 3 to 4 feet thick. These blocks were not molded and placed in situ, but
were manufactured in place. The method adopted was probably the erection of a
framework of canes or light poles, woven with reeds or grass, forming two parallel

surfaces or planes, some 3 or 4 feet apart and about 5 feet long. Into this open box
or trough was rammed clayey earth obtained from the immediate vicinity and mixed
with water to a heavy jjaste. When the mass was sufficiently dry, the framework was
moved along the wall and the operation repeated. This is the typical pis6 or rammed-
earth construction, and in the hands of skilled workmen it suffices for the construc-

tion of quite elaborate buildings. As here used, however, the appliances were rude
and the workmen unskilled. An inspection of the illustrations herewith, especially

of Plate Lv [here pi. 10], showing the western wall of the ruin, will indicate clearly

how this work was done. The horizontal lines, marking what may be called courses,

are very well defined, and, while the vertical joints are not apparent in the illustration,

a close inspection of the wall itself shows them. It will be noticed that the builders

were unable to keep straight courses, and that occasional thin courses were put in to

bring the wall up to a general level. This is even more noticeable in other parts of

the ruin. It is probable that as the walls rose the exterior surface was smoothed with
the hand or with some suitable implement, but it was not carefully finished like the
interior, nor was it treated like the latter with a specially prepared material. . . .

The floors of the rooms, which were also the roofs of the rooms below, were of the
ordinary pueblo type, employed also to-day by the American and Mexican popula-
tion of this region. . . . Over the primary series of joists was placed a layer of

light poles, IJ to 2 inches in diameter, and over these reeds and coarse grass were
spread. The prints of the light poles can still be seen on the walls. . . .

The walls of the northern room are fairly well preserved, except in the north-

eastern corner, which has fallen. The principal floor beams were of necessity laid

north and south, across the shorter axis of the room, while the secondary series of poles,

IJ inches in diameter, have left their impression in the eastern and western walls.

1 In ISth Ann. Rep. Bur. Elhnol., p. 309
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There is no setback in the northern wall at the first floor level, though there is a very

slight one in the southern wall; none appears in the eastern and western walls. Yet
in the second roof levpl there is a double setback of 9 and 5 inches in the western

wall, and the northern wall has a setback of 9 inches, and the top of the wall still

shows the position of nearly all the roof timbers. This suggests—and the suggestion

is supported by other facts to be mentioned later—that the northern room was added
after the completion of the rest of the edifice.

The second roof or third floor level, the present top of the wall, has a decided pitch

outward, amounting to nearly 5 inches. Furthermore, the outside of the northern

wall of the middle room, above the second roof level of the northern room is very

much eroded. This indicates that the northern room never had a greater height

than two stories, but probably the walls were crowned with low parapets. . . .

The walls of the western room were smootlily finished and the finish is well preserved,

but here, as in the northern room, the exterior wall of the middle room was not finished

above the second roof level, and there is no doubt that two stories above the ground

were the maximum height of the western rooms, excluding the parapet. . . .

The walls of the southern room are perhaps better finished and less well constructed

than any others in the building. The beam holes in the southern wall are regular,

those in the northern wall less so. The beams used averaged a little smaller than

those in the other rooms, and there is no trace whatever in the overhanging wall of

the use of rushes or canes in the construction of the roof above. The walls depart

considerably from vertical plane surfaces; the southern wall inclines fully 12 inches

inward, while in the northeastern corner the side of a doorway projects fully 3 inches

into the room. . . . The walls of the eastern room were well finished, and, except

the western wall, in fairly good preservation. The floor beams were not placed in

a straight line, but rise slightlj' near the middle, as noted above. The finish of some
of the openings suggests that the floor was but 3 or 4 inches above the beams, and that

the roughened surface, already mentioned, was not part of it. . . .

Openings.—The Casa Grande was well provided with doorways and other open-

ings arranged in pairs one above the other. There were doorways from each room
into each adjoining room, except that the middle room was entered only from the east.

Some of the openings were not used and were closed with blocks of solid masonry
built into them long prior to the final abandonment of the ruin.

The middle room had three doorways, one above the other, all opening eastward.

The lowest doorway opened directly on the floor level, and was 2 feet wide, with
vertical sides. . . . The doorway of the second story is preserved only on the northern

side. Its bottom, still easily distinguishable, is 1 foot 6 inches above the bottom of

the floor beams. It was not over 2 feet wide and was about 4 feet high. ... In

addition to its three doorways, all in the eastern wall, the middle tier of rooms was
well provided with niches and holes in the walls, some of them doubtless utilized as

outlooks. On the left of the upper doorway are two holes, a foot apart, about 4 inches

in diameter, and smoothly finished. Almost directly above these some 3 feet, and
about 2 feet higher than the top of the door, there are two similar holes. Near the

southern end of the room in the same wall there is another round opening a trifle

larger and about 4J feet above the floor level. In the western wall there are two
similar openings, and there is one each in the northern and southern walls. ... In
the second story, or middle room of the middle tier, there were no openings except
the doorway in the eastern wall and two small orifices in the western wall.

20903° —28 ETH—12 6
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PRESENT CONDITION

Main Building

The following description of the Casa Grande ruin (pis. 8-10)

contains new facts derived from the author's observations and exca-

vations made in the winters of 1906-7 and 1907-8:

CONSTRUCTION

The walls of Casa Grande are of a fawn color slightly tinged

with red. Externally thoj are rough and verj'' much eroded, but
the interior walls are plastered, still showing places that formerly, in

the words of Father Kino, were as smooth as "Puebla potterj^.

"

The walls are constructed of a natural cement, commonlj^ called

caliche by the Mexicans, composed of lime, earth, and pebbles; this

was made into blocks, which were laid in courses. These blocks are

supposed to have been made in position, the materials therefor being

rammed into bottomless baskets or wooden frames, that were raised

as the work progressed, until the wall reached the desired height.

The blocks are not of uniform size, consequently the horizontal

joints of the courses are not always the same distance apart. Although
clearl}'^ shown in the outside walls, these joints are not visible in

the interior walls on account of tlie plastering.

The exterior faces of the walls are not perfectly plumb, the thick-

ness of the walls at the top being much less than at the base.

Impressions of human hands appear in places in the plaster of the

north and the west room. Posts were used to support some of the

narrow walls, and stones employed for the same purpose are found
in their foundations.

ROOMS

The ground plan of the main building shows that its walls form
five inclosures, which may be termed the north, west, south, east,

and central rooms. Wlien the walls had reached the height of about
7 feet, these inclosures were filled solid with earth, the upper surface

forming the floors of the rooms of the first storj'. In the north, west,

south, and east inclosures there were two rooms above each ground
room ; the central room had three stories, being one story higher than
the rooms which surrounded it.'

1 Many conflicting statements regarding the fonner height of Casa Grande are on record, most authors
favoring three or four stories. There -were undoubtedly four stories counting from the level of the plain

to the top of the highest wall, as could be seen from the outside as one approached the structure, but the

lowest story was filled solid with earth, so that inside the building there were really only three tiers of

rooms, one above the other in the central part of the ruin and two on eiu'h of the four sides. The entrance

into the lowest room was on a level with the roofs of the surrounding buildings, forming a terrace that

surrounded the base of Casa Grande. Entrance to the upper rooms was effected by means of ladders from
the outside and by hatchways. The positions of the outside doorways indicate that there were entrances
on all four sides, but the middle room had only one doorway, which was situated on the east side.
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WALI.S

The interior walls of the north rooms in both stories are well pre-

served except in the southeast corner (tip;. 11), where there was prob--

ably a connection witli six rooms which extended to the north wall of

the inclosuro. As indicated by a series of holes in the eastern and
western walls, the floor beams extended north and south. The posi-

FiG. II. Southeast corner of ruin, showing part of east wall.

tion of the floors is also indicated by ledges, or setbacks, one of the

best of which appears on the level of the roof in the north wall of

the first story; there is also a narrow ledge on the south wall. The
east and west walls in both stories are true to the perpendicular
from base to top. The tops of the north and west walls of the second
story show setbacks, and the apertures where the beams were inserted

are clearly marked. Small holes indicating that rushes were used
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in the construction of the roof are well marked in the east and west

walls of the second stor\'. The outer face of the north wall is much
eroded near the top, exhibiting no evidences of continuation into a

third story. There was a low parapet rising slightly above the roof

on the north, as well as on the east and west walls of the north room.

Both lower and upjier stories of the west room have smooth walls,

but the exterior surface of the walls of the central room, above the

line of the second floor, is rough, indicating that the western inclosure

never had more than two stories. The east wall of the west room
is slightly curved, while the west wall of the same room is straight.

Rows of holes in the east wall, which formerly received the floor beanxs,

ai'e arranged somewhat irregularly. The inner faces of the walls of

the south room are finely finished, particularly on the south side,

although the wall itself is in places more broken than the north or

west walls. The holes for beams in the south wall are less regular

in arrangement than those in the north wall.

A fragment of the east wall of the south room remained standing

up to within a few years, when the repairs were made by contractors.

At one time the south room was excavated far below its original

floor, as indicated by the line of erosion on the surface of the north

wall and a corresponding line on the opposite side walls. There were

formerly two doors, one above the other, in the south wall, but the

lintel between them has disappeared, the south wall remaining in the

form of two very imsteady sections. The interior walls of the east

room ai-e finely finished, while the exterior surface of the east wall of

the central room is very much eroded. The exterior surface of the

east wall of the central section shows the eflects of exposure to the

weather, suggesting that there were but two stories to the eastern

part. The north wall of the central rooms runs through the east

wall, without bonding, suggesting later construction of the latter. A
wide crack left in the east wall where the north wall joins is smoothly

plastered over for part of its length, a condition which implies earlier

construction. The inner walls of the central rooms are smooth; the

marks of reeds, grasses, and rafters indicate the former existence of

floors in this part of the building. The roughness of the plaster above

the line of the floor of the second story indicates that there was once

a low banquette about the room. The row of holes that accommodated
the beams of the roof of the third story is not flush with the top of

the wall but somewhat below it, indicating that the walls there were

formerly continued into a low parapet.

FLOORS

The floors of the second and third stories served as ceilings of the

first and second stories, respectively, and resemble those of the ordi-

nary adobe houses of the Southwest. The beams were small cedar
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logs, most of which were laid across the width of the room, their

extremities being inserted for support in the walls, or in some in-

stances laid on a ledge or in a recess. The rows of holes that accom-
modated the ends of the beams are to be seen in most of the rooms;
some of these holes are not strictly in line. Each roof was covered

with mud firmly packed down and hardened by exposure to the air

and to the constant pressure of human feet ; in places appear the prints

of reeds and grasses which were formerly laid on the rafters. Many
Americans have told the ^vriter that when they fu'st saw Casa Grande
the ends of burnt timbers jirotruded from the walls. Logs were
found in several rooms, some of which were changed, while others

had been untouclied by fire.

DOORWAYS AND WINDOWS

The external entrances uito most of the rooms of each story of Casa
Grande were lateral, and there is reason to suppose that the rooms
in which no openuigs appear m the side walls were entered by hatch-

ways. As the floors have all disappeared, it is impossible, of course,

to know what or where the entrances to rooms from the roof were.

In the lowest stoiy was a doorway about midway in each side. Open-
ings appear in about the corresponding positions in tlie stories above,

except the third, where the only entrance to be seen is on the east

side. As its threshold was on a level with the roof of the second

story, this doorway probably opened on the roof of the east rooms
in that story. In addition to these external openings there were
passageways between the north, south, east, and west rooms, in the.

first and second stories.

The doorway of the middle room in the first story was on the

east side.

All the doorways were constructed on the same pattern. They
averaged about 2 feet in width, and some were slightly narrower at

the top than below. This decrease in width may be a survival of the

times when the conical, or beehive, form of architecture prevailed.

The masoniy over the doorways is now, as a rule, more or less

broken, but it still shows holes for the insertion of logs that formed
the lintels, which were arranged in series one above another. While
most of the lintels which supported the adobe have been wrenched
out, some remam, holding in place the heavy material of which this

part of the wall was built.

The doorway between the west and the south room has been closed

with large solid blocks of masonr\'

.

The sills of most of the doorways are broken, but the jambs are

entire and smoothly plastered.
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Tlioro are revoral mund apertures in the walls that may have served
for lookouts. In the east wall of the central room to the left of the

uj)per doorway aiv two such openings, each about 4 inches in diameter,

and near the south end of this room in the east wall is another. Two
similar apertures are found m the west wall of the inner room, one in

the upper st(ny of the north wall, and another in the south wall.

Cosmos ^lindelefF makes the following statement:'

The frcqiioiu'v of opcniiii?i in the upper or tliird story and their absence on lower
levels, except the specially arransod openiiii^ described later, supports tlie hypothesis
that none of the rooms except the middle one were ever more than two stories high
and that the wall remains above the second roof level represent a low parapet.

CASA GRANDE ilOl'XDS

General Description

It is evident to anyone who visits Casa Grande that the historic

structure called by this name is only one of many blocks of buildings

which formerly existed in the immedinte vicinitj'. While it is now
difficult to determine whether all these structures were contempora-
neously occuiMed, it is evident that the Casa Grande Group, in its

prime, was no mean settlement. Evidences of former habitations

cover much of the surface of the reservation- and extend on all sides

far beyond its boimdaries. The lunits of this jirehistoric settlement

are dillicult to determine. The whole plain was dotted at intervals

with houses similar to those of Casa Grande, fi-oin the pomt where the

Gila leaves the mmmtains to its junction with its largest tributar}-,

the Salt, the valley of which is also markctl by the remaius of manj*"

similar prehistoric buildmgs. Not all the mounds on the Casa
Grande Keservation, however, contain ruins of great buildmgs: many
walled structures, formerly homes of the inhabitants, have fallen,

leavmg but slight traces of their existence—no A^estiges of walls

above the surface of the ground, merely broken metates or frag-

ments of pottery scattered over a limited area. This destruction was
mevitable, owing to the fragile character of the wattled walls. Even
the foundations of heavier walls of many of the buildings are buried

in the debris from the upper courses.

Two tj-pes of mounds occur m the Casa Grande Group: (1) Those
containing walls of houses and (2) those consisting entii-ely of earth

and debris not incluiling buried walls. The former are composed of

> tSth Ann. Rfp. Bur. Elhnol.. p. 314.

' As is well known, this ros<>rvat ion. through the eHorts of niiuiy public-spiriteJ men and women, has
I)ticu placed under the supervlsiiui of a resident custodian. The prvsent custodian is Mr. Frunk PincUey.
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earth or clay, which lias fallen from the walls, burying the founda-

tions, augmented by sand blown by the winds. Mounds of tlie sec-

ond class are composed solely of debris; when opened, some of these

show stratification, as if formed of mud or soil deposited artificially

on them from time to time hi clearuig out reservobs or makuig
other excavations, while others contain ashes and fragments of pottery

scattered through the soil from the surface to a considerable depth.

Certain of these mounds are devoid of features suggesting artificial

origin.

Mounds of the first class admit of still further classification into

two kinds: (a) Tliose

aiTanged in clusters,

each restmg on a plat-

form, bounded by a

surroundmg wall —
these are remains of

compounds; (h) com-
pact blocks of rooms,

each without a sur-

rounding wall, known
as clan-houses. While
the name Casa Grande
is here applied to the

main buildmg of one
compound (A) , the

designation Casa
Grande Group of

mounds mcludes all the

clusters of adjacent

mounds situated on
the reservation. For
many years the main
building and a few

outlying walls (fig. )2) were the only structures projecting above the

surface, but now it is known that the historic Casa Grande is but one

of many aboriginal buildings in this neighborhood. Excavations
have established the fact that many mounds of the Casa Grande
Group are remauis of former houses, and that thei'e are as many
others composed of the debris of former habitations.

For convenience of study and reference the large walled inclosures

constituting the lirst class of mounds, called compounds, are desig-

nated A, B,C, D, and E. These will be considered in order.

Fig. 12. \V f-si. wall III I'oiU's room (about ISSU).
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Compound A
Compound A (pis. 7, 11, 12) is not only the largest ' of the Casa

Grantle compounds, but is also the most important, containing as it

does the historic ruin and a few other walls of rooms standing above
ground when excavations began. The following ilescription is (|uoted

from the writer's preliminar}' report on the excavations at Compound
A, in Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections iov 1907.

The following buildings, plazas, and courts were excavated in Compound A

:

(1) Southwest building; (2) northeast building; (3) rooms on west wall; (4) six cere-

monial rooms; (5) central building; (()) Font's room; (7) rooms between Casa Grande
and Font's room; (8) rooms adjoining ceremonial rooms on north wall; (9) northwest
room; (10) room near east wall; (11) northeast plaza; (12) central plaza; (13) east plaza;

(14) southwest plaza; (15) south court.

[The most important block of rooms is of course (16) Casa Grande.]

1. SOUTHWEST BUILDING

Father Font wrote of Casa Grande as follows: "The house Casa Grande forms an
oblong square facing to the four cardinal points, east, west, north, and south, and
round about it there are ruins indicating a fence or wall, which surrounded the house
aiid other buildings, particularly in the corners, where it appears there has been some
edifice like an interior castle or watch-tower, for in the angle which faces towards the
southwest there stands a ruin with its divisions and an upper story. " This southwest
building is undoubtedly one of the "other buildings" referred to. [Pis. 13, 14.]

In Font's plan (tig. 117) [here, fig. 3] of Compound A, a single chambered room is

represented in the southwest corner. Bartlett gave a plan of the cluster of rooms in this

angle, but neither Bartlett's nor Font's plans are complete, for there are in reality six

rooms in this corner of the compound, not counting an adjacent rectangular room sepa-

rated from this cluster by a court. Several later authors have mentioned and figured

these two fragments of walls standing above a mound southwest of the main building,

and one or two have suggested that they were formerly connected with Casa Grande
by walls. The best view of these pinnacles appeared in Cosmos Mindeleff's valuable

account of the ruin.

The author's excavations of Compound A were begun at the base of the more western

of these two standing walls, at the level of the ground, where it was found that the

wall was so eroded as to be seriously undermined. It was recognized that extensive

filling in was necessary at that point, and that other repairs were imperative to keep this

fragment from falling. The fragment east of the last mentioned was, if anything, in

a worse condition', and also required protection.

Digging down below the eroded portion, there came into view a fine smooth-faced

wall, which extended several feet still lower. The excavations were then continued

north and south, following the face of the wall to the northwest and southwest angles,

laying bare the whole west wall. . . . After having traced this wall, attention was
directed to the general character and arrangement of the walls hidden below the mound
near the bases of the two fragments of walls where the excavation started. It was
found that the southwest corner of the compound is occupied by a cluster of six

rooms . . . the most picturesque of all those uncovered during the winter.

1 The dimensions of Compoiind .\ are as follows: The length of the west wall is 419 feet: of the east wall,

420 feet; of the north wall, 223.3 feet; ami of thessouth wall, 215 feet. The w\ t wall bearsnorth 3° 00' east; the

south wall, south St* 35' east. The west wall of the main building bears north 4* 30' east, or south 4° .30'

west, i. e., 1' 30' out of parallel with the compound. The dimensions of the various rooms may be seen

from the ground plan (pi. 6), which is drawn to scale.
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2. NORTHEAST BUILDING

As may be seen from the ground plan (plate xxiv) [here, pi. 6], the first historic

building, Casa Grande, was not the largest in Compound A. The combined length
of the six ceremonial rooms is double that of the main building, although their width
is much less. A building standing northeast of Font's room [pis. 15, 16] is the
largest yet excavated and contains many more rooms, some of which are larger than
any in the historic building.

The arrangement of the rooms in the northeast building ... is different from
that of Casa Grande . . . but is typical of others, especially the extra-mural
clan houses. This similarity would lead one to suspect that this building was not,

like the main building, a ceremonial, but rather a residential house. The typical

form, to which reference is made, is that of a carpenter's try-square, or that of two
sides of a rectangle—a form that reappears in the most southerly situated of the two
clan houses on the east and the cluster of rooms in the southwest corner of Com-
pound B. The six ceremonial rooms, together with those extending eastward from
the most northerly of these along the inner surface of the north wall, make also a
group of the same try-square shape. Since one arm of the northeast cluster is formed
by the east wall of the compound, it follows that this arm extends approximately
east and west, and necessarily the other arm of the try-square lies at right angles, or
north and south. . . .

There are live rooms in the east-west arm of the northeast cluster . . . two at
each end, separated by a single room. All of these rooms have comparatively massive
walls, and in most the superficial covering, or plastering, is fairly well preserved.
[PI. 16.]

Room A, at the west end of the eastern arm of this try-square, had been partially

excavated before the Ciovernment began work at Casa Grande, but was left in such a
bad condition that parts of the east and south walls were practically destroyed. The
author repaired them, filling in the badly eroded oles and walls with adobe bricks

and restoring the wall as besthe could to its original condition. [PI. 17.]

Room B is one of the best-preserved rooms of those excavated. It was opened down
to the level of the floor, which was found to be hard and well plastered. Midway
through the center of this room ... at equal distances from east and west walls,

there are two holes, a, n, in the floor, in each of which was a log, charred by fire,

but still standing erect. These vertical logs once supported a horizontal rafter extend-
ing from the east to the west wall, resting on both and on the vertical supports. Side
rafters were supported by this middle log, with ends resting on the north and south
walls. Upon these smaller rafters was the roof covering of reeds and clay.

The other three rooms, C, D, E, of the east-west arm of the northeast building were
excavated to their floors. Their walls were found to have good sm-face finish, "as fine

as Puebla pottery," and in one instance, D, .'showed superficial painting. These
rooms, D and E, have no lateral doorways, a significant fact, which strengthens the
belief that thek former entrances were hatchways on the roof. None of the above-
mentioned rooms open into one another. Large stones were found to have been used
in the construction of the foundations of the north wall of room D.

The rooms of the east section . . . vary in size, and apparently some had lateral

doors, others hatchways. The narrow wall of the small room, G, was supported by
upright logs. A section of the fallen roof was laid bare in room H, in which the raft-

ers and the clay upon them were well preserved. Apparently the rafters in this

room had simply fallen against a side wall, the ends that formerly rested on the east

wall having decayed. . . .

The walls of rooms J and K show plainly the action of fire, for large quantities of

charcoal filled these rooms. G has a good floor and fine surface finish on the walls.

The partitions Ijetweeij these rooms are, however, much broken down. In view of

their supposed domiciliary character, it is interesting to point out the absence from
these rooms of domestic utensils.
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3. ROOMS ON THE WEST WALL

Between the cluster of rooms occupying the southwest angle of the compound and
the single "bastion" or "castle" at the northwest corner, there are several rooms, the
walls of which appeared when the soil was removed from the inner or east side of the
west wall.

The most characteristic of these dependent rooms, G, is separated by a narrow
court fi'om the northern wall of the southwest cluster. Unfortunately, one comer of

this room was cut down before its existence was detected, but wherever its four walls

were revealed they indicated a room of large size. ... In one comer there

stood a large vase, too fragile to remove, which was consequently left in the place
where found. The Casa Grande-Florence stage route formerly crossed the compound
over the corner of this room dii-ectly above this vase.

On the west side of Casa Grande, or directly between the main building and the
west wall of the compound, there were excavated several rooms, H, I, and J, the
walls of which are low and single-storied. One of these rooms, J, is situated on the

northwest corner of the ruin, and has its west wall continuous with that which forms
the retaining wall of the north terrace. There are also two rooms on the southwestern
corner which bear the same relation to the terrace wall of the south side. These two
are separated by a court . . . and have low walls. There does not seem to

have been a building directly west of the main ruin and no sign of a terrace now
remains on that side. . . . The exact connections of the rooms along the west
wall, southwest of the main ruin, with those on the southwest corner can be made
clear only by continuation of the work in the unexcavated part of the compound.
As shown in the ground plan, . . . there are walls standing in that part of the
compound; there is also a level s))ace called the southwest plaza, situated between the

wall of the most southerly room at the southwest angle of the main ruin and the

northern wall of the room on the west wall adjacent to the building in the southwest
angle.

4. SIX CEREMONIAL ROOMS

Linear arrangement of rooms is exceptional in this compound. This row extends
from the northeast corner of the main building to the north wall of the compound, with
which the most northern room is united. The line of these rooms is not parallel with
either the east or west walls of the compound, and their longest measurements vary,

although the widths of the rooms are about uniform. Although the connection which
formerly bound these rooms to the main building has been destroyed, there is no doubt
that such a union once existed and that they were probably united to a solid terrace

which we must suppose existed on the north, east, and south sides of the main building.

Before excavations were begun, the ro\)>of ceremonial rooms was indicated only by
a ridge ... of earth extending from the northeast corner of the main building

northward. It is evident that the roof of these rooms was on a level with the floor

of the lowest rooms of Casa Grande, which communicated with the roofs of these

ceremonial rooms on the north, east, and south by means of the basal terrace, of which
mention has been made. In this way one could pass dnectly into these rooms
through the doorways in the middle of the sides of the main building.

The form, size, and general appearance of the walls of these six rooms are shown in

the accompanying plan (plate 24) [here, pi. 6] and in plate xxx, a and 5 [here, pis.

18, 19], All these rooms were excavated to their floors, the soil from them being
removed beyond the surrounding wall of the compound. Earth was likewise taken
from the west side, opening the east portion of the northwest plaza, so that the walls

on that side now average five feet in height.
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5. CENTRAL BUILDING

When work was begun on Compound A the central building was a low, regular

mound . . . situated near the southeast angle of the main building, occupying
a somewhat similar relation to that comer that the first of the six ceremonial rooms
does to the northeast angle. This mound was opened to the base, revealing several

intersecting walls and rooms (plate xxiv) [here, pi. 6]. When one stands at the
north wall of the compound and runs his eye along the east side of the six ceremonial
rooms, it is foimd that the middle wall of the central building is in the line of the eye,
which also follows the supposititious retaining wall of the east ten'ace of the main
building and the east boundary wall of the southwest plaza. The southeast corner
of the main building, Caaa Grande, is broken in much the same way as the northeast
angle near the six ceremonial rooms, possibly from the same cause.

6. font's room

Mange states that Father Kino said mass in the Casas Grandes, and it is generally
believed that this ceremony was performed in one of the rooms of Casa Grande. As
there were at the time of Kino's visit several other rooms in the group, some of which
were more commodious, it is interesting to speculate on the possibility of one of these
being that referred to.

Just east of Casa Grande was a large building (plate xxiv) [see accompanying pi.

20], formerly two stories high, which was apparently in a fair state of preservation
when Father Font visited it in 1775. So accurately has this zealous priest described

. . . and mapped this room, that it is called after him and is referred to as

"Font's room" in this article.

Mange states in his diary that "a crossbow shot farther on 12 other houses are seen
half tumbled down, also with thick walls and all with roofs burnt except one room
beneath one house, with round beams, smooth and not thick, which appear to be
cedar or savin, and over them rush reeds very similir to them and a layer of mortar
and hard clay, making a ceiling or story of very peculiar character."

Font, 70 years after, wrote: "In front of the east door, separated from the Casa,
there is another building with dimensions from north to south 26 feet and from
east to west 18, exclusive of the thickness of the walls." . . .

Although it was possible in 1694 for the observer, standing on the roof of Casa
Grande, to see the walls of all the buildings which were excavated by the author,
the best preserved of all, judging from Font's account, was that named after him.
At that time this was apparently the only two-storied building in good preservation
east of the main one, which could be designated as "one room beneath one house."
The general appearance of this building lagt October (1906) is shown in the accom-
panying plate (xxxiv, o, 6,) [here, pi. 21]. The upright wall of this room was
the only fragment besides the main building above ground, with exception of the
two walls at the southwest angle. The condition of the base of this wall necessitated

immediate repair; for, although 3 feet thick, it was so undermined that light was
visible through holes in the base. The author erected on its east side a buttress

of adobe bricks to strengthen it, and took other precautionary measures to keep
what was left from falling. The row of holes in which were formerly inserted the
ends of the rafters of the upper chamber can still be seen in the east face of the wall.

Directly west of Font's room is a passageway communicating with the central
.plaza. The floor of this passageway is hard and very compact, and on one side there
were excavated an eagle skeleton and bones of several rabbits.
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7. ROOMS BETWEEN CASA GRANDE AND FONT's ROOM

East of Casa Grande there were several large rooms, A-E (plate xxxii, 6) [here,

pi. 21], with low massive walls, evidently of one story. It would appear that in

ancient times these rooms joined the terrace at the base of Casa Grande, and we
may suppose that their roofs were on the level with the floor of the lowest room of

the historic building. Apparently these rooms were not all constructed at the same
time, the two at the north showing evidences of being older tban the southern

pair. . . .

One of these rooms, C, was found to contain much debris, consisting of pottery

fragments, charred basketry, cloth, maize, mesquite beaijs, . . . marine shells, and
other objects. It appears to have been a dumping place, and as it has every ap-

pearance of ha\-ing once been a room, we may suppose that it was deserted while

some of the other rooms of Compound A were still inhabited.

8. ROOMS ADJOINING THE MOST NORTHERLY OF THE SIX CEREMONIAL
ROOMS

Adjoining the most northerly of the six ceremonial rooms on its east side, there lies

a room or court, G, surrounded by walls, which appears to have been without a
roof. ... Its floor is hard, as if made so by the tramp of many feet; its walls are

massive, with smooth surfaces. A walled-up doorway, recalling a similar feature in

the west room of the main building, occurs in the wall separating this room from the

most northerly of the six ceremonial rooms.

In the surface of the west wall of this room, at the level of the floor, there is a deep
erosion of the wall (plate xxix) [here, pi. 22, a], due to former weathering. The south

wall of this inclosure was evidently built since the erosion took place, for its end is so

constructed that it extends into the eroded region, following the imperfection in

the surface without being itself weathered at that level. The five rooms, G-K,
forming the west building are large and have massive walls. No evidences of roofs

occur, and lateral doorways are absent except in the east side of I. K shows evidence
of an east wall, and the narrow enclosure H is more of a court than a room. A pile

of wooden hoes or planting sticks (plate xxxix, g) [here, pi. 7U] was found on the

floor of room I.

9. NORTHWEST ROOM

The dimensions of the room [pi. 22, 6] occupying the northwest angle of Compound
A [pi. 23] appear in the accompanying plan [here, pi. 6]. . . . This room is single

storied with fi'ee walls on two sides, the other sides being the walls of the compound.
An entrance into the compound on the north side is situated near this comer room.

The excavations revealed many ceremonial objects on the floor, which would appear
to indicate that the room was used for other than secular purposes. Household utensils,

as grinding stones, which would be expected in a living chamber, were absent. No
soot or other evidences of a fire were observed on the walls, and there were no charred

logs or rafters.

10. ROOMS NEAR EAST WALL

South of the plaza which lies to the eastward of the two-storied building known
as Font's room are situated the remains of some massive walls which formed a large

square enclosui'e separated from the east wall only bj' a narrow passage. . . .

This building was evidently formerly one story high. Its size is so great that it

is doubtful whether or not it was roofed, but if it had a roof it would be one of the

largest rooms of Compound A.
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11. NORTHEAST PLAZA

The removal of earth to a depth necessary to show the original height of the walls

about this plaza was a work of some magnitude, but was accomplished in a short

time. . . . The plaza (plate xxviii, a) [here, pi. 24] was not apparent until after the

position of the northeast angle of the compound had been determined and the walls

of the northeast building had been excavated.

The situation of this plaza and the fact that no doorways opened into it or terraced

roofs looked down upon it imply that it was not a favorite one for ceremonial dances
or spectacular performances. As the walls about it are, as a rule, massive, the plaza
may have served as a safe place to which to flee for protection, and it is probable that
cabins, not unlike the Pima huts of the last generation, were temporarily erected in

this and other plazas.

12. CENTRAL PLAZA

The centrally placed, and on that account probably the most sacred, plaza ... of

Compound A is surrounded by buildings, the roofs of which no doubt served as eleva-

tions from which spectators could witne.ss the sacred dances and games. The floor of

this plaza was soUd, apparently hardened by constant tramping of feet. The labor

involved in cutting down the earth in this plaza to the former floor was considerable,

it being necessary to remove many cubic yards of grout that had fallen from the thick
walls of the northeast building and the six ceremonial rooms. The southwest corner
of the plaza was not excavated, because of a large stake to which is attached the iron

rod that serves as a guy for the northeast comer of the roof built over the ruin.

The plaza appears to have been used as a burial place, for a human skeleton was
dug out of the floor near its southeast comer; but the body might have been buried
after the compound had been deserted.

There were excavated from this plaza, near the passageway west of the tall wall of

Font's room, the skeleton of an eagle and several rabbit bones. It was probably cus-

tomary at Casa Grande to domesticate eagles for their feathers and to keep them in

confinement.
13. EAST PLAZA

This plaza was almost wholly surrounded by rooms, and from its ])osition was e\'i-

dently one of the most popular of all the inclosures of this kind. From the roof of the
main building one could probably look over Font's room into this plaza. Although
the plaza is a small one, it*! eastern position would give it considerable ceremonial im-
portance. The accumulated earth was cut down to the original level and removed
outside the compoimd. There does not seem to be sufficient evidence that there was
an eastern entrance way to this plaza, although it was looked for when excavations
were made. . . .

14. SOUTHWEST PLAZA

This plaza [pi. 14, upper] adjoins the west wall of the compound, extending from the
rooms southwest of the main ruin to the first of the cluster of rooms in the southwest
angle. Although large quantities of earth were removed from this enclosure, it has
not been wholly leveled to the floor, especially on the east side, near a wall which is a
continuation of the rooms at the southwest comer of the main ruin. This wall was
expo.sed along its whole length, but showed no rooms on the west side, although proba-
bly there are several on the east, or unexcavated, side. . . .

15. SOUTH COURT

A long court extends across the whole south end of the compound from the southwest
cluster of rooms to the east wall. Its form suggests a ball court or course for foot races.

In connection with the former suggestion it is interesting to note that several stone
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balls, such as were used, according to Pima legends, in a game of kicking ball, were
found in this court; this game is still practiced by the Pimas. Near one end there

was excavated a square perforated stone, recalling that through which balls were
thrown in the Nahuatl game of pelote.

As vsdll be seen from the accompanying plan (pi. 6) of Compound
A, the whole iuclosure has not been completely excavated, but enough
debris has been removed to show its general character. There are

no large unexcavated mounds remaining in this compound, and the

level space in tlie southeastern part was either a plaza or, more proba-

bly, the site of many habitations, whose fragUe walls have fallen, rais-

ing the surface to a uniform lieiglit. On tliis supposition we should

look here for the remains of houses in wliich the majority of the peo-

ple lived.

From the study of Compound A we can get an idea of the structural

character of one of these Gda Valley preliistoric settlements. The
people Hved in clusters of houses surrounded by a common wall, wlrich

inclosed also massive houses that served as temples or as citadels for

protection. RegarcUng the sociologic condition, wliether each com-
pound housed and protected many families unrelated by blood, or

clans related to one another, can not be determined from the infor-

mation available. That the compounds may have been built at

different times appears probable, but it can hardly be supposed that

one compound was completely deserted at one tinte and tliat the inhab-

itants might have moved to another site a few hundred feet away. If

these compounds were inhabited at the same time, it may be readily

supposed that there was considerable intermarriage of clans and there-

fore intermingling of blood. As no known legends speak of more
than one chief of Casa Grande, the supposition is that the inhabitants

recognized only one head. There is ground for the belief that the

age of Compound A is not so great as that of Compound B, although

it is of considerable antiquity. Casa Grande itself seems to have
been constructed at different times, as it shows e^adences of growth
by a series of additions. Tliere are no known data by wliich its age

can be computed and none to determine wliich compound was the last

to be deserted. It is known that Compound A was a ruin in 1694, but
from the earUest accounts notliing can be ascertained whicli would
show how long before that date the ancients occupied the buildings.

The indications afforded by the rate of wear of the walls since the

beginning of the eighteenth century lead to the belief that a few gen-

erations before that time Casa Grande was a populous settlement.

The orientation of the surrounding walls of the compounds and of

the buildings within them is well-marked, this feature appearing very

significantly in Compound A. The greatest length of all the com-
pounds is north and south . The doorways of the buildings, when
practicable, open toward the east.
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In certain walls is found evidence contradicting the theory that

they were built by stamping caHche into bottomless baskets or boxes,

as generally taught, and as indicated by the joints on the west side

of the main ruin. At various places in the walls may still be seen

masses of clay patted into shape by human hands, the imprmts of

which are clear. Some of these masses, which are just large enough

to have been handled by one workman, were evidently dumped on

the wall and subsequently were not so stamped that they lost their

original shape.
Compound B

When work on it began (pi. 25) Compound B consisted of two
mounds resting on a platform, tlie bases around both mounds being

so lined in with earth that tiie surrounding wall formed the edge of

a platform or terrace. The most extensive of tJiese inclosed mounds
(Pyramid B) occupied the southwest corner of the platform. The
largest and most massive (Pyramid A) has a flat top, from which the

visitor can see, in clear weather, the cupola of the courthouse in

Florence, 12 miles away.
Compound B (fig. 13) is 840 feet northeast of Compound A. Its

excavated surrounding wall on the east and north sides, respectively,

measures 299 feet and 180 feet; tlie west side is 297 feet long and tlie

south side 167 feet. The compound is oriented approximately north
and south (pis. 26, 27).

When the excavation of Compound B began no part of the sur-

rounding wall was visible, its existence bemg indicated only by a

slight rise above the level of the surrounding plain. The firet work
attempted was the determination of the angles or cornei-s of this

compound. This work brouglit to light a massive wall surrounding

tiie whole inclosure. It is evident from the amount of debris that

had accumulated on the outside of this waU that it must have been
formerly at least 7 feet liigh. The accumulated earth was removed
to a depth of 4 feet, the present average height of the wall. This wall

was found to be much liigher on the west side than on the east, south,

or north, and in order to obtain a level for the drain constructed

around the compound to carry away the surplus water, it was neces-

sary to remove debris on the west wall to a depth of at least 9 feet.

Below that depth many circular depressions, similar to those used by
Pima in mixing mortar for the walls, were found, and it is beheved
that the former level of the foundation of the compound was reached
on that side.

None of the outside walls of Compound B laid bare by excavation
were found to be straight and none were exactly perpendicular.

The tlaickness of the surrounding wall varies; in some places it is
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515 much as "i feet and is. on tho avorago. about 3* foot. Outside

tho Willi, about 7 feet from the former foundatiou, was dug a shtdlow

ditch surrv>unding the whole compound. This ditch was continued

/ao'
3- 3' 3

/tf7'

Fto 1^ GRMmd ptan of Onmpoond B i3ad« \Mtat* oompkiian of ocaraiioaV shovjns heifiu of

inio deeper ones extending from the northwest and soutliwest corners
(j^l. 35) in onler to carry all superfluous water fn>m the foundations
of the 'walls into a nat^iral depression some 50 feet from the com-
pound. (PI. 2S.)
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BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF COMPOUND B, FROM THE EAST
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INTERIOR

NORTHEAST CORNER, COMPOUND B
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INSIDE THE WEST WALL

ROOMS WEST OF PYRAMID A

LOOKING SOUTHEAST FROM PYRAMID A

WALLS AND ROOMS, COMPOUND B
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A subterranean room provided with a cemented floor, walls, and
firejjlace, was discovered near the northeast corner, under the foun-
dation of the exterior wall.' This was evidently a pit-house inhabited

before the massive wall had been constructed and anteihiting tbe

structures built above it. Traces of similar subterranean rooms are

found within tlie compound, near the same corner (pi. 29).

The outside M'all of Compound B was constructed, like tliat of

Casa Grande proper, of huge blocks of natural cement, which were
made where they now rest, the marks of successive blocks being
visible at several points where tlie union is not perfect. Evi-
dences that tliis wall hatl been repaired by ancient builders are seen
in many phices, and it ajjpears that the form and cHrection of the

original wall have been modified bj' its enlargement at the southeast
corner (pi. 30) . Within the inclosure surrounded by the massive exterior
wall were found evidences of two kinds of buildings : First, those made
of cement blocks, characteristically massive; second, those having
fragile walls supported by upright posts. Some of the walls of buikl-

mgs of the former class still remain upright, but those of the latter

have fallen, their positions being indicated only bj^ decayed stumps.
To the first type belong also well-plastered floors, in which are present
circular depressions that served as fireplaces. If we interpret budd-
ings of the first tyjie as temples used for ceremonial purposes, the
fragile-walled buildings may be regarded as habitations of the people

comparable with those in which the Pima have lived since known to

history.

PTRAMID A

The two large pyramidal elevations, occupying much of the inclosure

of Compound B, were found on excavation to be remarkable struc-

tures, suggestmg a style of architecture common in Mexico. It

appears that the larger and most northerly of these structures, desig-

nated on the map as A (pis. 31, 32, 33), was a pyramid, formerly
marked by the presence of two or three terraces, the massive walls of

which still rise at one point to a height of more than 10 feet. The top of

this pyramid (pi. 31) is square ami level. A deep excavation made in

its north end revealed a long chamber, suggestmg the north room of

Casa Grande. On the southwest side of this pjTamid sliallow exca-
vations revealed several cemented floors, one below another, and verti-

cal waUs indicated by decayed posts wliich formerly supported them;
each of these floors contams a weU-niade fire pit. The shape of the

rooms (pis. 32, 33), as showm by the positions of the stumps, Avas rec-

tangular; the length was double the width. A doorway, indicated by
tiie absence of upright logs from one side, was just in front of the fire-

1 The diagonals of none of the rooms at Casa Grande are e.Kactlj- equal in length.

20903° —28 ETH—12—
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place, which itself was situated not in the center of the room but
slightly nearer one side. The existence of these floors, or evidences

of rooms situated one above the other, would seem to indicate that a

considerable portion of this pyramid was formed by accumulations
of earth resulting from the decay of liabitations; the supposition

is that this accumulation continued through a long period, and
that new habitations were built on the debris of those below. Exca-
vations extended in the southwest angle, of the pjTaniid to a level

with the outside plazas showed that there were in tliis mound seven
layers of floors, indicating by the above theory seven successive con-

structions or times of habitation.

PYEAMID B

Pyramid B (pi. 34), which is situated in the southwest section of

Compound B, is separated in part from the west wall of the compound
by a plaza 100 feet long by 50 feet wide. The pjTamidal form, so

well seen m Pyramid A, does not appear in PjTamid B (pi. S6, i),

the shape of which is trisquare, a mound extending north and south
with a western extension. On the top of tliis mound, as on Pyra-
mid A, were found floors of houses whose upright walls were indi-

cated by decayed posts; below were other floors, resembling those

found on top of Pyramid A. There were remains of a shiine (pis.

26, 3.5) at the southwest comer of the top of Pyramid B ; in it were
found fragments of copper and many strangely-formed stones. The
north end of PjTamid B (pi. 35), extending toward the west wall

of the compound and forming the north waU of the southwest plaza,

was occupied by two rooms, the massive walls of which are 8 feet

high and average 4 feet thick. The ground plan of these rooms
resembles in shape a trisquare. Their common west wall is separated
from the west wall of the compound by a passageway, through which
one formerly could enter the southwest plaza from the central plaza.'

The walls show no indication of a side entrance, and no proof was
obtained that the rooms were roofed ; the most logical supposition
is that they were entered from the top of the adjacent mound by
means of ladders or notched logs. Each of these rooms had a
fireplace near the middle of the room, well-plastered floors, and
vertical walls; they have no lateral openings for communication
with each other.

In one of these rooms was found a. mass of cahche about the size

of a small keg, which had a cavity in one end, wliile the opposite
extremity was rounded. This object resembled a rude stove or

1 These narrow passageways exist also in Compound A, as between Font's room and the massive-walled

structures east of the main building.
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oven/ the cavity being used formerly for storage of fuel. A some-
what similar object was found buried under or near the west wall of

Compound C (see fig. 14). The other objects found in these rooms
are evidently cereiuonial and perhaps served somewhat the same
purpose as those found in the large rooms of Casa Grande.
In the floor of what appears to have been either a room or a small

plaza, on top of Pyramid B at its southwest corner (pi. 35), was found
a shallow pit or depression about a foot in diameter, which had a

hemispherical cover made of caliche; this cover, which was perforated

by two holes, fitted accurately into the depression. The purpose of

this pit and cover was not ascertained, nothing being found that

afforded any clue to their use.

ROOMS EAST OF PYRAMID B

The inclosure east of Pyramid B and south of Pyramid A forms
a large plaza, in the southern part of which are several buildings

of massive proportions. These (pis. 30; 36, a; 37, h, c) have been
excavated to their floors, which are well preserved. Two of these

rooms are especially noteworthy. These were formerly a single story

in height and show no evidence of ever having been higher. Although
separated by a narrow court or passageway, both rooms open into

the same court through well-made doorways the jambs and tbresholds

of which are smooth and well preserved. Wlien these rooms were
imcovered it was found that their floors were made of hardened
adobe upon which, when first brought to light, could be seen impres-

sions of matting, laid upon them when the room was inhabited.

This would seem to show that the ancient people of Casa Grande
used a kind of sleeping mat, similar to that employed by the Pima
Indians. The preservation of these impressions for so long a time is

certainly remarkable.

The walls of these rooms are covered with several layers of smooth
plaster, each very carefully applied. The size and shape of the

rooms lead to the belief that they were connected with ceremonial

rather than with domestic life. In the open places (pi. 37, h, c) adjoin-

ing these chambers, the former existence of rectangular rooms is

indicated b}^ rows of holes in which were found decayed fragments
of wooden posts that had formerly supported the fragile walls,

long since fallen. Wliere possible, these were carefully replaced by
new logs. The number of these habitations could not be determined.
Their floors may be traced by the remaining cement, hardened by
the tramping of many feet, but no fireplaces were found in these

floors or in the walled buildings east of Pyramid B.

1 Like the pits tho Hopi use in baking their ceremonial pn<I(ling (pigume).
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SOUTHEAST PLAZA

In the southeast plaza (pi. 30, b) of Compound B evidences of several

rooms were brought to light, althougli for the greater part their once

massive walls were very much broken dowm. Here were found
indications of fragile-walled rooms, their floors situated one above
another, separated by a few inches of. soil. There had evidently

been a change of plan in this quarter which had led to secondary con-

struction, thus modifj^mg more or less the original architecture.

The exterior walls of the compound at this point and for about 50
feet north along the east wall are double. Witliin the inclosure

near the southeast angle ' appeared r<jws of decaj'ed posts, remains
of walls, arranged in quadrangular form, indicating the former
existence of several fragile-walled dwellings.

East of Pj'^ramid A, between it and the east wall of the compound,
were traced portions of the massive walls of a large building, very
much mutilated. To the nortlx of this building are remains of tliree

fine rectangular buiklings ha%nng well-foi-med floors, fireplaces, and
walls.

NORTH PLAZA

Due north of Pyramid A, between it and the north wall, from
which it is separated by a narrow passage, was found a large building

fully 40 feet long; the floor is partially subterranean and the door-

way opens to the south. Between this building (pi. 41, a, h) and

the northeast corner of the compoimd were other massive rooms
the walls of which are destroyed to so great an extent that their

ground plan can not satisfactorily be traced. In this region reoc-

curs evidence of successive strata of floors (pi. 41, a), suggesting

repeated occupancy of the same site hj the rebuilding of new houses

on the debris formed by the destruction of older ones. Almost all

the north side of this compound is occupied by a room 15 feet wide

and extending in length about 80 feet eastward from the north-

west angle. The use of a room of this shape and size is conjectiu-al.

There is no evidence of the former existence in this area of rooms
of fragile construction.

WEST AREA

The west area of the inclosure (pis. 36, h; 38; 39, 6), or the section

north of Pyramid B, was wholly covered with fragile-walled build-

ings, the remnants of wliich show that they were built along streets

and around courts, wliich can still readily be traced. Here occur also

remnants of thick walls, indicating dwellings of moderate height but

witliout large rooms. It would seem from the arrangement of the

rows of holes in which the upright supports of the former walls stood,

' It was not possible to trace the rooms by means of the remaining walls in the southeast angle of this

Inclosure, owing in part to the dilapidated condition of these walls.
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that a street, extending nortli and south, bisected this section of the

compound and that rooms were arranged along botli sides. Tliese

rooms were rectangular, with a fire-pot or fireplace in the floor of

each, at or near the center; the doorways are in the longer side,

about midway.
Attention should be called to a room of this row, on the north

side of the street about west of the middle pyramid. West of the

great Pj^ramid A was an inclosure in tlie walls of a house, contaming
three small stone idols (pi. 26, shrine) and a number of oddly
formed stones, all suggestive of shrine deposits.'

AMien the workmen wlio had excavated tliis slu'ine and removed its

contents ceased work, one of the Pima made a symbol called tcuhuki

("house of Tcuhu, '' fig. 52) on the pile of excavated sand. Although
disclaiming any knowledge of connection between this figure and
the contents of the slirine, he gavft reason to believe there was some
meaning not yet discovered. The same symbol was found by
Mindeleff on a wall of Casa Grande (see"|il. 40).

The collection of stones from this shrine is among the most re-

markable tlie writer has ever seen, being equaled only hy the con-

tents of certain shrines of the Ilopi. Most of these stones had been
brought from a distance; they consist of bowlders and pebbles

from the Gila, twisted and contorted fragments of lava, petrified

wood, and objects of sandstone and other rocks, botryoidal in form.

There are also pigments of various colors—green cojiper ore, wliite

kaolin, and black shale, with fragments of red iron oxide.

The general appearance of Compound B after excavation leads

to the belief that it contained fewer massive-walled buildings than
Compound A, and that the number of more perishable habitations

was much larger.

The character of the mounds of Compound B and the e^ddence

of great erosion (greater than in Compound A) they exhibit suggest

considerable age, an idea confirmetl by the superposed strata of

floors and the subterranean walls and "pit-rooms " under the boundary
walls. Compound B is believed to be much older than Compound
A, but whether it was abandoned before the latter was erected is

a question wluch can not be answered. The age of Compound B
as comj)ared with that of the other compounds is also hypothetic;

few data remain that can be used in such comparisons.

-

1 These objects are described on pp. 120, 121. The significance to be attached to these stones is not quite

clear, but the custom of collecting dillerent forms in an inclosure is recorded from many pueblo ruins and
still survives in several modern pueblos. In searching for an explanation of their significance the mind
naturally ascribes to the Casa Grande shrines and their contents the same meaning as to the pueblo
counterparts, but similar collections of odd-shaped stones having other meanings attached thereto are

widespread among prehistoric peoples.

2 The two compounds, A and B, with Clan-house 1 (pis. 11, 12, 27, 44), were modeled by Mr. H. W.
Hendley, of the U. S. National Museum, under the writer's direction, for the Alaska-Yukon-Pacilio
Exposition, at Seattle. These models, now in the National Museum, illustrate more graphically tlian

can any descriptions the resemblances and differences between these structures.
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SUBTERRANEAN ROOMS

Subterranean rooms were found near the northeast comer of Com-
pound B, apparently filling the whole of that section. The best-

preserved of these (pis. 29; 41, h, c) lies directly under the east wall,

which passes over it at an angle. It seemed important to protect

this room by erecting a roof over it, as shown in plates 29; 41, c.

The position of the wall, of the floor beneath, and of the fireplace

several feet below it and the level of the plain, indicates that these

subterranean structures were made before the wall of the compound
was constructed (pi. 41, c).

The presence of subterranean rooms under the walls of Compound
B proves that the people of this region lived in pit-dwellings on that

site before they constructed the wall. This fact points to a belief

that the pit-dwelling is the oldest form, and if so search for the kin

of the original inhabitants of the Gila-Salt Valleys may be made
among those dwelling in similar habitations. Taken in connection

with the existence of cremation, this clue serves to direct attention

to CaHfornia tribes, thus adding weight to a legend that the pre-

historic peophng of southern Arizona was by migration by way of the

mouth of the Gila.
Compound C

Compound C, situated due west of B, is, on account of its moder-

ate height, the least conspicuous of all the compounds. As there are

no mounds within the inclosure it seems never to have had extensive

buildings, but to have been merely a rectanguhir area surrounded by
a wall, in which was clustered a large number of fragile-walled rooms
that once served for dwellings but are now destroyed. (Fig. 14.) The
outside dimensions of the compound are not far from 300 feet long

by 40 feet wide, and the surrounding wall in places was 4 feet in

tliickness and probably breast high. There appears to have been

a gateway about midway in the west side, and at the northwest

corner was once an opening of considerable size. The shape of the

compound is not perfectly rectangular, the whole northern portion

havins been much more eroded bv the elements than the southern

end. In the southern section still remain fragments of walls, some
of which were a part of buildings of considerable size, possibly of

communal nature. Most of the walls of buildings in Compound C
were supported by upright posts, the stumps of some of wliich still

. remain, notwithstanding the walls themselves have fallen. In the

southeast corner rose a small square tower, or lookout, the founda-

tions of which are well preserved, although the portion of the walls

above ground is entirely destroyed.

The greater part of Compound C was covered with rows of houses,

the floors and fragments of the walls of which, although present in
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several places, are now very much dilapidated. All the evidence

indicates that this compound was of much later construction than

Compounds A and B and that it was not inhabited long enough to

have temples or speciahzed rooms for ceremonial purposes.

Not far from the west side of this compound can be traced for a

considerable distance the remains of an irrigating ditch, which extends

from the Gila to a

point west of the Casa

Grande Group of ruins.

Tliis ditch entered the

Gila at a point higher

up, about 3 miles from
the ruin.

Nearthiscompound,
averaging about 2

feet distance from the

surrounding walls, is

a succession of low
mounds resembling
the refuse-heaps found

in the vicinity of the

other compounds.
From the numerous
fragments of pottery

that arefound onthem

,

it may be inferred that

some of these mounds
were perhaps places

where pottery was
&ed; others of cir-

cular shape show on
their surface c h a r -

coal and wood ashes.

These elevations may
possibly have been
used in some instances

for the cremation of

human bodies. Exca-
vations in mounds of

tliis kind revealed al-

ternate layers of charcoal and ashes, with drifted sand deposited

upon each. From the relatively large number of pottery fragments
and stone implements in this mound it appears that the place

was formerly inhabited by a large number of persons. The inclos-

ing wall served as a protection for the buildings within it that have
long since fallen.

Fig. 14. Ground plan of Compound C.
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Compound D

[eth. axn. 28

Compound D (fig. 15), which is situated about the same distance

east of Compound B as is Compound C in the opposite direction, is

/^g

Fig. 13. Ground plan of Compoun 1 D.

rectangular in shape and oriented about north and south, as are other

Casa Grande compounds. It was of apparentl}^ the same general
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character as the others, containing a massive building centrally

placed, the walls of which have been greatly eroded by the elements.
Witlain the surrounding wall were also numerous rooms whose

fragile walls have fallen, burying their floors two or three feet lielow

the surface. At the periphery of one of the floors a row of holes in

which upriglit jiosts formerly stood could readily bo traced, show-
ing that the room was rectangular in form and had a doorway on
one side. The fireplace, a round depression in the floor just in

front of tlie doorway, still contained ashes. The conditions here are

similar to those in

Compound B. The
massive-walled
buildings doubtless

served as granaries

or possibly were
deA'oted to religious

purposes; the frag-

ile-walled struc-
tures were the
dwellings of the

people. The eroded
apjiearance of tliis

compound suggests

great age, stamj)ing

it as one of the

oldest of the Casa
Grande Group.

In the character

of the masoniy the

massive-walled
buildings of Com-
pound D closely

resemble those else-

where described.

They are not as

liigh as the corre-

sjjonding structures

of Comjiounds A and B, having been greatly weathered. The sur-
rounding wall was low, in no place above the surface of the ground,
and its course could not be traced by excavation. The central
building was apparently connected by a wall with one side of the
wall of the comi)oun(l.
On the i)lastering of one of these buildings are black impressions

of human hands (fig. 16). The rooms were excavated to their floors,
but no objects of importance were found.

Fi<3. 10. Uand-priuts aud eroded ba^e uf wall uf liuuse iii Coiiipuuiid U.
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Compounds E and F

Remnants of large walls identified as boundaries of several other
comjiounds were traced at various places m the reservation, the most
conspicuous being those of Compoimds E and F, which could be
followed for a considerable distance west of Compound A. These
inclose low white mounds, sparsely covered -vvith mesquite and other
growth, which seem to contain the remains of massive buildings, the
walls of which have fallen or have been worn do\vn by rains to a IcA'el

with the i>lain.' In this vicinity there are numerous other low mounds
without walls which bear outward resemblance to refuse-piles.

No excavations were made in these mounds, althougli there is evi-

dence that some of them would repay examination. The presence
of fragments of pottery, and broken stone objects, apjiarently worked
by hand, suggests sites of many former habitations.

Clan-house 1

In addition to the compounds, or structures inclosed by a com-
mon wall, there is a type of tliick-walled buildings at Casa Grande from
which this wall is absent or at least has not yet been discovered. The
best example of this tjqie is the so-called Clan-house 1 (pis. 43, 44),

one of the most striking group of rooms excavated during the writer's

field work in the second year.

Clan-house 1 is 740 feet due east of Compound A. The group of

rooms brought to light by excavation possibly belonged to a large

compoimd the boimdary walls of which had been jjracticall)' buried or

totally destroyed. When work on Clan-house 1 began, two ash-

colored treeless mounds rising a few feet above the level of the plain

were all that was visible, the space between the mounds being covered
with scattered trees, bushes, and cacti. The results of the excava-
tion appear in the accompanying plan (fig. 17), in the bird's-eye view
(pi. 43), and in the illustration of the model (pi. 44).

Clan-house 1 has 11 rooms (A-J, M, fig. 18) inclosing a plaza, its

outside measurements, exclusive of the annex (I^, K), being 113
feet long and 49 feet wide. The longer walls extend east and
west, instead of north and south as in the comjjounds. In addi-

tion to the 11 rooms which form the main portion of the struc-

tures excavated, there are three low-walled rooms on the east side,

which we may call the annex ; one of the main purposes of tliis struc-

ture was to contain the grave (fig. 18) of the former chief
,
possibty the

owner of the whole building. From various circumstances it is believed

that the walls of this annex were built later than the remamder.
The walls of Clan-house 1 are massive (pi. 45), averaging 4 feet in

thickness; the altitude of the liighest is 10 feet. As shown in

' The appearance of the tops of walls of Gila ruins, before excavation, is shown in plate 42.
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broken sections, these walls were supported in part by upright logs

(pis. 44, 45), but were constructed of huge cubes of rammed natural

cement, in the same way as the walls of Casa Grande. The arrange-

ment of the 11 rooms composing Clan-house 1 is as foUows: On both
the north and south sides there is a row of rooms the breadth of which
is about uniform, wliile the length varies ; the room at the east end of

each series is the largest. There are five rooms (F-J) in the series on
the north and four (A-D) in the series on the south. To the west of

the plaza, between these rooms and connecting them on this end, are

two rooms (E, M), which have the highest walls and were apparently

the most important rooms in Clan-house 1. These rooms occupy

//J'6"

Fig. 17. Ground plan of Clan-house 1.

about half of the space between the north and south series of rooms,

the remaining area consistmg of a plaza, or open space, having an
entrance from the room on the west side. The several rooms in the

series on the north side (F-J) do not communicate, nor have they

external passageways except in two instances (G, J) ; also, room D
in the southwest corner communicates with a large room (M) at the

west end of the plaza. In the middle of the centrally placed (M) of

the 11 rooms above mentioned was found a seat (figs. 19, 20) facing

the south, made of a great block of natural cement.
It is suggested that Clan-house 1 was a structure similar to Casa

Grande proper and pertained to the worsliip of the six primary
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points—north, west, south, east, above, and below. It is an uiter-

esthig fact that the number of rooms in Clan-house 1, excepting the
annex, is exactly the same as in Casa Grande. In the former, how-
ever, the 11 rooms are one story in height, whereas in Casa Grande
there were five rooms in each of two lower stories and one room in

a third.

Perhaps the most remarkable of the several rooms in Clan-
house 1 are the two massive-w.illed inclosures (K, L) on the north

,
side, which have
been designated
"the annex" (pi.

46). One of these

(K) seems to have
been merely an open
space surrounded by
thick walls formerly

higher than at ])res-

ent. In this inclo-

sure were found the

remains of a walled-

up cj'st of natural

cement, one side of

which was built con-

tmuous -with the

south wall ; the other

sides of this cyst,Ans-

ible from the room,
were decorated \vith

figures of bu-ds and
other animals,
])ainted red.

In the interior of

tliis cyst, or rude
sarcophagus (fig.

Fiu. IS. Sarcoph igus in room K olannpx to Clan-house 1. , „•,
-.i^.^o fniind

.human skeleton extended at fuU length witii tlie iiead directed to the

east ; near the head was a receptacle for mortuary oft'ermgs. From the

nature of the objects associated with tliis skeleton and the special

receptacle apparently made for them, it is supposed that the remams
were those of an old priest, possibly of a cliief, who once occui)ied

these rooms. The mortuarj' objects are figured and described later

(see pp. 124, 127, 130) and their special significance, so far as can now
be determined, is discussed. They appear to be priestly paraphernalia,

similar to those now used in ceremonies by priests of the Pueblo
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Indians. All the facts gathered show that this burial chamber was

built after the main building was constructed, but its age, as compared

'.vith that of the other compounds, is unknown. In the sand outside

the walls were found one or two clay vessels containing burnt human
bones, covered with clay disks, which are supposed to be the partially

cremated remains of inhabitants of this building. The two methods

Fig. 19. Seat in roum M, Clan-house 1, looking northeast.

of disposal of the dead—inhumation and cremation—were i)ractised

in all the compounds of Casa Grande.'

It is sometimes stated that the priests of the Gila compounds were

always buried in houses while the less-favored classes were cremated,

their calcined bones being deposited in cinerary urns or vases that later

were buried on the borders of the mounds where they had been com-

mitted to the flames. While not able to prove or disprove this theory,

» At the present day the Pima bury their dead, and the graves of the shamans are diflerent from those of

other people. The custom of burning the dead does not now exist among these people.
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it is believed that the grave of the chief of Clan-house 1 has an impor-
qiiestion. Here, as stated, a man was found
rude sarcophagus evidently constructed for the
only example knowTi to the wTiter of an intra-

mural grave of this character, although other burials ^\ithm house
inclosures have been found, namely, in the floors of one of the rooms

tant bearing on this

buried with care in a

purpose. Tliis is the

Fig. 20. Seat in room M, Clan-house 1, looking southwest.

of the block in the southwest corner of Compound A. A human
skeleton was also excavated from the plaza west of the northeast

building of the same compound, at the pomt marked "skeleton" in

the ground plan (pi. 6) of that compound.'

' The writer is inclined to regard this burial as having been made long after the abandonment of the

compound, and the same may be true of the " Eagle burial *" also, near the northwest angle of Font's room.
Near the latter, however, were found fragments of decayed posts, as if part of the corral in which the eagle

bad been confined. The ends of these posts were inserted in holes below the general level of the plaza.
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Kefuse-heaps

The large structures, especially compounds A, B, and C, are sur-

rounded byrefuse-heaps, the surfaces of which are strewn in some cases

sparingly, in others plentifully, with fragments of pottery and with
ashes and other evidences of human occupancy. No remains of

house walls were found in these mounds and their structure shows
that they may be regarded as dumping places for the habitations in

the vicinity. Some of these heaps were thrown up from neighboring
depressions, or reservoirs, and their stratification indicates that layers

of earth were deposited on them at different times. A vertical

section exhibits beds of ashes and other refuse alternating with sand
and soil, showing how the mounds increased in size.'

Distinct from these are the small mounds or elevations, rising a
foot or two above the plain, that likewise mark man's presence.

These mounds indicate the former existence of dwellings in the open,
and it is reasonable to suppose that outside the compounds, espe-

cially along the irrigation ditches, there were isolated dwellings some-
what resembling the modern Pima houses. While these may have
been shelters used by farmers only while planting or watching their

crops, they show that the country around the compounds had its

quota of inhabitants. Within and near the compounds these houses
may have been very numerous, so closely arranged as to give the

appearance of a village, in the middle of which rose the great com-
munal structure that served as a place of refuge in great emergencies
or for ceremonies when desired.

A mound situated a short distance east of Compound B was exca-

vated to the depth of 9 feet. Trenches were dug across it at right

angles, bisecting the mound east and west, north and south. This
mound was found to contain fragments of pottery, sticks, charcoal,

and other refuse; also the remains of several skeletons, extended at

length, the skulls of one or two being in fairly good condition. It

thus appears that the inhabitants of Casa Grande buried some of

their dead in mounds and others in the floors of houses and plazas.

As will presently appear, they also cremated the dead here as else-

where in the Gila and Salt River Valleys.

Reservoirs

It has been ali'eady mentioned that, scattered over the area occu-

pied by the Casa Grande Group of ruins, there are several depressions

into which drains from the compounds have been run. The largest

and deepest of these is foimd northeast of Compound B. These
depressions, which have no masonry walls, appear to be the places

> Oneof the largest of these refuse-hpaps lies between Compound A and Clan-housel, nearer the former.

This mound, which extends about parallel with the east wall of Compound A, contains many fragments of

pottery.
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from -wliich was obtained the caliche of which the buildings are

made. One or two of the depressions are so situated with respect

to the largest buildings that the adobe of which the houses were built

may have been carried at times a considerable distance.

Similar areas inclosed by artificial circular ridges of earth are found
in several of the clusters of mountls in the Gila and Salt lliver

Valleys, among which may be mentioned the one in the group near

Adamsville and the reservoir at Casa Blanca. The Escalante Group,
situated near the Piioenix-Florcnce Railroad, also contains a similar

reservoir. In the country south of the Southern Pacific Railroad,

hihal)ited by a group of Indians of Pinian stock called the Qua-
liatika (Kwahadt), similarly shaped depressions are recorded, some
of which are still used as reservoirs at certain seasons. This is like-

wise true of so-called Indian tanks (Pima, vasTiJci), to the east of Casa
Grande, near the Santa C'atalina Mountains, and elsewhere (pi. .38).

Certain areas marked by no mounds or depressions may have
served as race courses or dance places, the existence of wliich is men-
tioned in legendary accounts of Casa Grande.

On the southwest side of the large reservoir is a depression from
which were obtained the sand and earth out of which walls were
made, and a similar depression on the east side may have been due
to a similar cause. There are depressions in the surface near Clan-

house 1 and Compound D, and those near the western clan-houses ^

served the same purpose.

From remains of ancient irrigating ditches in the neighborhood of

the several compounds it is evident that water from tiie Gila River
was conducted over the plain west of Casa Grande. Here and
there, especially near the large mounds, occur numerous depressions

in the earth's surface, some of which are possible reservoirs, or places

where the water was stored for irrigation, drinking, and other purposes.

Most of these depressions are surrounded by a ridge of earth, bv which
their capacity was increased and the chance of overflow diminished.

Their prevailing shape is oval. The indications are that they have
been filled to a considerable extent with drifting sand since Casa
Grande was deserted.^ The largest is situated about midway of a

line extending from the northwest corner of Compound A to the south-

east corner of Compound C. It was supposed that this reservoir was
lined Anth a cement wall, but a section exposed through the rim on the

south side, which was solid sand throughout, revealed no such condi-

tion. It is interesting to note that the floor of tlus reservoir is now
thickly overgrown with trees and bushes, although without water.

» There are mounds west of Compotind A, "which are here referred to as "western clan-houses," but these

were not excavated, although traces of caliche walls were found in them. Potsherds were abundant.
2 Many of the casas grandes in the Gila-Salt region have similar reservoirs, or circular depressions with

raised rims. Cushing's excavation of one of these depressions convinced him that it was not a reservoir

but a ceremonial chamber.
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At one end of this reservoir may still be seen a trail along which
the women toiled with water jars from their dwellings near by.

The shapes of the water jars and certain head-rests that have been
found indi<'ate that the vessels were carried on the head, as at Zuni,

rather than on the back as at the Hopi {)ueblos. There is strong
evidence that the people of Casa Grande were well supplied with
water by means of reservoirs an^l irrigation ditches. This need was
not so pressing as in northern Arizona. It does not appear from
symbolism on the pottery or from other evidences, which it must
be confessed are scanty, that rain ceremonies occupied the prom-
inent place in the worship of the inhabitants that they <lo among
the 2)i'esent Pueblos. The people depended for water less on rain

than on the Gila; the river was typified bj' the plumed serpent, which
was worshipped.
There are indications of small mounds in the neighborhood of these

reservoirs, a fact from which it would seem that every reservoir had
a cluster of habitations around it and that houses were built along

the courses of the irrigation ditches. Nothing now remains to mark
these houses except the mounds u])on which are found fragments of

pottery and broken stone implements, including now and then a

well-worn metate. Excavation of one of these mounds revealed a

hardened floor surrounded by holes in which are found decayed
stumps of the posts that formerly supported the walls. The resem-
blance of these houses to those now built by the Pima and Papago
Indians is striking. They resemble also the remains of rooms of the

ancient people in the various compounds of Casa Grande.

Irrigation Ditches

The evidences of prehistoric irrigation in the neighborhood of

Casa Grande are many, but it is difficult to trace any ditch very far.

The main canal which supphed the fields with water extended along

the left bank of the river, from a point 3 miles higher up; this was
probably provided with lateral ditches along its entire length. It

approached Casa Grande about midway between Compound B and
the river, on the north side of the compound, and, extending west-

ward, turned to the south, sending off smaller branches toward the

east and west. Although the main ditch can not be traced through-

out its entire course, traces of it appear at intervals; in some places

it is clearly marked by walls of earth containing small stones simi-

lar to those found in stretches of its bed nearer the river. In places

the canal is 20 feet wide, adequate for carrying a great amount of

water.

The construction of the Casa Grande ditch was not difficult, as the

earth is not hard to dig and no considerable elevation was encoun-

20903° —28 ETH—12 8
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tered throughout its entire course. The canal divided probably
shortly after it left the river, sending a branch that runs east of

Clan-house 1 to supply the fields on the east side of the compounds.
From the point of bifurcation the remains of a smaller canal can be
traced for some distance.

As above stated there is evidence that buildings once stood on the
banks of these ditches, where their former presence is now indicated

b}" low mounds on which are scattered fragments of potterj'^ and a- few
broken stone implements (metates, or grinders). Irrigation ditches

are more apparent elsewhere in the Gila and Salt River Valleys than
at Casa Grande. The settlement near Poston Butte was sujiplied

with water by one of the best-preserved of these ancient ditches in

the Gila-Salt Valley. This follows the right bank of the Gila from a
point several miles higher up the river and extends to the neighbor-
hooil of the Escalante ruin, where it is lost in laterals or minor
branches. Near Poston Butte, the southern side of which it skirts,

the banks of this prehistoric ditch are head high and can be traced
for many himdred feet without difficulty. The writer has been in-

formed by an old Mexican who lives in Florence that when a boy he
saw stumps of old logs in this ditch at the point where the banks are

highest; he believes these were remains of a prehistoric head-gate.

In the following quotation H. C. Hodge refei-s to a prehistoric irri-

gation ditch on the north side of the Gila near Poston Butte :^

About 2 miles west of Florence, on the north side of the river, between the homes of

Mr. Stiles and Mr. Lonsr, is a stretch of hard, stony land, through which another of

the large irrigating canals was cut, and where, for several hundred yards, one can ride

on horseback in the canal, which is yet so deep one can not look over its banks on
either side, when sitting on his horse.

Some of the best irrigating ditches in the Gila-Salt Valley were
found near Phoenix and Mesa when the country was first en-

tered by Americans. That near Mesa was utilized by the ilormon
farmers who settled this region ; others have been filled or destroyed

by modern agriculture. The lines of many of thfe new ditches fol-

low substantially the lines of the prehistoric canals, showing the

skill of the primitive farmers. The irrigation ditches in the neigh-

borhood of Phoenix have been traced and mapped by Mi-. H. R.
Patrick,^ under whose guidance the writer has visited certain remains
still visible near that city. These can now be traced only at inter-

vals, and in many instances nothing remains but ridges of earth or

rows of stones.

It appears from Mr. F. H. Cushing's studies of the irrigation ditches^

near the ruins of Los Muertos in the Salt River Valley that some

' Arizona As It Is; or, The Coming Country, p. 182, Boston, 1877.

2 The \ncient Canal Systems and Pueblo's of the Salt River Valley, .\rizona, Phoeni.x, Ariz., 1903.

2 See F. W. Hodge, in A mincan Antlirupologist, vi, 323, Washington, 1893.
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parts of these were well-preserved. The existence of a narrower
channel in the bed of a large ditch, through which the water could run
when the suppl}' was small, was seen elsewhere by the present writer.

The main ditches were large enough for irrigation when full of water
and doubtless were used for that purpose. Not far from Blackwater
is a hill, surrounded by a prehistoric ditch above the level of the plain,

around which the ditch was dug to avoid a too rapid descent.

The testimony of the old men consulted supports the theory that
the ancient irrigation ditches were dug by means of wooden shovels
similar to those mentioned and figured later in this report, the earth
probably being carried to a distance by the women and cliildren.

The present Pima say that they now organize to construct irrigation

ditches in a way somewhat similar to that of the ancients. As all

clans enjoy the advantage of the water thus obtained, ever}- clan has
its representatives in constructing the canals, and failure to work
involves loss of water right, although a clan may be represented by
members of other clans. The amount of labor necessary in the con-
struction of new ditches is settled in council, in which all clans inter-

ested take part.

The construction b}- tlie ancients of the great irrigation ditches led

to greater cooperation of labor in the Gila-Salt Valley than an3'wliere

else in the prehistoric Southwest. Tliis union of many men under
a chief, Avith equal representation in council, led to an advanced social

organization and culture, a degree of culture which would not have
been realized so soon under less favorable conditions. This coop-

eration and resultant organization made possible also the building of

the great compounds and the massive structures they inclosed.

Excavation of one of the banks of an irrigation ditch near Casa
Grande shows successive layers of soil and small stones, indicating

repeated clearing out of the canal. The layers of stone may have
been necessary to prevent the eai'th wasliing into the channels.

These were also continually filling up with mud and detritus from
the river, the amount of which was considerable when the Gila was
swollen. The head-gates were probably made of posts and brush,

not unlike the gates constructed at the present day b}' the Pima and
the Maricopa.

Closely connected with the irrigation ditches are the reservoirs

(vashl'i), of which there are one or more near every large group of

compounds in the Gila-Salt Basin. These i-eservoirs are shallow
depressions in which rain water collects, but were not always con-

nected Avith the irrigation ditches. Drinking water was probably
obtained from these and other receptacles.
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Mescal Pits

Scattered at intervals over the reservation, not far from the com-
pounds, but never within them, one finds here and there circles of

blackened soil, the surfaces of most of wliich are on a level vnih, or
slightly depressed below, the surrounding plain. No considerable
quantity of vegetation of any kind flourishes within these circles,

and examination of the soil reveals the existence of charcoal and
other evidences of fire. One of the circular areas was dug into

and as excavation jjrogressed the effects of fire became more appar-;

ent, until at a depth of about 5 feet there was found a number of

stones affected by fire in a marked degree. Below these stones was a
layer of cinders and charcoal resting on a surface made of clay well

tramped down. The evidence of the action of fire on this floor is

unmistakable. The clay walls of these pits also show the efi'ect

of intense heat. It is e\'ident from excavations that these pits

are similar to those still constructed by the Quahatika (Kwahadt)
for roasting the tender leaves of the agave.' Tlie method of using
these pits is as follows: Great fires are firet kindled in tliem, after

wliich heated stones are thrown in; on these stones are laid

agave leaves, sometimes to a depth of 2 or 3 feet. Fire is kindled
over this accumulation and by action of the heat below and above,
the leaves are roasted without being burnt. The number of these

large pits found indicates that mescal was a favorite food with the
people of Casa Grande, each compound seemingty having had its

o\vn mescal ovens.

One of these pits was thoroughly dug out and the burnt stones
were removed; they were then carefully replaced in tlieir former
position. The broken wall of the depression was made of clay burnt
in place. This was carefully repaired, showing the type form of

these structures. One of the best examples of a mescal pit is

situated close to the road to Casa Grande station, not far from the

southwest corner of Compound A, and can readily be seen from a

wagon by one approaching the ruin from the south. Most of the

mescal pits were found south and east of the compounds. It

can hardly be possible that the pits were placed so that the smoke
would give the least trouble to the inhabitants of the houses, as

that consideration is rarely taken into account by Indians. Prob-
ably it was more convenient to place them on the sides where they
were found in greater numbers.

-

1 Similar ancient mescal pits are found at the ruins near Tempe, Mesa, Phoenix, and elsewhere in the

Salt and Gila Valleys.
s It is instructive to note en passant that the greater erosion in the walls of the large blocks of buildings

of Compound A is on the east side. This side of Font's room was so worn down that the east wall was
level with the ground. All the east walls of the southwest building were much eroded and the corre-

sponding wall of the historic Casa Grande ruin is more eroded than is the northwest or the south wall. This

unequal wearing of the walls is ascribed to the rain beat ing on the east side. Possibly the buildings were
terraced toward the east for priests engaged in sun worship.
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Methods of Disposal of the Dead

Considering the large population that must have lived at Casa
Grande, it is strange that in all the writer's excavations so few
human skeletons were found. There is evidence of two kinds of

burial, inhumation in houses and mounds, and cremation, an in-

stance of which was discovered not far from the north wall of

Compound B.'

Wliether or not this difference in the manner of disposal of the
dead was due to the rank of the deceased is not clearly evident, but
the nature of the objects buried with a skeleton in Clan-house 1

would seem to indicate the grave of a priest. Skeletons unaccom-
panied by mortuary objects were foiuid in the plazas of Compound A
and m rooms of the southwest angle, but whether these are ancient
or modern is not positively known.
The absence, so far as kno^vn, of evidences of cremation from the

cemeteries of the Little Colorado region, including those of Zuni, and
of Sikyatki, Awatobi, and other Hopi ruins, has been used as an argu-
ment against associating the former inhabitants of these pueblos with
the Hohokam of the Gila-Salt Basin. Moreover, the Pima do not
burn their dead, nor have they done so in historic times. It may
be said in reply to this objection that the Hohokam inhumated
as well as cremated, thus furnishing a double precedent for their

descendants. Moreover, there is good evidence that cremation was
practiced in the eastern and northern Pueblo region, at Mesa
Verde for instance. According to Castaneda, the Cibolans ^ burned
their dead.

The human bodies buried in the earth at Casa Grande were laid at

full length, no remains of an inhumated body in a flexed position hav-
ing been found. It is usual to find in pueblos and cliff-dwellings

'

skeletons burietl in both waj''s. The manner of interment may Iiave

had in some cases an esoteric meaning, but in most instances it had
no special significance.

Several theories have been suggested to account for burial in the

contracted position. It has been asserted by some authorities that
the corpse was so disposed to represent the embryonic position.

According to a second theory the body was deposited in the squat-
ting position as suggestive of a state of rest.

1 It would appear that a people who burned their dead did not believe in a resurrection of the body,
and the same may be true of those who buried their dead. The placing of offerings in the grave indi*

cates faith in the continuation of life, but does not prove, of course, belief in immortality. The practice

of burning the dead, which was widespread in the Southwest in prehistoric times, was abandoned when
the teachings of the missionaries were followed.

2 Cibola is identified by the best authorities as ancient Zufii, but no evidence of cremation has yet
been found in Zuni ruins.

3 A clifl-dwelling is practically a pueblo built in a cave, and what is true oi one probably holds true for

the other, with slight modification.
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It has been pointed out also that a body m the contracted

position can be more readil}' carried on the back, than when it is

extended. In house burials, in which tlie bodies were carried only a

short distance, they were commonly laid on the side in the extended

position, i^erhaps in the same position as at death.'

As a rule, the few bodies uncovered from mounds by the writer were

extended at full length, but one or two had the knees brought to the

chest (contracted position), as is common among many Indian tribes.

Mortuary offerings were found with most of the skeletons.

It is believed that cremation is the oldest and most general manner
of disposal of the dead and that it was formerly widespread in the

Pueblo area. Even when cremation and inhumation coexist, it is

possible that one of these practices may have been introduced much
later than the other. They may also suggest the existence of a former

dual sociologic composition.

The interments found near Compound B were in several instances

about 9 feet below the surface. Other human skeletons, however,

were found just below the surface.

In tlie cases in wliich human remains were cremated the calcined,

bones and ashes were placed in ollas or vases' over which were luted

circular clay or stone disks.

MINOR ANTIQUITIES

The two seasons excavations at Casa Grande revealed instructive

objects, some of which shed light on the former culture of the people

of this valley; but considermg the amount of earth removed in that

time, comparatively few objects were found. Tliis may be due to

the fact that no cemeteries were discovered and hence the number of

mortuary objects was small.

The collections consist of objects of stone, clay, shell, bone, and

wood, and fabrics of various kinds, includmg cloth, string, and net-

ting. The stone and clay objects, bemg the least perishable, are

naturall}' the most numerous.
Similar specimens found in many of the rums in the Gila and Salt

River Valleys exist in a number of museums and private collections,

1 The Hopi now bury in the contracted position, and it is customary for the oldest male relative to

carry the body down the mesa side on his back and deposit it in the sand at the base of the foothills.

House burials among modern Hopi have long since ceased, but when Sikyatki and Awatobi were in

their prime they were not uncommon.
Among the modern Pima the graves of medicine-men are apart from cemeteries, and have a somewhat

different character, as described by Doctor Russell. It is instructive to note that the body of a medicine-

man is said to be placed in a sitting posture, while the Pima generally now bury the body extended.

Such shaman burials arc not common and by this time may have been wholly abandoned, since through

the zeal of missionaries and other teachers the Pima are practically no longer pagans. Still, the survival

into the present generation of two forms of inhumation is noteworthy.
> Similar vases with calcined human bones have been found along the San Pedro and throughout the

Pueblo Vicjo Valley, especially in association with the ruin at San 3os6.
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but few of these came from Casa Grande. These collections embrace
manylypes not found at Casa Grande and manj' beautiful specimens

illustrating the same types as those referred to in this report. It is

only necessary to refer to the magnificent material in the Peabody
Museum, Cambridge, collected at Los Muertos and elsewhere in the

Salt River Valley, by the Hemenway Southwestern Expedition under
Mr. F. H. dishing, and to the private collections made at Phoenix,

Ai'izona, by the late Doctor Miller.

Mr. Benham formerly had installed in his shop at Phoenix a fine

collection of Gila "\'alley antiquities, containing specimens owned by
several persons.

Some of the objects above mentioned have been described by other

archeologists,' but it may be said that there is no comprehensive
account of the anticpiities of the Gila-Salt area. Although the

present article will not supply this deficiency, it is the intention to

include in it all objects found by Government officers at Casa Grande
and now deposited in the National Museum at Washington.
A list of these specimens with brief notices and measurements of

most of them is appended to this report. As will be seen by consult-

ing tliis hst, more than 1,300 objects have been obtained and cat-

alogued. It is unnecessary to do more than to refer to the more
striking of these, but there are added notices of one or two objects

from neighboring ruins, and of a few collected at Casa Grande before

the writer's excavations began.

MiNDELEFF COLLECTION

The specimens deposited in the National Museum as the result

of the repair work in 1891, referred to in Mindeleff's report,- are as

follows

:

National
Museum
number

Bureau
of Eth-
nology
Dumber

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Remarks

155088

155089

155090

155091

155092

155093

155094

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

Fragments of large earthenware.vessel

,

Large bowl

Large vase

Pottery fragments

Pottery vase (toy)

Pottery bowl (toy)

Pottery disk or spindle

.

Lot. Plain red on both sides.

Red outside; black, polished inside;

stored.

Decorated outside; restored.

Decorated.

Small, dark brown.

Small, black.

1 Mr. Warren K. Moorehead has figured and mentioned in his "Stone Age" and other writings many
instructive archeologic objects found by him near Phoenix, Mesa, and Tempe.

2 The Repair of Casa Grande Ruin, Arizona, in 1891 ( Fifteenth Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethno!., 1897). This
report, as its title indicates, deals with the details of the repair of the ruin, and likewise of excavations thai

were found necessary; it contains also a short description of the ruin as it was in 1S91. Several good
views, reprinted from a former report, are introduced. In the course of the excavations made in

preparation for the repair of the ruin at tliaf time, a portion of the east wall near the south corner fell,

and the connection of the six ceremonial rooms with the main building was destroyed.
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National
Museum
number

155095

Bureau
of Eth-
nology
number

B02

003

604

605

606

607

608

609

(ilO

Oil

612

613

614

615

616

617

618

619

620

621

622

623

624

625

626

627

628

Article

Pottery toy (mountain goat)

Adobe

Small shells

Small shells

Small shells (Conns)

Small shells (cut and perforated } .

.

Small shells, beads, and pendants.

,

Bone awls

Bone fragments

Chalk, obsidian chips, and brown adobe
Charred wood. 2 nuts, and a corncob

Charred textiles, cloth

Wooden-joist fragments

Reed

Stone axes

Poimding-stone and fragment

Stone pestles

Stone mullers

Stone hammers
Stone mullers, flat

Stone mortar, flat

Stone mortar

Stone, polished

Stone hoes or chopping knives

Limestone ornament

Small stone vessel

Stone arrowheads

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

1

2

I-ot.

Lot.

Lot.

Lot.

Lot.

3

6

Lot.

4

2

3

1

7

2

2

Remarks

Dark brown.

Lumps; 1 showing impression of

cloth, the other of a human foot.

For use as pendants.

1 string and 2 fragments.

Partly charred.

3, 6, and 9 inches long; 4 inches diam-

eter.

12 inches long.

And 3 broken, grooved.

Of sandstone, with ring-shape handle.

One 12h inches long. I'l inches diam-

eter; one 95 inches long, IJ inches

diameter; also a fragment.

1 pitted.

5 broken.

6J by 12 inches; 2 inches thick.

13 by 22 inches; 6 inches thick.

22 inches long; 6J inches diameter

restored.

Carved, fragmentary.

Serpent carved on the outside.

1 of obsidian, verj' small, and 1 of

flint; also a broken specimen.

PiNCKLEY Collection

Mr. Frank Pinckley, the present custodian of Casa Grande, has

made a vahiable collection, now installed at the ruin, which can be
inspected by visitors.'

It is to be hoped that a museum for Casa Grande antiquities may
be erected later near the ruin and that in it may be placed not only

all specimens gathered from the reservation and its neighborhood,

but also such books, maps, and other materials as pertain to the

ruin, in order to increase the educational value of this example of the

culture of the former people of the Gila Valley.

' The writer hasseen in private hands one or two specimens which their owners claim were found at Casa
Grande. In view of the fact that there is doubt as to the provenance of some of these ol'jects, and as

they are in no way exceptional, it is thought best not to include a description of them in this report.
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Fewkes Collection

stone idols

Several small stone idols (pis. 47, 48) ' were found during the exca-
vation and repair of Casa Grande, among M'hich are represented a
human being, a lizard, and a bird. These objects are as a rule rudely
made and exhibit no traces of pigment. As most of them were found
in a shrine, we may suppose they were used ceremonially. The
sculpturing of these objects does not indicate a high degree of art.

The best image is made of diorite, evidently taken from an arroyo
or a river bed. It is instructive to note that the shrine in wliich

the images were found was situated within a compound and was not
extra-mural.

Humaiifigure.—This idol (])1. 47) evidently represents a female.

The carving is very rude; the arms and legs are closely approximated
to the body, the former in low relief, the latter indicated by slight

ridges. The posture of the lower j^art of the body would seem to

indicate that it was the intention to represent the figure in a sitting

position. There is no mouth; a low ridge indicates the position of

the nose, at right angles to one end of which are scratches show-
ing the position of the eyes. There are no eyebrows. The surface of

the idol is smooth, and it evidently was made from a river stone,

which was but slightly worked.
Reptile.—It is impossible to identify the genus of reptile or batra-

chian intended to be represented in plate 47, which is suggestive of

some tailed species, possibly a turtle or a lizard. The amount of

working in the case of tliis specimen is somewhat greater than in

that of the human figure. The rear and fore legs are drawn to the
sides of the somewhat inflated body, suggesting the attitude of a
frog. The head is slightly fractured. The top of the body is occu-
pied by an elliptical depression, ^ in which are traces of red pigment.

Bird.—One of the most interesting stone idols in the Casa Grande
collection, found in a shrine of Compound B with the human and rep-

tilian images, is that representing a bird, shown in the accompanying
illustration (pi. 48). The itlentification of tliis bird is not possible,

but the occurrence of a bird-form image in a Casa Grande shrine is

unusual. No similar stone idol ^ is known from the Gila-Salt Basin,
and the few bird fetishes from the Little Colorado differ in form
considerably from the Casa Grande specimen.

Mountain sheep.—The idol identified as a mountain sheep (fig. 21)
on account of the large ciu'ved horns is of lava roughly fashioned.
The body is cjuite long, the tail short; the legs appear as stumpy

1 The numbers beneath the illustrations on the plates, beginning with plate 47, correspond to the
U. S. National Museum numbers in the table on pp. 1(U-I79.

2An idol found in a ruin on the San Pedro l>y Mr. Childs.of Mammoth, has a similar depression in the
baclc. This idol resemV'les a mountain shinp, the horns being well represented. There is a similar stone
idol in the museum of the University of Arizona, at Tucson.

8 Several bird fetishes made of shell are known to Ihe writer, but these bear no resemblance to the st^ue
image above mentioned.
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appendages. In other collections from the Gila-Salt region are sev-

eral idols in the form of mountain sheep, a fact wliich leails to the
belief that this animal figured conspicuously in the myths and rituals

of the inhabitants of Casa Grande.
Ser2)cnt.—One of the most remarkable stone idols from Casa Grande

is a spiral specimen (pi. 48) representing two snakes tmsted together.

The heads of the reptiles are obscurely shown;' cross lines on the

body indicate the markings or the scales. It has been sujjposed that

this object is a fetish. The form, which is rare in Arizona, suggests
serpent images from Mexico.
Among many carved shell objects seen in collections from the Gila

Valley are several, representing serpents, suggesting that the serpent

assumed an important place among Casa Grande fetishes.

Unhnown aiiimal.—This object {\A. 4S), while bearing little resem-
blance to an animal, was evidently fashioned with care for a purpose,

and suggests certain animal fetishes found among the Pueblo Intlians.

The image is of lava, has a rough surface, and is unique in the col-

lection.

-

•**-.

Fig. 21. Stone image ol mountain sheep.

STONE IMPLEMENTS

A fairh' large number of stone implements was found at Casa
Grande, the section near Clan-house 1 being especially rich in such
objects. The specimens (pis. 49-71) consist of axes, hammers,
mauls, perforated stones, paint grinders, mortars, corn grinders,

sinkere, disks, beads, ceremonial stones, polishers, crj'stals, and
other cult objects. Considering the extent of the excavations at

Casa Grande, a greater number of stone objects was expected. The
implements range in hanlness of material from diorite to friable

sandstone. "VMiile most of the implements are smoothly polished,

several are rough and unfmished, showing marks of chij)ping com-
bined with polishing. Several stone implements were picked up on

1 .\mong the interesting specimens from Casa Grande recorded in MindelelT's list is a "small stone vessel

with a serpent carved on the outside.'* The writer has referred this specimen to "Magic Tafjlets,' ' a similar

specimen having heen recorded from the Tonto Basin.
2 .\s a rule there are more of these figurines in Gila Valley niins than in other places in Arizona where the

writer has worked.
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the surface, but the majority were found promiscuously during the

excavations, or came from graves, evidently having been deposited as

offerings with the dead. Several were found on the floors of rooms
in the compound.
The ancient inhabitants of Casa Grande were adept in the manufac-

ture of cutting implements, which are made of very hard stone. The
favorite stone for mortars and meal grinders was a volcanic rock of

close texture which is very abundant in the hills not far from the ruins.

As a rule the stones from which implements were made came from

the river bed.^

Axes.—Most of the axes (pis. 49-55; also figs. 22-27) are grooved

on two faces and one edge, the groove not extending over the

remaining edge, a form typical of Gila ^"alley axes. In one or two

Fig. 22. Stone ax. Fig. 23. Stone ax.

examples (pi. 55 and fig. 23) the groove completely surrounds the ax,

and there are specimens without a groove, its place being taken by
a nick in one edge. One end of these axes is sharp, the other blunt.

There are also several double-edged examples ; these are fuiely made,
theh' edges being curved and showing little evidence of use. Each
of two specimens has a groove on one side as if for the insertion of

a wedge to strengthen the hafting.

The beautiful double-bladed axes shown in plate 51 are grooved
on the faces and one edge. Specimen a is not grooved on the sides

but has a notch on one edge. This ax is one of the most beautiful

in the collection. Specimen h has a deep groove with a ridge on each

1 The modern Pima makeuseof the ancient stone implements, finding it easier to procure these from niins

than to manufacture them. Their stone metates and manos. or grinding stones, are coarser than the
ancient specimens, a fact sometimes cited to prove that the Timu are not descended from the Uohokam.
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side and resembles specimens from northern Arizona. Another
partially grooved ax is shown in figure 24. The specimen figured as

c of plate 51 shows the effects of fire, being much splintered. This
was once a fine implement, sharpened at each end, \\\\\\ a shallow
groove on two sides and the rim. Specimen d is likewise a double-
bladed ax but is not so finely polished as that last mentioned. The
specimen shown in figure 25 was found in the grave of the chief of

Clan-house 1. With one exception none of the axes show marked
ridges above or below the groove, a feature common to grooved axes
from Hopi ruins.

Plate 52 shows four typical stone axes which
dift'ersoniewhatinform; the differences are more
in the shape of the poll and in the cross-section,

the groove for hafting being nearly uniform in

all. Specimen a is somewhat pointed and 6

is smoother at the edge than on the sides ; c is

deeply grooved while in d the groove is shallow.

The two specimens figured in plate 53 are ex-

ceptional, one side being flat and the opposite
side convex; the groove is confined to the latter

side, extending in 6 from a point near one
edge to the other edge.

One of the axes (pi. 54, 6) was too large, per-

haps, for use as such; its surface shows marks
I if pecking, and in some places the original

-mooth surface. Possibly this is an imfiiiished

implement. Specimens a and d in this plate

are almost circular in section, while c is nearly

rectangular.

The remarkable ax figiu-ed in plate 55 viewed
from the side and the front, is of imusual char-

acter, although in general form it is not very
dift'erent from the typical Casa Grande ax.

One face and a part of the groove show de-

cided roughness, ascribed to secondary chippmg.
Grooved hammers or mauls.—-There are in the collection many

grooved stone hammers more or less battered on their ends by long

and hard usage. Most of them are regular in shape. Some of the

hammers were originally axes which, becoming greatl}^ worn or broken

at the edge, were adapted for use in pounding. Several hammers
are illustrated in plates 56 and 57 and figures 26 and 27.

Some of the hanuuers are circular in cross section, elongate,

grooved on three sides and convex at the ends, or are dumb-
bell shaped, short and stump}^. Others are almost square in

cross section. The two ends may be of equal size, with the groove

Fig. 24. Stone a.x.
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midway in the length, or of unequal dimensions, with the groove
nearer one end. A typical hammer of dumb-bell shape is shown in

figure 27. The hammers shown in plate 57, a, h, are very mucii worn
at what was formerly the sharp edge, and the polls are very flat; c is

much worn down on both ends; d is without groove; and in e the

groove is inconspicuous.

Problematical implements.—Under this head ma}' be mentioned the

long, thin, flat stones (as pi. 58, d), some of which are sharp at one ex-

tremity and blunt at the other. One of these specimens (h) is broad

at one end and tapers uniformly, while another (c) is shovel-shaped.

In this category may be mentioned a broken implement having
two deep marginal incisions, whicli, perhaps, should more strictl}' be
assigned to objects of the hoe

or shovel type. This unicpie

specimen (pi. 58, a) , which is

of slate, has incised mark-
mgs on the flat face.

Of the specimens figured

in plate 59 it is probable that

a and d represent pestles; b.

/, and i, grindingstones; and g
and /(,, pecking stones. The
purposes for which c and e

were used are not clear.

One of the objects ((') shown
in plate 66 j^robably served
as a paint-grinder, while d
and e of the same plate may
have been used as pecking
stones.

Plummet-like object.—A remarkable stone object (fig. 28) from Casa
Grande, found deeply buried in the earth covering Compound B, is a

cylinder provided with an eyelet in the top, like a plumb-bob, the

whole resemblmg in form an object of unknown use from Mexico.
On account of its form it has been suggested that this object was
employed as a plummet by the ancient masons. Although the valid-

ity of this theory is regarded as very doubtful, no suggestion is here

made of the meaning of this most exceptional specimen.

Tahlets.—Certain flat rectangular stones, called tablets, most of

which are of slate, have smooth margins; the ornamentation of

their borders varies considerably, in some specimens taking the form
of parallel lines arranged in clusters. One of these tablets (pi. 60, d)

is typical of many found in ruins in the Gila-Salt Valley, and suggests

a pigment slab.'

Fig. 25. Grooved double-edge ax.

> This specimen resemijies certain slabs of animal sliape, one of which was figured years ago in the

writer's report on the antiquities of the upper Gila (see i'3d Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., pp. 185-186).
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Arrow-shaft polishers.—Several grooved stones, identified as arrow-
shaft polishers, two of which (pi. 61) are fine specimens, were dug
up at Casa Grande. The best specimen has a double groove and a
surface ornamented with incised lines. Another, of equally fine

workmansliip, is smaller and considerably broken. Both are made
of a black stone, the surface of which is highly polished, especially

along the grooves. One of the specimens is oval in shape; the other
rectangular.

Grinding stones.—Slabs and disks used for grinding purposes are

fairly common at Casa Grande. The several specimens foimd vary
in size, shape, and other characters. They are circular or rectan-

gular, with or without a
marginal groove; many are

provided with a knob. These
objects (pi. 62) are ordinarily

made of lava or other hard
rock. It is not clearly known
whether they served for grind-

ing pigments, seeds, or other

substances. Corn grinding
was accomplished hj means of

larger implements, as metates
and manos, many forms of

which arc found in the col-

lections.

The metates (pi. 60, /) are

in no respect exceptional.' As
a rule these are made of lava;

they are flat or concave on one
side, man}' are rough on the

opposite surface, and some
have marginal ridges. The manos, or hand stones (pi. 63) , vary in size

and shape as well as in the material of which they are made. A com-
mon form is flat on one side, rounded on the opposite, with edges and
ends rounded. The grinding surfaces of others have two planes at

an angle forming a ridge along the middle. None of the metates were
found set in boxes as among clilT-dwellings and pueblos, and it is

probable that when used they were simply placed on the floor, the

women kneeling while employed in grinding.

Stones used as paint grinders (pis. 64, 65 ; 67, e ; and figs. 29, 30) , many
showing traces of pigment on their surfaces, vary in size and shape

' None ol the metatfs found have legs, although Doctor Russell speaks of metates provided with three

legs, and the writer has found examples of this type elsewhere, but not at Casa Grande. They were
apparently laid on the floor and moved from place to place as needed.

Fig. 2G. Stone hammer.
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from a small slab containing a slight superficial depression to a well-

formed mortar. Pigments ground in these utensils were used for

decoration of face and body and for ornamentation of pottery.

To the surface of one of the

best of these grinders still adhere
stains of green paint that had
been ground on it. This (pi. 60,

a), the most interesting perhaps
of all the paint grinders, is made
of hard blackish stone ; it is rec-

tangular, about 10 inches long.

There is a slight symmetrical de-

pression on one side; the rim is

decorated. With this specimen
was found a finely made pestle

(fig. 30), also of hard stone, with
smooth finish, its grinding end
slightly flaring. Both these ob-

jects were exhumed from the

burial cyst of Clan-house 1, ac-

companying the skeleton of the

priest, or possibly chief. The fin-

ger bones of the right hand, when
found,still helil fragments of paint,

and there were arrow-points and
spear-points in the left hand.

Plate 62, a, shows one of these rubbers of oval shape with a knob-
like projection at one side. In b the rubbing part is more massive,

while the handle, which is not very prominent, occupies a similar

position. In c the handle is more elevated and the
rubbing portion of the stone relatively smaller,

wliile in d the handle is greatly depressed and the
rubbing part elongate. Specimen e represents a fine

rubbing stone belonguig to the series having the
knobs between the center and the periphery, wliile

in / the handle is centrally ])laced and the body is

circular and thin; the latter is one of the best made
of all the rubbing stones in the collection. In g the

diameter of the knob is onl}' slightly less than that

of the body of the grinder.

Mortars.—These range in form from circular to

rectangular; some are deeply concave, some have nearly a plane sur-

face. One of the simplest specimens (pi. 64, c) is of irregular shai)e,

concave on one side; d is almost rectangular, considerably longer

Fig. 27. l->uinb-itell shapeil stone maul.

Fig. 28. Plummet-like
object.
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than broad; a and h show no sign of concavity; and e is barely more
than a flat stone.

From the simple mortars last mentioned we pass to those more
elaborately made, shown in plate 60. Specimen h is rectangular, with

a thm border surrounding a shallow smooth concavity. The rim of

the dej)ression is raised at each end, differing in this respect from /',

which is practically a metate. Specimen e is much longer than
broad, the depression resembling a groove rather than a concavity,

while figure d in addition to a raised rim has bars across the rim,

approximating in form a tablet (p. 125). Specimen c resembles a

miniature metate but may be a concretion of symmetrical shape.

Fig. 29. Tool for rubbing or grinding pigment.

The two mortars shown in plate 65 are typical, the one (a) oval, the

other (b) circular in shape. They were doubtless used as at present

among the Pima in bruising mesquite beans and in crushing seeds.

The cavity was either worn out by constant use or it may have

been worked out with pecking stones. The lava of which these mor-

tars were made, both a soft porous kind and a hard compact variety,

is found in the mountains near Casa Grande.
Although there are in the collection no wooden pestles to use with

these mortars, the native ironwood was well adapted for the purpose

and no doubt was so employed.
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Perforated stones.—Among the problematic stones from Casa
Grande are several specimens (pi. 66, a, h), measuring from a few
inclies to 2 feet in length, with a large per-

foration near the margin. None of these

stones are polished, and tlieir rough exterior

shows no signs of decoration. The use to which
these objects were put is unknown, but their

presence in all collections from the Gila and
Salt River ruins indicates that they were im-
portant.'

An irregular stone slab having an ovoid
perforation (fig. 31) may be merely a dis-

carded paint or seed grinder, the hole througli

it being the result of wear. The suggestion

that it was used in a ball game as the per-

forated stone through which a stone ball was thrown is hardly tenable.

Perforatetl disks of stone (fig. 32) are among the rare objects found
at Casa Grande. These have the same general shape as the perforated

Fig. 30. Paint pestle from
burial in annex room M, Clan-
house 1.

Fig. 31. Perforaterl stone slalt of unknown use.

pottery disks which are common throughout the Pueblo area. It is

supposed that these objects were employed in games, but some speci-

mens were undoubtedly used as spindle whorls. The larger stone
disks, of which there are several in the collection, vaiying in size and
degree of finish, were probably used as covers for mortuary jars.

1 It has been suggested that these objects were hung from rafters of houses or from trees or bushes and
served as sounding stones, or gongs, to call the people together, but the fact that many of them are of soft

nonresonant lava would seem to preclude their employment for such purpose.

20903° —28 ETH—12 9
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A ring-shaped stone was probably used in a game. It is not unlike

one described and figured by Doctor Russell.' Of the use of such

stones he is doubtfvd, but says:

A few rings of porous lava have been found about the ruins which have been
called "head rings" because of their resemblance to the ordinary head rings of .cloth

or bark in common use among the Pimas. . . . However, as most of them are too

small and the material is extremely unsuited for such a purpose, it is much more proba-

ble that they were employed in some game with which the present race is unacquainted.

Medicine stones.—The Ai'izona Indians, especially the Ilopi, make
use of a variety of stones in their medicine ceremonies; these differ

in shape, color, airil degree of hardness, properties considered im-

portant by the priests. To this category belong rock crystals, botry-

oidal stones employed in treating disease or by sun priests in rain

ceremonies. Any strangely formed stone, as agatized wood, a fossil

or concretion, a fragment of lava, was regarded, no doubt, by the

priests of Casa Grantle as efficacious in

sacred rites.

Crystals of cpiartz (pi. 67, a) are prized

by many of the Southwestern tribes for

medicinal purposes. These crystals are

found in several ruins in northern Ari-

zona, where they hail, no doubt, tlie same
significance. Numerous quartz crystals

were found at Casa Grande. It is

known from legentls of the Pima as well

as from Pueblo traditions that such
ciTstals were employed in the practice

of medicine; specimens have been found in fetish bags of the dead.

Pigments.—From their constant use in ceremonial proceedings,

stones and minerals suitable for pigments are highly prized by all

Indians. The same pigments were employed by tlie Jiatives of Casa
Grande as by the northern Pueblos. The most common of these

appear to have been various oxides of iron, carbonates of copper,

black shale, and gypstim. These were prepared by grinding, in

much the same way as the Pueblos prepare their paint materials.

A medicine outfit containing several different pigments was found
with what is herein described as a priest's skeleton, in a room in the

northwest corner of Compound A.
Arroic-heads aiid spear-points.—The author has seen a considerable

collection of fme arrow-heads picked up at Casa Gramle. These
objects differ in no respect from other arrow-heads found tliroughout

the Southwest. Most of them were gathered from the surface of the

ground and may have been dropped by those who built the Casa
Grande compounds or by other people.

Fig. 32. rerforated stone disk used in

game.

1 Twenty-siith Ann. Rep. Bur. Amtr. EthnoL, p. ISI.
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Miscellaneous stones.—Several fragments of obsidian and a few
flint flakes, water-worn pebbles, squareil pieces of lava of unknown
use, baking stones, an object shaped like a whetstone, and various non-
descript objects (pi. 67, h, d) are contained in the collection. A single

specimen of knife or projectile point (fig. .33) was found in the ruins.

Many specimens of fossil wood were taken from one of the slu^ines,

and concretions were uncovered from various places in the compounds.
Among other problematic specimens are elongate or cubical objects

of coarse sandstone, a hemisplierical object of pumice, and a small

pointed stone used perhaps as a drill.

Fragments of artificially worked mica, asbestos, galena, and chal-

cedony are also in the collection from Casa Grande. Like the ancient

people who inhabited the northern pueblos, those of the south prized

petrified wood, obsidian, any stone of grotesc^ue shape, fossils, and
water-worn pebbles. !Many of these specimens must have been
brought a considerable distance, as they are different from stones

found in the immediate vicinity.

DisTis and halls.—Stone disks (pis. 68 ; 69, (?)andbaUs(pl. 69, a, c, and
fig. 34) of various sizes were found inconsider-

able numbers. These were artificiallj' worked
and are supposed to have belonged to gaming
paraphernalia, but they may have been used as

Aveapons. In the latter case, it nva.y be supposeil
they were fastened to handles with thongs of

skin. These balls should not be confounded
with the small smooth pebbles used for polish-

ing pottery or Avith ceremonial stones used in

making medicine. There are several stones

similar to those used in the Hopi foot race,

"kicking the stone," in the collection.

Beads and pendants.—Several stone beads fig. ;«. Knife or projectile

and pendants (figs. 3.5-38) of various sizes and p"'"'-

shapes are contained in the collection. Some are spherical, many
are perforated cylinders, while others consist of fi-agments of tur-

quoise perforated for use as ear or neck ornaments.
A piece of carved red jasper (fig. 37), evidently an ornament, may

be appropriately mentioned m this place. Fragments of mica were
probably used for a similar purpose. Little squares of turcpioise

show evidences of having once been portions of mosaic, like the mosaic
frog from Chaves Pass, figured elsewhere.' Fig. 38 is a tooth-shaped
stone ornament.

Shovels and hoes.—There is a number of flat implements of slate

(pis. 70, 71), sharp on one edge and blunt on the opposite, identified

' Twentt/second Ann. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., pi. XLiv.
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as shovels and hoes. Some were jjrobabh' attached to handles (fig. 39)

,

or even held directly in tlie hand. One or more of these are shaped
like spades, an extension on one side serving for attachment of a

handle; others are elongate, circular, or semicircular.

Slate appears to have been the material most commonly employed
in the manufacture of these implements, obsidian being better

adapted for cutting tools.
^

Fig. 34. Stone balls.

Several hoe-like implements, especially those without indication of

attachment, are chipped along the sharp edge, the opposite edge be-

ing thicker and smooth. These (pi. 71) are more like scrapers than

shovels, and mav have been used in dressing skins.
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POTTERY

Pottery objects of almost every form known among Pueblos,
including food basins or bowls (pi. 73), vases, ollas, ladles, spoons,

and cups, are found in Gila Valley ruins. The Casa Grande pottery
resembles that found in the other nuns of tliis region. Unfortunately
it consists for the greater part of fragments, only a few pieces being

Fig. 35. Stone bead. Fig. 36. Stone ornament.
37. Ornament of

jasper.

entu"e when foinid. Some of the more fragile bowls show signs

of repair, an indication that cracked vessels were not immediately
discarded.

Specialized Forms

SpooT^sTiaped object.—This specimen (pi. 72) is different from any
other in the collection; the use to which it was put is not known.

Medicine-howl.—This bowl, illustrated in plate 73, is cylindrical

except for the slightl}' flaring rim. In the middle of the upper sur-

face is a circular depression, between the raised rim of which and the

outer margin of the lip the surface is concave. Any decoration this

surface may once have borne has become obliterated.

The ornamentation of the sides, now more or less

obscure, consists of a series of vertical parallel lines

alternating with crooks, or teri'aces, as shown in the
illustration. The rim of this bowl is broken in places,

a result no doubt of hard usage since it was dis-

carded. One form of these bowls resembles a pot-

tery rest, the depression consisting merely of a
shallow concavity in the surface. Several examples
of these vessels, made of undecorated ware, were found (see spoof-

shaped object, pi. 72).

Spoon-shaped scoops.—Several pieces of j)ottery liave the form of

scoops (pi. 72) ; the handles are formed by ])rolongation of the rim.

Dishes.—There are several small shallow dishes (pi. 72 and fig. 40),

undecorated, each mounted on three stumpy legs.

Water jar.—In a corner of a room in Compound A, directly imder
the old stage road from Casa Grande to Florence, was found a very
large jar, or olla. Hundreds of people have driven over the spot
l)eneath which this jar was buried. The object was left in place,

being too large to move \vithout breaking.

Fig. 38. Tooth-shaped
pendant of stone.
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MoHuanjvrn.—The specimen here ilhistrated (pi. 72) is of tj^iical

form. A stone disk luted in place with adobe served as a cover.

In addition to those above mentioned there are various earthenware
objects in the collection. Among these is a vessel with slanting sides,

a fiat bottom, and a hooked handle. Another specimen (pi. 73) is a
cup provided with a handle looped on one side. This cup bears
geometric ornamentation in the form of triangular designs in red.

Most of the vessels when found were
empty. One coutamed a number of shells,

however, while in a few were fragments
of pamts of various colors.

The presence in the collection of several

fragments of pottery affords evidence that
relief figures and effigy vases were not rare

at Casa Grande. One of the best of these

is a fiagment (fig. 41) from a bowl on which
a face is painted; it resembles a bird's head,

with the beak in relief. Tlie specimen as

restored bj' a Pima potter is shown in

figure 42.

Bird vase.—A vase (pi. 72) having the
form of a bird, with rudimentary wings
and broken tail represented in relief, sug-

gests similar potter^' from the Little

Ccdorado ruins and vases from Sikyatki,

elsewhere figured. Its small size would
seem to indicate that it served as a recep-

tacle for salt, sacred meal, or other sub-

stance. This is the only receptacle of this

form that was found m the course of the

excavations at Casa Grande, but similar

vessels are reported from several other

ruins in the Gila region. In this vase only

the rudiments of the wmgs appear as low ridges on the opposite sides,

the avian form beuig greatly conventionalized. There is no sign of

pamt on the surface, but it is probable that the ^ings at least were
once decorated with parallel Imes, as is customary in bird effigy vases

from the Little Colorado.'

Images of animals.—One or two small clay effigies of animals

(pi. 67, <) were found at Casa Granile. These are rudely made,
their forms not being sufficiently well modeled to admit of identi-

fication.

tiG.iy. Shovel with handle.

' See Sid Ann. Kep. Bur. Amer. Elhnol., p. 68.
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Fig. 40. Three-legged earthenware dish.

It seems to have been a universal custom among the people of the
Gila compounds, as among those elsewhere in the Southwest, to make
animal images for

sacred or secular
use. Theseobjects
may have served

at times as play-

things but often

may have had a

ceremonial use, for

it is probable that

they were manu-
factured to deposit

in shrines, thus
serving as prayers

for the increase of

the animals they represent, just as a few years ago (possibly to-day
also) the Hopi deposited in the corner of their sheep corrals cla}' imi-

tations of sheep and in certain shrines wooden eagle eggs.' These
effigies may be classed as prayer objects, to the use of which in Hopi

ceremonies attention has been dra^vn else-

where.

The prayer objects are not regarded as

symbolic representations of sacrificial offer-

ings (as similar figurines are interpreted by
some authors), but as material representa-

tions of animals desired. The sheep effigy

of the modern IIoj)i is not a sacrifice to the

god of growth, but a prayer symbol employed
to secure increase of flocks. The painted
eagle egg has a corresponding significance.

Pipe or cloud-bloicer.—TheCasa Grande peo-
ple used in smoking perforated tul)es of clay or

stone resembfing pipes. The cane cigarette also was commonly used,

as shown by rejected canes found in great abundance in some of the
rooms of Compound A. A large number of these canes are found
also in shrines or other sacred places of the Hohokam, where they
were placed by the ancients.

-

A broken pipe made of clay was excavated at Casa Grande and
another was found on the ground. The former object has a slight

enlargement of the perforation at one entl. Although much of the
stem is missing, there is no doubt that this pipe belongs to the type

1 Many day figurines of quadrupeds have been taken from ruins on the Salt River.
2 The ends uf these canes are invariably burnt, as if after use. The canes were deposited in shrines, fol-

lowing the custom which still holds in the New Fire and otlier ceremonies at Walpi. The ashes made by
sacred fire and those from the sacred pipe are not thrown to the winds, but are placed in appropriate
shrines.

Fig. 41. Pottery fragment bear-

ing bird's head.
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called the straight-tube variety, which is considered by the best

authorities to be the prehistoric form in the Southwest.
It has been suggested that the fragment of stone shown in plate

61, containing a cavity worked in the side, is an unfinished pipe, but
it is so slightly shaped that its final function can not be definitely

determineil.

Spindle whorls.—The spindle whorls from Casa Grande resemble
those of Mexico. This form of spinning whorl has never been
recorded north of the Mogollon Mountains or on the Colorado
Plateau, but is found southward from the Gila into Central America.

Fig. 42. Bowl bearing bir(i'.s head decoration (restored).

Many of the specimens are very much worn on the edges and one is

exceptional in being grooved on the rim (fig. 43).

Perforated dislcs.—In addition to the spindle whorls above de-

scribed were found many perforated pottery disks, some of which
bear ornamental designs. The chaiacter of the decoration on some
of these shows that they ai'c simplj' fragments of pottery cut into

disk form, while in others the disks were evidently ornamented after

they were made. Small pointed rods associated with these whorls
are also represented in the collection. Among the finest of the per-

forated illsks are those made of slate. Several clay disks have no
central perforation, a fact which leads the writer to ascribe to them
uses other than those connected with the perforated variety.

Slabs.—The writer is unable to explain the purpose of several

fragments of clay slabs (pi. 74 and fig. 44), some bordered by a
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low ridge and bearing basketware markings on the surface, made of

course while the clay was soft. Others do not have the peripheral

ridge and the rectangular surface markings. In no instance is there

any trace of smoke or evidence that the slabs were used in cooking.

The basketware impressions are not unlike those observed on the

floors of several rooms, especially the room designated O, east of

Pyramid A in Compouml B.

Decoration of Casa Grande Pottery

As a rule the decoration of Casa Grande pottery partakes of the

simplicity characteristic of ceramic ware found elsewhere in this

region. We miss in it the pictorial element, or representation of life

forms, that is so marked a feature of the pottery of the Little Colorado

Fig. J3. Spindle wborls.

and of true Hopi or Tusayan (Sikyatki) ware, rectilinear patterns

predominating. It is almost impossible to distinguish some of the

geometric designs on Casa Grande ware from decorations on pottery

found in the cliff-dwellings of northern Arizona and southern Colo-

rado. This is especially true of the gray-and-black ware, which is

one of the niost ancient and widely distributed varieties in the South-

west. The designs on the pottery from the Gila-Salt drainage have

onlv a remote likeness to decorations on that from the Casas Grandes

in Chihuahua, ahhough the pottery from ruins on the upper Santa

Cruz, one of the tributaries of the Gila, resembles well-known ]\Iexican

forms. As a whole, however, the ornamentation of the pottery from

Casa Grande may be classed as Mexican rather than Southwestern

notwithstandmg many pieces show northern characteristics.

While a characteristic polyclu-ome ware is the most abundant

at Casa Grande, there are found likewse vases of black-and-white

'

1 The potters of Casa r.rande ha<l made the important discovery, universal among elifl-dwellers and

common in many pneblos, that a smool h surface can Ije secured by covering a rough pot with a white slip,

producing what, after decoration, is commonly called black-and-white ware.
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and of red-and-bro^vn ware; ulso several food-bowls decorated in
white-and-black, or bearing red-and-brown jjatterns. Most of the

pieces are of red ware, xmdecorated. Several scoops are red, lined

A\dth black, resembling pottery from the Little Colorado ruins.

There is like^\'ise a gray ware decorated with black or broMii pig-

ment apparently somewhat changed by long burial. Coiled ware
is not as common at Casa Grande as in the cliff-dwellings, but rough,
unpolished ware is often foiuid.

Many of the geometric figiu-es used in the decoration of Gila pottery
are found also on
the ]) o 1 1 e r y of

other regions in

the Southwest ; the
writer has yet to

fuid an}" such fig-

ures peculiar to

Casa Grande.
There are several

designs from the

Pueblo region
which are not
found in the Gila

area. This is in-

terpreted to mean
that culture of the

GOa area affected

that of the Pueblo
region, but was not
affected by it.

The decoration

consists mamly of

terraced and zig-

zag figures, but
broken spirals are also represented. The so-called "Ihie of life," or

broken encirclmg line, occurs on several fragments.

As mentioned, stepped, or terraced, figures are found on specimens
from the Casa Grande region, but are not as numerous as on that

of true pueblo ruins of the San Juan drainage. Comparatively few
figures are fringed with rows of dots, but short parallel lines are not
uncommon.
One of the characteristic decorations of pottery found in the ruins

along tlie Gila and its tributaries is the triangle having two or more
parallel lines extending fi-om one angle, which form generally a contin-

uation of one side. (Figs. 45, 46.) This design is common also to

pottery from the ruins of dwellings along the Little Colorado, most of

Fig. 44. Fragment of burnt clay having lines incised in surface.
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which were once mhabited by chins from tlie nortliern tributaries of

the Gila and the Salt, but is found only sparingly m the northern
Arizona ruins and those of New Mexico and Colorado. Among the
Hopi ruins no example of this ornament was found at Sikyatki and
but one or two at Awatobi.'

The triangle design above described is not commonly found on
the Mesa Verde pottery and is rare in the Rio Grande region. In
the opinion of the writer this may be safely regarded as one of the
sj'mbols (figs. 45, 46, 47) of prehistoric pottery derived from southern
Arizona; it has been identified as head feathers of the quail, and is

found not only on pottery but also on other objects. The outside wall

Fig. 45. Earthenware bowl decorated witli triangle pattern.

of the sarcophagus discovered in Clan-house 1 is decorated with a series

of these triangles having quail-feather decorations in red pigment.
The use of the swastika ^ in the decoration of preliistoric pottery

is so rare that mention of a single specimen from Casa Graiule is

Sikyatki pottery shows no signs ot Little Colorado mfluenee, a tact which is in harmony with tribal

legends, but former contact with culture ol the south is evident in Awatobi ceramics, as would beexpected.
The Piba (Tobacco) clan, that once lived at Chevlon niin.may have brought from the Little Colorado Itie

triangle design alKive described. In tlie Keam collection there are one or two pieces of pottery with tliis

decoration, but their provenance is indefinite—either Canyon de Chelly or Tusayan, two distuict ceramic
areas.

3 This design, now so freely used in the decoration of Navalio blankets, silverware, and other objects,

has been found on pottery from ruins on tlie Little Colorado, and variant forms occur at Sikyatki, but it

seldom appears on dilT-house pottery. The old Uopi priests do not give a cosmic interpretation to the
swastika, nor do they identify it as a "good luck" symbol. Some of the Pima suggest that it represents
the four claws of the eagle.
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important, .\mong all the Indians of the Southwest none surpass

the Pima in the number and variety of the examples of tliis symbol,
which is especially elaborate on their basketry. It is used on their

pottery also, particularly on specimens made by the Kwahadt
(Quahatika). near Quijotoac.^

The single example on their pottery and one or two examples on
fragments of basketry show that the swastika was not miknown
to the Casa Grande people.

One looks in vain on Casa Grande pottery for representations of

the feather symbol of Sikj'atki, or the "sky band" with dependent
bird forms highly conventionalized, symbols so common on preliis-

toric Hopi earthenware. Likewise absent are the fine geometric fig-

ures so well represented in the ceramics of ancient Hopiland. Wliile

there is a likeness between the pottery of the Gila drainage and that

of the Little Colorado and the Colorado Plateau, there is only the

Fig. 45. Triangle design decorating bowl (see flg. 45).

most distant resemblance of the life figures of the pottery first

named ami that of the San Juan and Kio Grande areas.

-

The relative predominance of geometric figures in Casa Grande
ceramic decorations allies the ware to that of the San Juan and Rio
Grande drainage ratlier than to the pottery of the ancient Hopi and
Little Colorado. In the old Hopi ware life forms predominate over

geometric figures, as may be readilj" seen by an examuiation of the

1 A comparison of modern Pima pottery with ancient Casa Grande ware does not reveal a very close

resemblance in symbolism, but the collection of the former is too small to sen-e as a basis for extensive

studies. Modern Pima ware is marked by the presence of but few life forms, while many geometric decora-

tions (bands, straight and cur\-ed, and a number of other designs) are used. Terraced designs, so common
on Pima pottery, are not utilized to any considerable extent on Gila ware.

The Kwahadt, a group oflndiansrelatedtothe Pima,livingsouthof Casa Grande, seem to have preser^^ed

to a greater extent than the Pima or the Papago the ancient potters' art , although the Pima are good potters.

Kwahadt pottery has a fine luster, which is not found on the, Casa Grande ware, and bears characteristic

symbolic decorations. The designs on this pottery differ radically from the symbols on Pima pottery and
basketry, and often suggest symbols on ancient vessels from Casa Grande, combined vnih features taken

from other tribes.

At the present day Sala (Sarah) Hina, of Kwahadt ancestry, is regarded as the most expert Pima potter.

She spent considerable time at Casa Grande while the excavationswere in progress and copied many designs

from the ancient ware.
2 Although we might predict that the pottery of the Verde and Tonto Basins closely resembles that

of the Gila, no assertion as to the resemblance can yet be made, as there are no collections of pottery

from these river valleys.
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beautiful bowls and vases from Sikj^atki, Awatobi, and Shongopovi.

Life motives predominate also in pottery from the Little Colorado

region, but they are rare in cliff-dwellers' potter}-, where the propor-

tions are reversed.*

There is every reason to believe that all the Casa Grande potteiy

and the decoration connected therewith are the work of women,
and the industry still survives in fcminme hands among both Pueblos

and Pima. In a pueblo such as Sikyatki, where symbolism in pre-

historic times reached highest development in the Southwest, we find

a great predominance of bird designs, but in the Casa Grande pot-

tery there are only one or two such patterns.

A number of the more strikmg specimens of pottery from the

Pueblo Viejo Vallej- are figured in color elsewliere. - Stray specimens

of Gila Valley ware are found
in the ruins along the Little

Colorado, where, however, it is

not indigenous. Manj- frag-

ments, most of which bear geo-

metric designs, were brought

to light at Casa Grande, but no
life forms with exception of a

bhd's head in relief on a small

fragment (fig. 41).

The designs on the Pueblo
and other Southwestern pot-

tery, ancient and modern, are

decidedly ideahstic rather than

reaUstic. The Ufe forms rarely
. T • 1 i_ i. Fig. 47. Design decorating vase.

represent real animals but

rather those which the native potters conceived of as existing. The
varied pictures of living beings wldch, as already stated, constitute

so important a feature in the decoration of Sikyatki potterj^, were

not copied from nature but are highly conventionahzed.'

Although some of the common s3'mbols, as the rain cloud, wliich

can be recognized without difficulty among the Pueblos, have not

yet been traced among Casa Grande decorations, it may be that

water symbols of another kind were regarded as more important.

The fields of the Casa Grande farmc^rs were watered by irrigation, and

1 In modern Pueblo pottery life fonns play a conspicuous role, as may be seen by examination of

modern Keres or Tewa ware.

2 In 22d Ann. Rep. Bur. Amir. Elhnoi.
' The symbols on Sikj-atki ceramic objects were undoubtedly made by women and it is proliable that

they imderstood their significance. These symbols afford a good idea of woman's prehistoric art in one

locality of our Southwest and show that it is conventional in the highest degree and largely mythologic,

two features that characterize the art products of other Pueblos.
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although rain ceremonies were no doubt common, the river cult may
have been more prominent. There are reasons to believe that the
plumed serpent was to them symbolic of the Gila and it is possible

that zigzag figures employed m decorating their pottery have refer-

ence to this animal.^

BEAMS AND RAFTERS

The roof of a section (room H) of the Northeast Building having
fallen in almost entire, the writer was enabled to ascertain the man-
ner in wliich roofs and floors were constructed. The construction of

the former seems to have been not unlike that of Pueblo houses.

On the rafters, transversely, were placed cedar poles over which were
laid sticks supporting claj'' firmly stamped do\vn. Several fragments
of adobe from roofs and floors, showing impressions of logs, branches,

and reeds, are in the collection brought back to Washington. Many
of the poles and rafters in this biiilduig show the effects of fire, being

superficially charred or, in some cases, converted completely into

charcoal.

Wliile the roof was supported for the greater part l)y beams laid

from wall to wall, it was strengthened by perpendicular logs set in

the floors of the rooms. The holes in which tliese supports were
placed were found to be filled with decayed remnants of the logs.

Some of these logs must have been dragged from the forests on dis-

tant hiUs.

CANE CIGARETTES

Along the Gila River in preliistoric times and long after the dis-

coveiy of Casa Grande there grew great quantities of a species of

reed out of which the ancient Gilenos made cigarettes, by filling

short sections, generally between nodes, ^vith tobacco. Some of

these sections are found wrapped with fragments of cotton and in

most instances they are charred. It woukl appear that when these

cigarettes were used, the smoke was blo\vii through them. An unus-
ually large number of these canes was found in one of the six cere-

monial rooms that extend from the northeast corner of Casa Grande
to the north wall of Compound A. Cigarettes were unearthed also

in rooms of Compound A, but not in Compounds B, C, and D. They
are found also in shrines, in the lulls north of Casa Grande, not far

from Superstition Mountains. They may be considered sacrificial

1 The Ilopi cult of the plumed serpent is said to have been derived from Palatkwabi, the land of the

giant cactus. The writer has seen vases from Casas Grandes in Chihuahua on which are depicted
serpents bearing horns and feathers on their heads, lil£e those introduced into W'alpi by the Patki clans

of the UopL
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objects, deposited because they had been used for ceremonial pur-

poses. This form of ceremonial cigarette has been discovered in

some of the ruins along the Little Colorado and is still used among

the Hopi in kiva exercises, although now almost wholly superseded

by cigarettes wrapped in cornhusk.

A small dish containing native tobacco (Nicotiana attenuta) was

found in one of the rooms.

SHELL OBJECTS

From the number and variety of marine shells found in the exca-

vations at Casa Grande it is evident that the ancient inhabitants

prized these objects and either obtained them directly from the sea-

shore, or carried on an extensive trade in them with other tribes.

All the genera of marine shells found are indigenous to the Pacific

Ocean or the Gulf of California; there is not a single specimen that

can be traced to the Gulf of Mexico. These shells in prehistoric

times must have been widely distributed, for they are found through-

out Arizona and New Mexico and far into Chihuahua. We find the

shells both entire and cut into various ornamental forms, in imitation

of birds, reptiles, frogs, and other animals, the specimens in the last-

named group presenting fine examples of art in shell.

The esteem in which shells were held is explained in part by their

supposed magic power to bring rain, while the great brilliancy of the

pearly layer of certain genera, as the abalone, or ear shelP (Haliotis),

made them especially attractive ornaments.

The most common genus of moUusk found at Casa Grande is Pec-

tunculus, the Pacific Coast clam, which was cut into a variety of orna-

ments, among which may be mentioned wristlets, armlets, carved

frogs, and ear pendants. The largest specimens of Pedunculus were

always chosen for armlets, the smaller being made into wristlets.

Armlets were prepared by grinding down the convex surface, leaving

a run about the knob, wliich was perforated. As many as seven of

these armlets were found on the humerus of a single skeleton exhumed

from a mound near Compound B. Some armlets and bracelets (see

fig. 48) are ornamented exteriorly with incised lines into which

were rubbed colored paints, as red and yellow. The surface of one

of the most beautiful specimens of incised finger rings was thus dec-

orated with red figures representing rain clouds and lightning. This

specimen (pi. 7.5, a) is large enough for the middle fmger of an adult;

it was found, together with bones of a human hand, in a grave. (See

also fig. 49.)

1 Specimens of this shell were found entire and in fragments; some of the latter were out into omar

ments and perforated.
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Several specimens of Pecfunculus were perforated in the middle,

but were not sufRciently ground down to make bracelets or armlets.

These, which were found near the base of a human skull, may have
been parts of necklaces or of strings of shells worn about the neck,

resembling those which have
been described from ruins in

northern Aiizona.

An artistic example of shell

carving found at Casa Grande
represents a frog cut out of a
Pedunculus. In this specimen
(pi. 75, h), which is one of the
best shell carvings known to

the author, from the South-
west, the legs, head, and body
are in relief, the eyes especially

being artistically made. (See

also fig. 50.)
Fig. 48. Bracelet of Pectwnculus shell.

Fig. 19. Shell Dnger
ring (_Conus) doco-

rated with incised

design.

One specimen (pi. 75, c) of these shells explains

how the frogs were made. The legs and arms are

indicated by scratches on one side, the backbone of

the animal also being marked out by scratches on
the surface of the shell. These markings were fol-

lowed in cutting out the parts of the body.
Several perforated Pectuncrdus shells (pi. 75, d)

similar to those found in Little

Colorado ruins were brought to light at Casa
Grande.
A single shell fragment, bearing on the back

remains of rows of turquoises, was also found at

Casa Grande. Although it would appear from
several broken specimens that turquoise mosaics
representing animals were not uncommon in the
Gila-Salt I'egion, it is doubtful whether these re-

markable objects were manufactured in Arizona.'

Among the more numerous marine shells which were found in

Compound B of the Casa Grande Group of ruins are many large

conchs, the points of the spires of nearly all of which were ground off

and perforated as if for trumpets. Judging from known ceremonies
of the Ilopi, it is highl}' probable that these trumpets were used in

dramatic celebrations in which effigies of the great serpent were intro-

duced, the priest using the instruments to imitate the supposed roar

of this animal. More than a dozen complete specimens, and many

Fig. 50. Shell frog.

1 The turquoise frog found in the ruins at Chaves Pass is figured in 22d Ann. Rep. Bur. .4 mer. Ethnoh,
pi. XLH'.
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fragments of conch shell that may have been parts of trumpets, were
found in the course of the excavations at Casa Grande, the greater

number being obtained on the west side of Compound B. All these

shells came originally from the Pacific coast.

In addition to the worked shell objects mentioned above, there

were found a few fragments carved to represent various animals,

among them lizards, birds, serpents, rabbits, and certain creatures

the identification of which is impossible. Similar small shell carv-

ings exist in all collections from the Gila ruins and are classified as

fetishes. These small carvings, which give e^ddence of considerable

artistic skill, were apparently personal amulets. Several had evi-

dently been worn, many being perforated as if formerly suspended
about the neck or fastened to the ears or to some other part of

the body. These were picked up on the surface, apparently having
been washed out of the ground b}' rains. The number found was
comparatively small.

Other shell fragments and shell objects vary from small perfor-

ated disks to spherical or oval beads or small flakes. No cord was
found by which these beads were strung together.

Shells of the genus Conus (pi. 75, e) were cut into tinklers, which
were either attached to sticks, forming rattles, or to the edges of

kiltlike fabrics or garments. These objects were made by cutting

ofl^ one end of the shell, generally the pointed extremity; in some
cases the whole spire was removed and the pointed end perforated,

the shell thus becoming a conical bell open at the side. The tin-

kling was produced by rattling several of these attached shells

against one another.'

It was suggested by one of the old Pima that the lip of the Peden
shell was used in making zigzag or other designs on the cheeks, which
had previously been covered with pigment. The shell, he explained,

was drawn down the cheek, its lip being pressed against the skin.

Nearly all the Pima former!}- painted their faces for ornamentation
or for protection against the rays of the sun.

BONE IMPLEMENTS

A comparatively small number of bone objects was found, most
of them very good specimens. One of the best was taken from
the collar bone of an adult, having been placed on the shoulder with
the point toward the heart. A^liile most of the bone implements
are needles, awls, and pins, this object has been identified as a dirk.

I Rattles of this kind are aljundant in ruins north of the rim of the Mogollones and are still used by
the ITopi and other Pueblos. We sometimes fiml shells replaced by tinklers made of metal, the best

knon-n examples of which are those on the margin of the kilts of the Snake priests at Walpi.

20903° —28 ETH—12 10
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A tube made of a turkey bone perforated about midway in its length

was doubtless used as a whistle. It is similar to objects used by the
Hopi in some of their ceremonies, to imitate bird calls. Several arti-

ficially pointed bones are charred at the end.

Among the bones recognized are those of the antelope, turkey,

rabbit, and bear. Bird bones are the most common, but the speci-

mens have been worked to so great an extent as to make identifica-

tion impossible. Most of them are simply pointed, rarely decorated,

but some are perforated for use as beads or needles.

WOODEN IMPLEMENTS

Although there were few trees suitable for building purposes in the

immediate neighborliood of Casa Grande, in the distant liills were
trees of sufficient size to yield gooil boards. In rooms wliich have
been excavated are found long beams of considerable size and flat

boards the surfaces of some of which are as smooth as if they had
been planed. Some of these beams may have been hauled to Casa
Grande from localities at least 5 miles or even farther away; they

are squared and their surfaces bear evidence of having been worked.

They were extensively used to support roofs and floors and in some
of the smaller buildings as studding for the walls. In the latter case

they held in place withes or osiers upon which was laid the plaster.

The trees most commonly used for this purpose were the pine and
cedar.

Ironwood, which is very hard and extremely difficult to cut, was
shaped into planting sticks for cultivating the soil. These (pi. 76)

are saber-shaped, being long and thin-bladed; most of them are pro-

vided with a short handle at one end, while the curved rim is

sharpened. In one of the rooms of Compound A' was a pile of five

of these objects- averaging 4 to 5 feet in length, that had evidently

been deposited there when the place was deserted. Dibbles and
planting sticks were found also in excavations, especially in the

mound south of Compound B.

Several very good specimens of paddles (pi. 77) of ironwood, of

practically the same shape as modem Pima pottery paddles, were
unearthed at Casa Grande; these vary in form, some being knife-

shaped, others spatulate. They were evidently useil in the manu-
facture of pottery, for finishing the outer surface of the vessel. As

_

1 See ground plan of room 1, near northeast plaza (pi. 6).

2 There was some difference of opinion among Pima workmen and others regarding the use of these imple-

ments, but the statement of the older men that in their youth they had seen similar objects used as shovels

is accepted as the most probable explanation. Another theory, that they were implements used in war,

after the manner of broadswords, is rejected on account of the exceptional character of such weapons
among the Southwestern tribes.
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there is no evidence whatever that the ancients of Casa Grande had
knowledge of the potter's wheel, paddles of tliis kind were necessary.
Smootliing was likewise accomphshed by means of stones, after the
clay had dried, in the same way that the fine glossy surface is often
imparted to earthenware by motlern Pima potters.

Among other wooden objects are small pointed sticks of ironwood,
a few inches long, which served probably for needles, possibly for

weaving. Decayed fragments of a prayer-stick painted green also

came to light; this was used possibly in preliistoric ceremonies.
The two objects shown in plate 78 were found on tlie surface and

are modem. Tlie ball was used possibly in the ball game, which is

still played at times l)y the Pima.

BASKETRY

The women of Casa Grande were skillful basket makers. Many
fragments and several small whole pieces of their work have been
found in the excavations in the houses. The specunens of Casa
Grande baskets obtained are of two kinds, one of which is loosely

woven of willow twigs, flat in form, more like a Hopi plaque than an
ordmary basket. While varying in size, most of these baskets are

quite large, the remains of one indicating so great a capacity that it

might have been used as a bin for the storage of corn or other grain

in much the same way that a similar granary is used by the modern
Puna. The other type of flat basket belongs to the coiled variety,

being made from the fiber of raffia wound over bunches of the same
material. Most of these baskets are small and bear evidences of

ornamentation, the strands of which they are composed being vari-

ously colored. One specimen of this type was found covered with
a thin deposit, possibly pitch, as if to render it serviceable as a water
jar. Similar waterproof baskets are not uncommon among the
Apache and other Indians of northern Arizona.

A large fragment of coai-se matting was unearthed in one of the
rooms; this is evidently part of a mat that was used in much the
same way as the ancient Pima used their sleeping mats. Impressions
of one of these mats were seen upon the adobe floor of one of the
rooms of Compound B, elsewhere mentioned (p. 99). These mats
were made of a rush which, accordmg to historians, formerly grew
abundantly along the banks of the Gila and Salt Rivers, but which
in late years has become rare in the vicinity of Casa Grande.

FABRICS

From the number of fragments of cloth excavated at Casa Grande
there is little doubt that the prehistoric inhabitants of this settlement
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were familiar with native cotton and had also fabrics made of other

A-egetable fibers.* They likewise wove the hair of certain animals

into articles of wearing apparel. Of all varieties of fiber used in

weaving the most abundant and most readily obtamed was that of.

the agave, which grows luxuriantly everywhere in southern Arizona
deserts. A combination of this fiber with that of cotton was com-
mon, and the manufacture of feather garments was not unknown.
A small skeleton found in one of the rooms was wrapped in a

garment of this kind and in another room similar wrappings were
found around a small bowl containing green pigment. There were
miearthed also fragments of a belt decorated with rectangular and

zigzag patterns, similar to designs on fabrics

discovered among cliff-dwellings in northern
Arizona ; one end of tliis belt was embroidered.

Worthy of mention also is a lace-like fabric,

a large piece of which was unearthed in the

refuse that formerly almost filled one of the
Fig. 51. Copper bells.

. r /^ /-t t /srooms just east of Casa Grande. On ac-

count of the great heat, thick clothmg was not made by the people

of this community.
COPPER BELLS

The inhabitants of Casa Grande appear to have been ignorant of all

metals except float copper, a specimen of which was foiuid in the

excavations (pi. 67,/). Two copper bells (fig. 51) were picked up on
the surface of the ground. These bells do not differ in shape or size

from those found in ruins along the Little Colorado and elsewhere in

the Southwest and may have been obtained in trade from Mexico,
although there is no evidence that they were not made by the Casa
Grande people.

PICTOGRAPHS

Casa Grande is situated in a plam and in the immediate neigh-

borhood there are no outcroppings of rocks available for pictogiaphs,

although it is probable that certam pictures on rocks distant about a

mile date back to the time when Casa Grande was inhabited. As
a rule, these pictographs are pecked mto the rock, pamtmgs, if any,

havmg been washed or worn away. The largest cluster of picto-

graphs lies in the outcropping lava on the north side of the Gila,

opposite the settlement of Puna, called Blackwater.

There are also many pictographs on the "pictured rocks"' a few
miles east of Florence^ and still others m the Casa Grande Mountain

• Many of the fragments of cloth found were charred, and on that account some of the best specimens

fell to pieces when handled.
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Range west &i the ruins. The pictographs near Sacaton are perhaps
the best known in this section, although those farther down the Gihx

are more extensive. There is a general similarity in all these picture
writings, some of which are regarded with reverence by modern
Pima.
The pictures impart but slight information respecting the life or

customs of the prehistoric people who made them, being much the same
as pictographs found elsewhere in the Southwest. Symbols that may
be clan totems or even rude
representations of mytho- ... .•.-.•.

logic beings are found in .•,.:••;• ;;;;•••.
the neighboring hills; these .• -v..:

may mdicate camping places,

shrines, or other sites, but
beyond this we can offer no
suggestion as to their mean-
ing. They tell no connected
story of the ancients.

The walls of Casa Grande
formerly bore names of many
American visitors and a few
markings that can be as-

cribed to Indians. One of

the best of these, shown in

the accompanying illustra-

tion (fig. 52; see also pi. 40), is

sometimes called tcuhuki, or '

to a figure in an early Spanish narration has been commented on.

elsewhere.' Several pictographs found in the vicinity of Casa Grande
are also shown in plate 40.

In a speech in the House of Representatives (Mar. 2, 1865) Colo-
nel Poston said:

The oldest living trapper in Arizona, at this day, is old Pauline Weaver, from White
County, Tennessee. His name is carved on the Casa Grande, near the Pima villages

on the Gila River, under date 1832.

Although not disposed to doubt that Weaver may have visited the
ruin at that early date, the writer has not been able to find his name
or the date on its walls.

Fig. 52. Incised pictograph of "the House of Tcuhu."

the house of Tcuhu." Its resemblance

1 See American .4 nYAropoZo^Kf/, N. s., IX, 512, 1907. The account previously quoted from the Rudo
Ensayo is that here referred to. The tcuhuki was not a ruin, as the author understood the Pima, but a
game in which the figure mentioned was marked out on the sand. This game, now about extinct, has been
played within the memory of one of the writer's informants.
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SEEDS

In one of the rooms east of Casa Grande were found seeds of several

kinds—corn, beans, and mesquite beans. The corn grains were often

encountered in masses, generally charred, some being so much burnt
that the^^ were recognizable onl_y with difficulty.

Some of these seeds were found in pottery vessels, many of which
were in fragmentary condition ; most of this pottery came to light in

the rooms east of the main building of Compound A, which was
evidently used as a dumping place long after the rooms were aban-
doned. The jiresence of many fragments of textiles, pottery, corn
stalks and leaves, charcoal from sticks or beams, anil ashes in quanti-

ties suggested that possibl}' fu'es were once built here.

RELATION OF COMPOUNDS TO PUEBLOS

The architecture of the compounds of the Gila-Salt Basin is suffi-

ciently characteristic to distinguish them from ]iueblos, making pos-

sible the assumption that the sociology of the peoples was also

different. In compouiids and pueblos we recognize buildings of at

least two types, apparently devoted to two distinct purposes, secular

and ceremonial. The homologue of the massive house with its sur-

rounding wall is unknown among pueblos, and the l:iva of the latter

is not represented architecturally in the GQa Yalle}^ ruins.'

It is instructive to note that the ruins in the valley of the Little

Colorado, where the influence of the Gila Valle}' culture was marked,
contain no tme kivas. Their ceremonial rooms were l-iltus, morpho-
logicalh' different from, although functionally the same as, kivas.

The Zuiii Mwitse architecturally resembles a kihu rather than a kiva,

and is probably a siu-vivor of the ceremonial room of the Little Colo-

rado ruins. Among the Hopi there are both kivas and kilius, the

former traceable to northern and eastern influence. The reason kivas

have not been found in the Little Colorado drainage is that there the

ceremonial rooms were kihus, which are ditiicult to distinguish from
other rooms in the house masses.

It is hard to reach a definite conclusion regarding the relative ages

of the Gila Valles' compounds and the pueblos of northern Arizona,

or to compare as to age the Arizona ruins with those of New Mexico
and Colorado. If we rely on traditions for that comparison, they
teach, in the opinion of the writer, that both are older than the Little

Colorado pueblos, to which group the Zuni ruins belong.

1 These two architectural forriis of Pueblo ceremonial rooms are so different that one can hardly have
been derived from the other. They are analogous but not homologous, and their relations are difficult to

detenmne.
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Culturally, all northern' and central Arizona ruins, ancient and mod-
ern, seem to show a dual composition, having comiections on the one
side with the Rio Grande pueblos and on the other with the habitations

of the Gila Valley. ^Vliether the pueblos of New Mexico in the Rio
Grande drainage were derived from the compounds of the Gila or

vice versa, is an open question, but there seem to have been two foci

of cultural distribution ni the Southwest.
Hopi traditions sujiport the theory that the ruins in the Verde and

Tonto Valleys were settled by offshoots from the "great house"
builders of the Gila and Salt Valleys in prehistoric times, and that the
ruins along the Little Colorado were peopled in part b}' clans from
the same river valleys. There appears to be no way of ascertaining

the sources or the relative age of the Rio Grande culture, whether
derivative or autochthonous.

-

The geographic limits of the ruins called "compounds" appear to

be the plains of the Gila-Salt Basin. Following up the tributaries of

the Gila-Salt, these ruins give place to pueblos and cliff-houses, and
even where there are extensive plains, as in the Little Colorado Basin,

the construction of "great houses" like Casa Grande does not appear
to have been imdertaken. The so-called Casas Grandes ruins in

Chihuahua, however, belong to the same type as the compounds in

the Gila-Salt Valley of Arizona, although larger and apparentlj' more
ancient. The environmental conditions of the deserts of southern
Arizona and northern Mexico, like the ruins, are quite similar.

Although without kivas, the cliff-houses in the Sierra Madre of

northwestern Mexico resemble in many features those of Arizona,

Colorado, New Mexico, and L^tah, and stand in somewhat the same
relation to the casas grandes along the river of the same name as do
the cliff-dwellings near Roosevelt Dam to Casa Grande. This in-

dicates the existence of a homogeneous culture, and shows that,

where similar environmental conditions existed, the inhabitants con-

structed similar dwellings. B}' this method of reasoning, the conclu-

sion is reached that the Sierra Madre and the Ai-izona cliff-dwellings

were not derived one from the other, but arose as independent modi-
fications of a similar culture.^

Thus, it would appear that while architecturally there is con-

siderable difference between the compounds and the pueblos, some
of the latter may have housed descendants of the inhabitants of the

former None of these pueblos, however, are found in the neighbor-

i Except possibly those on the San Juan and its tributaries.

2 There is evidence tliat some of the oldest Hopi villages were settled by clans from this region.

3 The circular subterranean kiva, so constant a feature of the cliff-houses of northern Arizona, southern
Colorado, and the Rio Grande and San Juan drainage, docs not exist in the clifl-houses of southern .Ari-

zona, nor in the Sierra Madre in Mexico. This form is not foimd in the clifl-houses of the Red Rocks, on

the Verde, or on any tributary of the Gila; it originated in the eastern part of the Pueblo area, and lis influ-

ence was not suflicient to be felt in any prehistoric pueblo on the Colorado River.
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liood of the "great houses" of the Gila-Salt Basin; there are no

modern pueblos in southern Arizona. Wlien Europeans entered the

Gila Valley they found tribes living in isolated dwellings not very

ilifferent from the houses of modern Pima and Papago, who are sup-

posed to be the descendants of the builders of Casa Grande.

The appearance of the great walled compounds like Casa Grande
suggests the warlike rather than the peaceful character of the inhab-

itants. They were constructed for defense and their presence implies

that their builders had enemies they feared. It is hardly possible

that an}^ considerable number of distant enemies could have menaced
Casa Grande at the time tliis structure was built, but its inhabitants

were fearful of their own neighbors, of warriors of their own stock,

perhaps speaking their own language. Jutlging from what we know
of the Pueblos, there was little unity of action among the people of

the compounds. The conditions were feudal, each community for

itself; the people did not unite to resist a common foe. Constant raid-

ing led to a union of related clans, which erected thick-walled dwell-

ings for protection. Possibly something akin to what has been called

the "megalithic era" influenced these ever-growing communities.

The "unconscious aim at expression of abstract power" by huge

buildings may also have had its influence. An American feudal sys-

tem developed in the Gila-Salado Basin, marked by the erection of

buildings belonging to some chief (civan), around which were clus-

tered small huts in Avhich the common people lived. There was

nothing hke tliis condition among the Pueblos or even probably

among the clifi'-dwellers, but such a condition existed in Mexico in

the days before the advent of the European conquerors.

But if it be true that ancestors of the Pima built Casa Grande, why,

it may be asked, have the Pima lost the art of building " great

houses," and why did they inhabit only small huts when the Spanish

explorers came?* In reply it may be said that they were forced to

abandon their great structures, being unable to defend them on

account of their unwiehly size. Hostile invaders found these con-

spicuous structures easy prey and broke up this phase of Pima cul-

ture, overcoming the chiefs and driving out the defenders of the com-

pounds. But, although scattered, the common people naturally con-

tinued to occupy inconspicuous huts similar to those in which they

had always lived. (See fig. 53.) This apparent change of culture is

paralleled among sedentary tribes in Mexico. Although forced to

desert their temples and great buildings, the ancient Mexicans still

lived in huts, in which nothing remained to tempt the cupidity of

their enemies.

1 "Great houses" are said by Banrtelier, quoting Father Ribas (Final Report, pt. ii, p. 4(iO), to have

been occupied by southern Pima in historic times.
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Tlie preceding conclusions may be siunmarized as follows: In
ancient times the whole drainage of the Gila and its tributaries from
the points where they leave the mountains as far at least as Gila
Bend was inhabited by an agricultural people in a homogeneous stage
of culture. Throughout this region existed minor tlivisions of a

common stock. The Pima name Hohokam may be adopted to des-

ignate this ancestral stock, to whom may be ascribed the erection

of the casas grandes on the Gila. These "great houses" were places

of refuge, ceremony, and trade. They were inhabited and ruled by
the chiefs whose names they bear among the present Pima. The

Fig. 53. Model of Pima fircular house constructed south of Compound A.

people dwelt in small huts of perishable character, not unlike Pima
jacales of historic times, a few of wliich still survive. In the course of

time a hostile faction bent on pillage came into this region from east

or west and drove the agriculturists out of their casas grandes or at

least broke up the custom of building such structures. But although
dispersed, the ancient house builders were not exterminated; some of

them became refugees and migrated south into Mexico, some followed

the course of the Verde and the Tonto into the northern mountains,
but others, perhaps the majority, gradually lost their former culture

but still remained in the Gila Valley, becoming ancestors of the present

Pima, Papago, antl Kwiihadt (Quahatika). Those who went nortli-

ward later built pueblos (now ruins) in the Little Colorado Valley.
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Their descendants ultimatel}- joined the Zimi and tlie Hopi, -with

whom, according to legends, they still live.'

Historians have paid little attention to these migrations, for they
occurred in prehistoric times, but vague legends still surA-ive among
both Zuni and Hopi bearing on the life of some of their clans in the

south. These migration legends are supported by archeologic evi-

dence and are supplemented by Pima traditions.

One objection that has been repeatedly urged against acceptance
of the traditions of the modern Pima that they are descendants of the

inhabitants of Casa Grande is that the former do not now construct
great massive-walled houses like the buildings here described, but

Fig. 54. Typical nio>lern Pima rectangular (.Iwelling.

live in thin-walled houses supported by posts. The Pima have
not constructed habitations of the former type in historic times.

The excavations in Compound B show that manj' fragile-walled

houses of rectangular form once stood within this inclosure and there

is goad evidence that they existed in the other compounds also.

The people of Casa Grande, or at least some of them, inhabited the

same kind of houses as the modern Pima. These great buildings

are not habitations; they ai'e sacred edifices or communal citadels.

But it may be objected that the typical Pima houses were round,

1 These legends call for new researches on the character of the prehistoric culture along the northern

tributaries of the Salt River, the Verde, the Tonto. and other streams. Accurate information on the fol-

lowing, among other, points is needed: (I) What relation e.xists lietween the S3Tnl)olism on pottery from
these valleys and on that from the Gila and the Little Colorado? (2) Was cremation practised along

the Verde and the Tonto in prehistoric times? Is there any eyidenoe of cremation in ruins on ihe Litile

Colorado?
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while those of C'asa Grande were rectanguhvr.' (Figs. 53, 54.) This

objection at present seems unanswerable, but attention may be drawii

to the fact that some of tlie Pima dwellings are rectangular. Ol)joc-

tion is made also because of the dill'erence in the mamier of disposal of

the dead. As is well known, the Pima do not burn their dead, whereas

cremation was a common custom at Casa Grande. Evidence has

been presented already, showing that the inhabitants of Casa Grande
sometimes interred their dead as well as burned them and that both
customs existed side l)y side in the same compound.

In traversing the Gila region one finds mounds of earth, reservoirs, •

and remains of irrigation ditches similar to those above considered.

Examination of these structures reveals a morphologic resemblance

which leads us to regard this region as a single culture area. On
comparison of the architecture of Casa Grande with that typical of

cave or pueblo constructions the differences seem to be so marked
that they can not be included in the culture area of which the first-

named style of architecture is a type. The Pueblo culture area is

architecturally diiTerent. But when Casa Grande is compared with

buildings farther south, including those in the northern States of

Mexico, strildng resemblances appear. The Gila Valley culture area

is limited on the north l)y the plateau region, but extends to an as yet

undefined bortler on the south.

There are similar limitations and extensions in physiographic condi-

tions. The en^'ironment changes as we pass out of the culture area of

which Casa Grande is a type into the region of Pueblo culture. It is

not illogical to suppose, therefore, that Casa Grande affords another

strildng example of intimate relationship between human culture and
enAaronment , under a law intimately connected with a more compre-
hensive one, namely, the relation of geography and human culture

history.

As pointed out b}' the late Doctor Russell, the Pima have legends

that they came from the east, but lie does not state that aU tlie Pima
clans have identical legends. Some clans claim that their ancestors

built Casa Grande; here the legends may refer to those chins living in

the GUa Valley before the arrival of the eastern contingent mentioned
by Russell. Like most of the Southwestern tribes, the modern Pima
show evidences of being a composite tribe and it is not unlikely that

ancestors of some of the components may have come from one direc-

tion, others from another. The craniologic differences between the

builders of the Gda-Salt compounds and the modern Pima may be

accounted for by this fact.

» None of the wattle-walled huts, the floors and deoayed posts of which can he so well traced in Com-
pound B. were circular in form. When the I*ima were first visited nearly all their huts were circular.

Only a few of this type now remain.
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In the light of the various objects found at Casa Grande, ah-eady
described, the inhabitants of the prehistoric settlement may be con-
sidered as people of the Stone Age, notwithstanding their acquaint-
ance with copper. There is no evidence that they were familiar

with any other metals, as iron, bronze, silver, or gold. But even
in this stage they must have developed a comparatively liigh social

organization. Every student of the "great houses" of the Gila-

Salado Basm must marvel at their relatively enormous size and the
evidences of cooperation and intelligent dii-ection of labor that they
show. The erection of such structures requires many workmen and
an able director, a sociologic condition not found elsewhere in North
America outside of Mexico. In another place the writer ascribes

the origin of this cooperation to the necessity of union of labor in

the construction of the irrigation ditches essential for successful agri-

culture in this region, one of many examples that might be cited of

the influence of climate on culture history m the Southwest.
These buildmgs were constructed on a characteristic plan, which was

adhered to everywhere in the Gila Valley. As already stated, the
builders evolved two distinct types of architecture: "Great houses"
with thick walls, apparently constructed by many persons, features

which point to these structures as devoted to public purposes; (2)

one-room habitations with wattle walls, provided with a central fire-

place in the floor, and with a doorway in the middle of one of the

long sides.'

The presence of stone itiols indicates a well-developed idolatry

and ceremonial system. While the inhabitants possessed effective

weapons in the form of spears, and bows and arrows, they were
essentially agricultiu-al, cultivating fields of corn and possibly beans,
squashes, and the like. They also gathered mesquite beans.
They wove fibers into belts or into cloth which was colored with

bright i^igments. They raised cotton and utihzed the fibers of agave
and other plants in weaving. They made basketry and pottery,

which they decorated with symbols, but did not glaze. As potters
they were inferior to their neighbors atCasas Grandes, in Chihuahua,^
and to the aboriginal artists of Sikyatki and Awatobi in the Hopi
country. In disposing of their dead they practised both cremation
and inhumation.
A conclusion arrived at in the writer's studies of the habitations,

sometimes called pueblos, of sedentary peoples in the Southwest, is

' It is probable that the doorway served also as a smoke vent, as in modem Pima houses, which are not
provided with an opening in the roof.

2 The pottery from this Mexican State shares with that from Sikyatki and other ancient Hopi ruins, the
reputation of being the best painted ware of prehistoric Nort li America, exclusive of southern Mexico and
Central .\merica. The relation of tlie polychi'ome ware from these two regions is close so far as colors are
concerned, but diverse as regards sjTiibols.
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that they form two distinct architectural types—the true pueblos and

the conapounds—differing radically from each other. These indicate

two centers of cultural distribution, one of which was in the east, the

other in the south, or, broadly speaking, in what is now called Colo-

rado and New Mexico on the one hand, and southern Arizona on the

other. Between tliese centers lies the great valley of the Little Colo-

rado, which was a meetmg ground of preliistoric people, wlierein a

mixed cultural type was formed and distributed. It lias a composite

type of potteiy showing features of the Colorado-New Mexican and the

southern Arizonian ware, sometimes one, sometimes the other, pre-

dominating.

The aboriginal migrations of man in the Southwest may be rouglily

likened to the spread of vegetation or to the stockmg of regions by
animals from a center of distribution. There was a slow passmg of

clans from one place to another, largely influenced hj the scarcity or

abundance of water and food. The pressure of incoming hostiles

played a part in determining the directions of the migrations, but not

the most important part, the main cause being failure of water, due

to desiccation of the land, and increased salinity. The situation of

streams was an important factor in these migrations, as it determmed
the location of the trails which man followed. The routes of the pre-

liistoric migi'ations are intlicated by ruins left along the banks of these

streams. In these movements sites that could be readily defended

were generally adopted, but each group of clans acted independently:

there was little unity of action and at times open hostility among
members of the same group. Clusters of clans were continually

uniting and groups of families were as constantly diverging from the

main body. Two great movements can be detected, one setting from
the Rio Grande toward the west and south, and the other from the

Gila toward the north and east. An objective region for both was
the valley of the Little Colorado, wliich offered an attractive iiome

for all the tribes.

Tlie Grand Canyon of the Colorado, situated north and west of the

Pueblo region, served to keep back from the Little Colorado Valley

the mhabitants of the country in tliose du-ections, so the immigrants

entered this region in prehistoric times mainly fi-om the east and
south. One stream of colonists followed down the San Juan, another

went up the nortliern tributaries of the Salt. The ruins at Black

Falls mark the southern limit of the people passing west and south

from the San Juan ; those on the Little Colorado above Black Falls

can be traced to the southern colonists.

The advent of the southern colonists into the Little Colorado Basin

was at a late day ; their influence was widely spread. The tributaries

entering the Salt from tlie north served as pathways by which the

culture of the south sjiread from the Gila north and northeast.
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Of the various tributaries that have served for the transmission

northward of the culture of tlie Gila-Salt region tlie Tonto and the

Verde were the most important routes. Along their banks are

many ruins of former houses of the clans from the south that migrated
northward, a few reaching Tusayan, as traditions of the Hopi declare.

Mindeletl' ' reached the conclusion, from wliich the author dissents,

that there was a migration in the Verde Valley from the north to the
south, as showai in the following quotation:

The internal e\'idence supports the conclusion that the movement [along the Verde]
was southward and that in the large ruin near Limestone Creek the inhabitants of the
lower A'erde ^'alle}' had their last resting place before they were absorbed by the
population south of them, or were driven permanently from this region.

The existence of many large ruins and the small amount of arable

land in the southern part of the Verde Valley would seem to indicate

that the clans traversed the valley seeking better agricultural lands,

the soil improving as one goes north. They crossed the mountains
from south to north, eventually descending into the valley of the
Little Colorado, wliich was uninliabited. An examination of

the narrow lower Verde Valley shows that it was not fitted for the

support of so large a population as that indicated by the re-

mains of the great settlements along the Gila. The ruins of

the pueblos built in this region bear hilierent evidences that they
were not long inliabited; the clans drifted farther north, where
the valley afforded better soil and more abundant water. With
progress northward the number of ruins increases, showing that the
land was more thickly populated and the length of occupancy greater.

When the emigrants above mentioned met the eastern clans they
became assimilated with them and the faither they went from the
Gila the more they lost resemblance to the parent type. The sphere
of influence of the southern culture can be fairly well traced, its

northern limit being not far from the mesas of the Hopi, who have
been somewhat modifietl by it. It can be traced as far as the upper
Verde and extended eastward to the pueblo of Acoma.^
The ruins du-ectly ascribed to the southern culture show little

influence of Keresan or Tanoan clans but suggest the blocks of build-

ings in the Gila compounds. These ruins contain no circular subter-

ranean kivas. The pottery of these southern pueblos has character-

istic symbols traceable tlrroughout the regions to wliich its influence

extended.

The pottery of the first-settled pueblos of the Hopi, as Sikyatki,

is distinctly allied to that of the eastern culture type and shows little

resemblance to that from the south. Hopi pottery was never pro-

1 In ISIh Ann. Rep. Bur. Elhnol., p. 259.

" Pueblo ruins like Kintiel, north of Navaho Springs, show strongly this southern influence and marljed

resemblance to Zuni Vallev ruins.
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foundly affected by clans from that direction. Prehistoric Ilopi

pottery symbols are Keresan. Tiic influx of Tewa and Tigua in com-
paratively modern times has radically modified the symbols so that,

as elsewhere pointed out, modern IIo])i ])ottery is practically Tanoan.
At Zuiii, however, prehistoric pottery is more closely related to

that of the southern clans, by whom the valley was first settled, and
belongs to the Little Colorado ceramic area.' Modern Zuni i)ottery,

however, is radically different from the ancient, resembling that of

modern Hano or of the so-called modern Hopi.

If, as the character of the pottery seems to indicate, Zuni culture

is more modern than Hopi culture, the earliest colonists in the Zuni
Valley were clans related to those that peopled the Little Colorado
Basin later than the time of the founding of Sikyatki and other pre-

historic Hopi pueblos.

A comparative study of Acoma pottery sheds no light on the age
of Zuni as compared wth that of the abandoned pueblos of the

Little Colorado and the ancient Hopi ruins. Very little archeologic

data regarding Acoma has been gathered, and few clan or migration
legends of tliis pueblo have been published, but judging from ceramic
decoration it appears that Acoma pottery bears little resemblance to

that peculiar to southern clans; it is distinctly Keresan and resembles

more closely the pottery of ancient Hopi than it does that of ancient

Zuiii or Little Colorado ware, by which it does not appear to have
been affected. Certain known facts bear on this question. Acoma
is the oldest pueblo on an ancient site in the Southwest. Since its

settlement it has been in continual confhct mth other peoples. When
its clans came into the country they were forced to defend themselves

and chose as the site of their home a high rock, from which other

clans could not dislodge them. Acoma is regarded, then, as the east-

ern limit of southern, or GUa, influence and marks one point on a line

of demarkation of the dual influences which merged at Hoj)! and Zmii.

According to Hopi legend, it was settled by clans allied to the Snake
and the Horn, from Tokonabi on the San Juan, which united with
those from the far eastern region, possibly of Keresan parentage, as

the present language indicates.

The Hopi Snake legend tells of clans called the Tcamahia that left

the Snake clans at Wukoki on the Little Colorado and made their way
east to Acoma,^ where they met other clans from the east. These
two groups were kindred, and as Tcamahia is a Keresan term we
may conclude that they were Keresan in kin. The relations of the
Tcamahia of Acoma and the Snake clans at Walpi were never com-

1 From the rplalion of the ancipiit Zuni pottery to that of the I.ittic Colorado and the Gila the writer is

led to believe that the first colonists of that valley came from the south and west.
2 In estimating the extent of the influence of (iila Valley culture in the northeastern part of the pueblo

region, especially in the neighborhood of Acoma, it is desirable that ruins ascribed to ancestors ol Acoma
clans be studied in the light of their traditions.
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pletely broken, and at everj^ Snake festival one of the Tcamahia
from Acoma is a guest. This is the asperger, who chants the words
Tcamahia, AwaTiaia., etc.

In considering the preliistoric migrations of agricultural peoples

in the Southwest, especially with respect to changes in culture and
to diminution of population, we must not lose sight of the influence

of increased salinity due, directly or indirectly, to long-continued
preliistoric irrigation. This cause was perhaps more effectual than
human enemies or increased aridity in breaking up the preliistoric

culture. If barrenness of the soil, due to the cause mentioned, led

to the abandonment of populous aboriginal compounds, tliis fact

has an important bearing on the future of the white farmers in the

Gila and Salt River Vallej's.



APPENDIX
CATALOGUE OF SPECIMENS FROM CASA GRANDE

Following is a list of specimens collected from Casa Grande in
1906-7 and 1907-8, prepared by Mr. E. P. Upham, of the United
States National Museum, who has introduced measurements of many
of the objects. The objects bearing accession number 48761 were
obtained mamly from Compound A in 1906-7, and the remainder,
under No. 49619, are from Compounds B, C, D, and Clan-house 1,

collected in 1907-8. A few specimens were picked up on the surface
of the ground between the compounds or dug up in the mounds east

and south of Compound B, midway between Compound A and Clan-
house 1.

The whole number of specimens obtained is approximately 1,.300,

exclusive of fragments and objects gathered from the surface, some
possibly not belonging to the ancients. The brief references to the
Casa Grande specimens in the following lists are supplementary to

the more complete descriptions, accompanied with illustrations, of

some of the more striking examples that appear in the preceding
pages.

Accession No. 48761, Casa Grande, Arizona

U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

251669 477a

231070 478b

231671 479c

251672 480d

251673 481e

251674 482f

251675 483g

251676 484a

251677 485b

251678 486c

251679 487d

251680 4886

251681 489f

251682 490g

252001 1

252002 2

252003 3

252004 4

232005 5

252006 6

252007 7

Articles Lots

20903'

Fragment of clay vessel with painted bird's head; length, A\ inches •. . .

.

AVooden pott«ry paddle; 6} x 2J inches

Double-edged stone ax; length, 4 J inches; width, 2} inches

Stone shovel; length, h\ inches; width, 4 J inches

Stone ball used in game; diameter, 2A inches

Stone paint grinder; height, 2A inches; diameter, 4 inches

Wooden hoe; length, 3 feet 2J inches; width. 4| inches

Pectunculus shell, can'ed to represent frog (surface); length, 2 inches

Clay saucer with three legs; height, 2i inches; diameter, 5i inches

Carved stone serpents (surface); length, 2J inches; diameter. 14 inches

Stone slab for paint grinding; length, 3 inches; width, \\ inches

Problematical stone (surface); length, Zh inches

Clay bowl; height, 3 inches: diameter, t>J inches

Perforated Pectunculus shell; diameter, 2 inches

Fragments of pottery
,

Earthenware bowl, containmg six Pectunculus shells

Earthenware vase

Earthenware disks

Pieces of large earthenware vessel with charred bones of birds and small animals

attached

Pieces of charred shell

Charred bone implements, fragments of pottery, shells, quartz, crystal, etc
,

—28 ETH—12 11 161
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Accession .Vo. 4S761, Casa Grande, Arizona—(!'ontinued.

U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

Articles Lots

252008

2S2009

252010

252011

252012

252013

252014

252015

2520U1

252017

252018

252019

252020

252021

252022

252023

252024

252025

252026

252027

252028

252029

252030

252031

252032

252033

252034

252035

252036

252037

25203S

252039

252M0

252U41

252042

252043

252044

252045

252046

252047

252048

252049

252050

252051

252052

25-2053

252054

252055

252056

1 These were
near the ruin,
long after the

26

Charcoal cylinders, paint sticks

Mass of charred com
Shell. Pccten

Piece of charred sea shell

Stone ax. double-bitted, showing effects of fire: length. 5| inches

Grooved stone ax, showing effects of lire: length, 6\ inches

Piece of charred beam; length, 14 inches

Pieces of wooden beams or posts: lengths, 131, IBi inches

Fragments of wooden hoes; Mound 6, east of Compound B
Stone mortar, slab; 125 xlOJx 4} inches

Rubbing stones, mauily rectangular in outline: lengths. 2\ to o\ inches

Hammer stones, irregularly shaped pieces, with battered edges

Stone disks, natural forms, some with fractured edges: diameters. 3J to 5* inches. .

.

Stone pestle in form of tapering cylinder; length. 5g inches

Arrow-shaft polisher (broken) : length, 3 inches

Irregularly shaped natural forms

Fragment of pottery, leg of tripod vase: length, 2 inches

Earthenware pot . suspension holes near rim. plain ware; height, bh inches: diameter,

7 inches: Mound 6, Group B
Fragment of earthenware vessel, plain ware

Earthenware bowl, painted decoration; height, 5 inches; broken butcan be restored;

Moimd 6, Group B
Fragments of pottery, vases, some decorated; Moxuid 2. Group B
Fragments of pottery, handle of vase, decorated

Shell bead and pendants, Conus

Concretion: length. 5 inches

Piece of obsidian (waterwom): length, 5 inches

Earthenware bowl, plain ware; diameter. t>3 inches; height, 3J inches

Earthenware bowl, fragment -

Fragments of decorated pottery

....do

....do

Fragments of tripod dish ( small >

Clay disks made from broken vessels; 7 perforated", 5 not perforated

.\nimal figurine, baked clay: length, 1| inches

Charred bones, fragments

Charred shells

Pitted stone (lava), oval outline; length. 4 J inches

Pitted stone (lava), globular outline; diameter, 3 inches

Piece of red ooher ( paint)

Polishing stone; 3i x \ x J inches

Concretions used as polishers (small)

Obsidian flake, knife; length, 3 inches

Piece of bluish clay, paint

Concretions and quartz crystals

Digging tools of iron ' (spade-iike): length, 7 inches; (evidently Spanisli; not pre-

historic)

Mealing stone; 7x4x2 inches

nammer stones; lengths, 3} and 3} inches

Rubbing stones, small, lava; lengths, 3 and 3J inches

Piece of adobe (cylindrical); length, 5 inches; diameter, A\ inches

Piece of adobe, irregular shape

26
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

252057 57

252058 58

252059 59

252060 60

252061 61

252062 62

2520B3 63

252064 64

a52005 65

252066 66

252ni'i7 67

252068 68

2520ti9 69

252070 70

252071 71

252072 72

252073 7.'i

252074 74

252075 75

252076 7li

252077 77

252078 78

252079 79

252080 80

252081 81

252082 82

252083 83

252084 84

252085 85

252086 86

252087 87

252088 88

252089 89

252090 90

252091 91

252092 92

252093 93

252094 94

252095 95

252096 96

252097 97

252098 98

252099 99

252100 100

252101 101

252102 102

252103 103

252104 104

ArtiL-les Lots;

Piece of adobe, incised design

Part of large disk of clay, bearing stamped design

Globular and irrepularly shaped concretions; shrine olferings

Squared pieces of lava, mealing stones

Squared pieces of lava, with pits on two surfaces; 5A x 4 x 2\ inches

Pitted stone, oval outline. lavgi; length, 4i inches

Rubbing stone (lava), disk with rounded uj)per surface; diameter. 4J inches

Fr^ment of implement (lava), originally with perforation

Pestle (lava) with expanding base; length, 3* inches

Rubbing stone; 5x3x2 inches

Hammer stone, cylindrical; length, 2\ inches; diameter, \\ inches

Hammers, irregularly shaped, with abraded edges

Fragment of metate

Fragment of baking plate

Water-worn pebbles, slight evidences of use; rubbing stones

Disk-like natural forms

Chipped blade, digging implement; SJ x 41 x | inches

Piece of stone, flat surface, wi th traces of paint

Shari>ening or abrading implement, made of sandstone, with squared edges;

5 J X 5 X 1 J inches

Sliarpening or abrading stone, made of sandstone, witli squared edges; OJ x ."ij x \\

inches

Sharpening or abrading stone; 4 x 2 x g inches ^

Sharpening or abrading stone; 3} x21 x i inches

Sharpening or abrading stone; 3x1^x1 inches

Sharpening or abrading stone; sandstone, with longitudinal groove in one surface;

5 J X +1 X 1 J inches

Sharpening or abrading stone, tufa; 5-i x3| x 2\ inches

Slab for mixing paint: oA x 3J x | inches

Whetstone, oval section; S x IJ x IJ inches

Lot of charred and much weathered pieces of wood, beams, lintel?, etc., from the

northwest court, Compound A
Lotof charred timbers, etc

Hammer stones; irregularly shaped pieces with battered edges

Rubljing implement (lava); section, rounded prism; length, 4i inches...

Rubbing implement; irregular shape, with one flat surface; length, 4J inches

Rubbing implement; irregular shape, with one flat surface; length, 4 inches

Small pestle (lava); conical; length, 4 inches

Rubbing implements of tufa; nearly disk-shaped; diameiers. 2h to 2J inches..

Sharpening or abrading implement, sandstone, with squared edges; ej x 4i x

\\ inches

Sharpening or abrading implement (fragment)

do

16

Sharpening or abrading implement (fragment ; sandstone)

Stone with much worn depressions, grinding stone for implements; fij x f» x 1

inches

Small paint mortar, oval outline; 4 x 2g x 1 J inches.

Grooved stone, shaft rubber; irregular outline

Water-worn pebbles; no signs of use

Fragment of obsidian

Piece of ore

Mass of quartz crystals

Concretions of unusual forms

Piece of baked clay
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

252105 105

252106 106

252107 107

25210S 108

252109 109

252110 no
252111 111

252112 112

252113 113

252114 114

252115 115

252116 116

252117 117

252118 118

252119 119

252120 120

252121 121

252122 122

252123 123

252124 124

252125 125

252126 126

252127 127

252128 128

252129 129

252130 130

252131 131

252132 132

252133 133

252134 134

252135 135

252136 136

252137 137

252138 138

252139 139

252140 140

252141 141

252142 142

252143 143

252144 144

252145 145

252146 146

252147 147

252148 148

252149 149

252150 150

Articles Lots

Fragments of charred textile, garment, room west of Father Font's room, Com-
pound A

....do

Charred basketrj'

Charred com and frai^meats of Iiasketry

Mass of charred thread =

Charred com
Piece of charred reeds wrapped with twine

Charred seeds

Charred basketry ^

Shell, Pectunculus

Shell, Cardita

Unworked shells, Conns

Pendant made from Pecten shell

Pendant (fragment), section of shell .-

Shell pendant

Shell pendant, made from Conus shells

Shell bead

Fragments of decorated pottery

Pottery ladle, toy

Pottery head, representing animal ,

Pottery disk, perforated; diameter, li inches

Piece of red ocher, from room west of Father Font's room, Compound A
Fragment of cement

Quartz crystal

Piece of obsidian

Piece of fossil wood : ,

Concretion

Flakes of jasper (1) and obsidian (2) ,

Small rubbing stone; 2J x 1| inches

Implement of wood, hoe; northwest court, Casa Grande; length, 19 inches ,

Implement of wood (part of); northwest court. Casa Grande; length, 6J inches

Implement of wood; northwest court, Casa Grande; 7J x 2 inches ,

Implement of wood; northwest court, Casa Grande; 5x2 inches

Implement of wood; northwest court, Casa Grande; 8 x 2 J inches ,

Implement of wood; northwest court, Casa Grande; height, 6 inches; diameter,

3J inches

Shell pendant ornament, Pectunculus; Mound 2. Group B, Casa Grande; diam-

eters, 1 1 and 2 \ inches

Shell pendant ornament. Turritella; length, 2} inches ,

Shell ear pendants; fragments; Pectunculus

Shell pendants. Conus

Conus shells, not worked
Fragment of decorated potterj'

Fragment of pottery vessel; shallow dish; northwest room. Compound A, Casa

Grande; diameter, 4 inches

Piece of float copper, foim,d free in soil, 1906; north room of Casa Grande; 31 x I

inches

Earthenware bowl, plain ware; height, 4 inches; diameter, 7J inches

Earthenware bowl; interior has painted design; height, 4 inches; diameter, 6^

inches

Earthenware bowl, compressed globular, plain ware; height, 4 inches; diameter,

5J inches
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

252151 151

252152 152

252153 153

252154 154

252155 155

252156 156

252157 157

252158 158

252159 159

2521 CO 160

252161 161

252162 162

252163 163

252164 164

252165 165

252166 166

252167 167

252168 168

252169 169

252170 170

252171 171

252172 172

252173 173

252174 174

252175 175

252176 176

252177 177

252178 178

252179 179

252180 180

252181 181

2521S2 182

252183 183

252184 184

252185 185

2521S6 186

2521S7 187

252188 188

252189 189

252190 190

252191 191

252192 192

252193 193

252194 194

252195 195

252196 196

2.52197 197

252198 198

252199 199

252200 200

252201 201

Articles Lots

Earthenware vase, eompresseil, globular body, short neck; height, 6 inches; diam-

eter, 7 inches

Pectunculus shells, found in vase No. 252151

Small earthenware vase, containing small shells (Nassa), Conus shells, bits of

turquoise, deer tooth, etc.; diameter, 3J inches; height, 2J inches

Fragments of decoratxid pottery, various designs

do

Fragments of decorated pottery, various designs; fragment with swastika design..

Pottery disks, made from broken vessels; diameters, 1| to3 inches

Pottery disks, made from perforated vessels; diameters, 1} to 2 inches

Fragments of pottery, representing heati of parrot

Fragments of pottery, representing animal head
Grooved stone ax; length, 7 inches

Grooved stone ax; length, 6J inches

Polished stone implement, chiselC?); 7 x 1| x J inches

Abrading implement, sandstone, squared edges; 6 x 2^ x 1 inches

Mealing stone; 5 x 3J x 2 inches

Stone implement; length, 3i inches

Abrading implement, grooved surfaces; length, 2^ inches

Abrading implement, tool sharpener (?); length, 3 J inches

Stone implement; 4| x 3J x J inches

Stone implement, polisher (?); 4 J x2Jx} inches

Stone implement; length, 4J inches; diameter, J incli

Rubbing stone, with handle, tufa; diameter, 41 inches

Stone pestle (lava); length, 3^ inches

Stone disk; diameter, 5 inches; thickness, f inch

Stone disk, partly perforated; diameter, 3J inches; thickness, | inch

Stone disk: perforated; diameter, 2 inches; thickness, J inch

Stone implement, oval outline, thin flat pebble; 3J x 2J x | inches

Stone balls; diameters. 1| to 2 J inches ,

Hoe, thin blade, chipped: length, 5} inches

Hoe, one edge showing wear; length, t'4 inches

Hoe, one edge showing wear; length, 4^ inches

Hoe, one edge showing wear; length, 5^ inches

Concretion resembling grooved implement; length, 3 inches

Obsidian chips

Worked flake of obsidian; length, 2J inches

Arrow-point, flint, triangular: length, 2J inches

Arrow-points, flint, stemmed; lengths, 21 and IJ inches

Perforator or drill, chalcedony: length, 1| inches; diameter, 1 inch

Fragments of turquoise

Turquoise beads

Piece of carved red jasper (amulet) i

Small water-worn pebbles of rare forms

Concretions, stone chips

Quartz crystals

Large shells (Cardium). unworked

Small shells. Pectunculus, unworked
Shells, Conus, unworked

Shells, Olivella, some worked

Shell pendants. Turritclla

Fragments of shell ear pendants made from sections of Pectunculus

Shell pendants, Pecten

1

15

1

10

11

7

6

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

9

1

1

2

1

22

2

1

8

3

4

10

9

3
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Arner.
Eth.
No.

252202 202

252203 203

252204 204

252205 205

252206 206

252207 207

252208 20S

252209 209

252210 210

252211 211

252212 212

252213 213

252214 214

252215 215

252216 216

252217 217

252218 218

252219 219

252220 220

2.52221 221

252222 222

252223 223

252224 224

252225 225

252226 226

252227 227

252228 228

252229 229

252230 230

252231 231

252232 232

252233 233

252234 234

252235 235

252236 236

252237 237

252238 238

25-2239 239

252240 240

252241 241

252242 242

252243 243

252244 244

252245 245

252240 246

252247 247

252248 248

252249 249

252250 250

252251 251

252252 252

252253 253

252254 254

Articles

Shell }>eads. made from entire shells, Nassa.

Shell pendants, small Glycymeris.,

Bone perforator; length, 4\ inches.

Bone perforator, part of deer antler; length, 2\ inches.

Tooth of deer

-

Mass of vegetable substance

Piece of vegetable substance

Fragment of fabric made from vegetable liber

Mealing stone for metate; 7J x3J inches

Mealing stono for metate; 7J x 3.J inches

Mealing stone for metate; 8 x3J incites

Mealing stone for metate; 7 x3i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 7 x 3J inches

Mealing stone for metate; 7} x 3} inches

Mealing stone for metate: 6 x 3| inches ;

Mealing stone for metate: •'jj x3-i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 6 x 3 J inches

Meahng stone for metate; 6J x 3f inches

Mealing stone for metate; 71 x 3i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 7^x4 inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5 J x 3 inches

Mealing stone for metat^i; 51 x 3i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 6x33 inches

Mealing stone for metate; fii x'S} inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5^ x32 inches

Mealing slone for metate; 5% x3i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5\ x 3^ inches

Mealing stone for metate; 8x4 inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5 x 2J inches

Broken mealing stones

Shallow paint mortar; C4 x 2} inches

Stone mortar; diameter, 9^ inches; height. 4^ inches .•

Stone pestle {part of); height, 4J inches

Rubbing stone; 5 x 4 inches

Rubbing stone; 5x3] inches

Rubbing stone; 4^ x 2J inches

Rubbing stone; 4 x 3J inches

Rubbing stone; 4i x 3} inches

Rubbing stone; 4J x2| inches

Hammerstoncs.
Mealing stone ( broken)

.

Stone disk; diameter, 3A inches -

Rubbing slone, natural form; 6i x 4J x 1^ inches .

Rubbing stone; S^ x 2g inches.

Stone implement, jieslle, expanding base; height, 2i inches.

Natural form resembling handled implement.

Natural form resembling handled implement; 6^x7^ inches.

Flint cores or nuclei

.

Chips of obsidian.

Bitsol turquoise..

Small stone^ polished; length, 2i inches

.

Quartz crystals -

Rounded pebbles, small

12

2
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252255 255

252256 256

252257 257

252258 258

252259 259

252260 260

252261 261

252262 262

252263 263

252264 264

252265 265

252266 266

252267 267

252268 268

252269 269

252270 270

252271 271

252272 272

252273 273

252274 274

252275 275

252276 276

252277 27.7

252278 278

252279 279

252280 280

252281 281

252282 282

252283 283

252284 284

252285 2S5

252286 286

252287 287

252288 288

252289 289

252290 290

252291 291

252292 292

252293 293

252294 294

252295 295

252296 296

252297 297

252298 298

252299 299

252300 300

252301 301

252302 302

252303 303

252304 304

252305 305

252306 306

252307 307

Small pieces of mica

Shell, slightly worked. Pectunculus

Conns shells, unworked

Shell pendants, Conus

Shell disk, drilled on edge for suspension; diameter, Ig inches

Fragments of shell pendants

Shell pendant: length,] J inches

Shell pendants; small shells (Pecten)

Fragments of various shells

Spurs of fowl

Bone awl; length, A\ inches

Bone needle; length, 21 inches

Fragments of painted pottery, handle of vase

Pottery disk made from broken vase; diameter, 2 inches

Small baked clay vessel; diameter. IJ inches

Leg of tripod dish

Fragments of pottery showing various decorations

Long wooden hoe; length, 3(> inches

Long wooden hoe; length, 34 inches

Long wooden hoe: length, 31 inches

Long wooden hoe; length, 3r>.^ inches

Wooden postsof beams, showing marks of stone-cutting tools

Mealing stone formetate; 8:J by 3J inches

Mealing stone for metate; Sx3^ inches

Mealing stone for metate; Sgx3.\ inches

Mealing stone for metate; 8 x 3-\ inches

Mealing stone for metate; 7^ x33 inches ^

Mealing stone for metate: tii| x 3t inches

Mealing stone formetate; 0^ x \\ inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5 x 3A inches

Mealing slone for metate; 0^ x 3i inches

Mealing stone for metate: f'i x3 inches

Mealing stone formetate; 71x3 inches

Mealing stone for metate: 1\ x \\ inches

Mealing stone formetate; 7 x35 inches

Mealing stone for metate; OJ x 34 inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5* x3i inches

Mealing stone for metate: 5* x3i inches

Mealing stone for metate; 5J x2J inches

Small mortar: bh x 3J inches

Mortar; diameter. lU inches; height, 7^ inches

Mealing stone; 9^ x 4 inches

Mealing stone: 8 x3J inches

Mealing stone; 74 x3J inches

Mealing stone; SJ x 3{ inches

MeaUng slone: 7^ x o§ inches

Mealing stone; 71 x 3A inches

Mealing stone; tij x3i inches

Mealing stone; 5^ x 31 inches ^

Mealing stone; 5| x3iim^hes

Mealing stone, recently worked edges; 9} x 2J inches

Natural form; 6 x 1 3 x J inches

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Florence, Arizona; length, 6* inches.
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252306

252309

252310

252311

252312

252313

252315 315

252316 316

252317 317

252318 318

252319 319

252320 320

252321 321

252322 322

252323 323

252324 324

252325 325

252326 326

252327 327

252328 328

252329 329

252330 330

252331 331

252332 332

252333 333

252334 334

252335 335

252336 33G

252337 337

252338 33S

252339 339

252340 340

252341 341

252342 342

252343 343

252344 344

252345 345

252346 346

252347 347

252348 348

252349 349

2523.50 350

252351 351

252352 352

252353 353

252354 354

252355 355

252356 350

252357 357

252358 368

308

309

310

311

312

313

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Florence, Arizona; length, 63 inches

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Floronee. Arizona; length, 6J inches

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Florence, Arizona; length, 6J inches

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Florence, Arizona; length, 4 J inches

Grooved stone ax, large ruin near Florence, Arizona; length, 4 inches

Grooved stone ax, found hy Mr. Schultz near an abandoned corral at Casa Grande

length, 71 inches

Grooved stone ax; room northeast cluster, Compound A, Casa Grande; length, 5|

inches

Grooved stone ax; length, 8 inches

Grooved stone ax; length, 8J inches

Grooved slone ax; length, 5| inches

Grooved stone ax; length , 5i inches

Grooved stone ax; length, 5 inches ,

Grooved stone ax, length, 43 inches

Grooved stone ax; length, 4J inches ,

Grooved stone ax; length , 4 inches

Grooved stone ax (squared sides); length, 4i inches ,

Grooved stone ax, double-bitted; length, 5 J inches

Grooved slone ax, red jasper; length, 5 inches ,

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 5| inches

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 5i inches

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 5\ inches. ....

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 5 inches

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 4§ inches

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 5 inches ,

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 4i inches

Grooved hammer; broken ax. showing use as hammer; length, 4 inches ,

Grooved hammer; broken ax, showing use as hammer; length, 4J inches

Grooved ax; length, 7^ inches

Hammer stone; diameter, 33 inches ,

Hammer stone; diameter, IJ inches ,

Rubbing stone (lava); 3| x 2^ inches

Kubbing stone, natural form utilized; length, 3i inches

Thin slab, sharpening stone; 4^ x 2J x J inches ,

Stone disk (natural form); diameter, 2 inches ,

Arrow-shaft rubber (2 grooves); length, 2J inches ,

Arrow-shaft nibber (fragment) ,

Fragnient of drilled ceremonial stone; 23 inches

Piece of tufa ,

Piece of quartz (pale green)

Quartz crystals ,

Concretions, various shapes; shrine offerings ,

Obsidian cores and flakes

Chipsof flint and jasper

Bits of turquoise

Paint stone ,

Piece of yellow ocher

Arrow point, flint; stemmed; length, 2 inches

Fragments of large marine shells ,

Cardium shells

Pectimculus shells, slightly worked

Conus shells

16

6
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

252359 359

252300 360

262361 361

262362 362

252363 363

262364 364

252365 305

262366 366

262367 367

252368 368

252369 369

252370 370

252371 371

252372 372

252373 373

262374 374

252375 375

252376 376

252377 377

252378 378

262379 379

262380 380

252381 381

262382 382

252383 383

262384 384

252385 385

262386 386

252387 387

252388 388

252389 389

252390 390

262391 391

252392 392

252393 393

232394 394

232396 395

252396 390

252397 397

232398 398

252399 399

252400 400

262401 401

252402 402

262403 403

262404 404

252405 405

252406 406

252407 407

252408 408

252409 409

Articles Lots

1

1

8

49

1

12

28

1

1

1

1

1

Venus shell; used as jiaint cup

Shell pendant, Pectunculus, drilled for suspension

Fragmentof ear pendants, sections of Pectunculus

Shell pendants, made from Conus shells

Shell pendant, Pecten

Shells. Olivella, some worked

Shell beads, made from Nassa shells

Shell pendant, Turritella

Shell pendant, Cerithiiun

Small shell, Glycymeris

Shell ring, made from Conus

Fragments of charred shells

Bone perforator, mound east of Group B, Casa Grande, found on breast of skeleton,

point resting on right shoulder; length, 10 inches

Bone perforators; 2 to -ih inches

Fragments of bone, implements

Fragments of charred bone

Bone point, charred, antler tip; length, 3 inches

Small cylinder of wood, showing tool marks, much weathered; length, 2? inches;

diameter, g inch

Fragments of wooden implements

Branch or stem; length, oh inches

Mass of charred beans; mesquite i

Charred reeds

Pottery disks; height, 3 inches; diameter, 4| inches

Pottery bowls, plain ware; diameters, 1| to 3 inches

Fragments of small tripod dish

Legs of tripod dish

Fragments of decorative pottery, swastika scroU and other designs

Fragments of coarse heavy earthenware dish

Fragments of decorated pottery vases, large lot

Hammer stones

Mealing stones ( fragments)

Fragments of sharpening stones

Digging implements, large thin flakes with more or less chipped edges

One-halfof stone ball (lavaj; diameter, 3i inches

Large muss of baked clay

Implements of baked clay, pestlelike; length, 8J inches; diameter, 2J inches

Fragments of large baked clay disk showing stamped markings

Lump of adobe with markings of reeds on one surface

Lump of adobe with markings

Fragment of pottery -

Perforated stone, with squaredsides, worn out mortar; 13^ x 11 J x 6 inches

Large stone metate; ISJ x 12A x 7 inches

Hammer stones

Half of sandstone disk; diameter, 4J inches

Thin slab with one smoothed surface; 4J x 3 x i inches

Fragmentof stone hoe

Fragment of thin stone disk

Smoothing implement; 2f x J x finches

Leaf-shaped arrow-point

Arrow-point, stemmed
Chips and flakes of flint, etc

1

7

10
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252410

2S2411

232412

252413

252414

252415

252416

252417

252418

252419

252420

252421

252422

252423

252424

252425

252426

252427

252428

252429

252130

252431

252432

252433

252434

252435

252436

252437

252438

252439

252440

252441

252442

252443

252444

252445

252446

252447

252448

252449

252450

252451

252452

252453

252454

252455

252456

252457

252458

252459

252460

410

411

412

413

414

415

416

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

458

459

460

Chips and flakes of obsidian

Small water-worn pebbles

Piece of chalky substance (paint)

Quartz crystal

Bit of turquoise

Concretions

Fragments of animal bones. 2 pieces worked

Fragments of charred bones

Bone points, charred

Fragments of animal tooth (deer)

Fragments of shells. Venus; valves more or loss broken

Fragments of shells, (^ardiinn; valves more or less broken

Fragments of massive marine shell

Fragments of shell. Abalone

Fragments of shell. Slrombus

Fragments of charred shell

Shells. Conus
Shells, Olivella

Shells. Pecten, 1 valve

....do

Shell pendant, drilled valve of Pecten

Fragments of pendants, section of Pectimculus

Charred seeds

Charred vegetable substance

Charred com
Charred seeds

Jar containing earth and Xassa shells

Shaft or handle for stone implements: length, 17 inches

Pottery disks, made from broken vases; diameters, 1 J to 3 J inches

Pottery disks, perforated ( broken)

Fragments of large pottery disk, stamp markings

Fragments of pottery dish, shallow

Part of potter>' vase, angular outline, plain ware

do

Part of pottery vase, compressed globular

Part of bowl

Part of vase, straight sides

Fragments of pottery bowl, polished black ware

Fragments of pottery vase, decoration in red and green

Handles of vases

Legs of tripod vases

Fragment of pottery bowl, hole near edge

Fragment of painted vase, showing coils on exterior

Fragment of pottery, white or pale yellow slio wash, hundreds of pieces, decorations

in black, large lot

Fragments of potter>'. gray slip wash, black decorations

Fragments of pottery, pale yellow slip wash, decorations in black, with solid areas

of red

Fragments of pottery, pale yellow slip wash, decorations in red

Fragments of pottery, plain undecorated ware, large lot

Polishing stone; length, 2\ inches: width, U inches

Rubbing stone (sandstone): 3 x 2J .x g inches

Rubbing stone (sandstone), part of

18

2

3
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

252461 461

252462 462

252463 463

252464 464

232465 465

252466 466
1

252467 467

252408 468

252409 469

232470 470

252471 471

252472 472

252473 473

252474 474

252475 475

252476 476

Articles

Rubbing stonp (sandstone), oval outline; length, 2^ inches

Digging tool, large flake, oval ontline; length, 5^ inches

Digging tool, large thin flake, irregular outline; length, 6J inches

do

Digging tool, large tliin flake, irregular outline; length, o inches

Fragments of large marine shell, charred

Fragment of large marine shell

Fragments of shells, some showing use as paint cups

Fragment of pendant, section of Pectunculus

Mass of charred corn

Charred seeds *.

Piece of adobe showing impression of reeds

Implement of wood (part of); length, tH inches

Painted potter>' bowl, with bits of shell, modern ware; diameter, 4| inches

Painted pottery vase, with glass beads, modern ware; length, 2\ inches

Gambling sticks, modern

tots

Accession No. 49619, Casa Grande, Arizona

254301 1

254302 2

254303 3

254304 4

254305 5

234300 6

254307 7

25430S 8

254309 9

254310 10

254311 11

254312 12

254313 13

234314 14

254315 15

254310 16

254317 17

254318 IS

254319 19

234320 20

254321 21

254322 22

254323 23

254324 24

254325 25

254326 26

254327 27

254338 2S

234329 29

254330 30

254331 31

254332 32

Large unfinished stone ax, natural form, showing shaping process of grooving and

surfacing by pecking; 12 x 3i x 4 inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 8 x 3 x 2J inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 72 x 2J x U inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 7 x 2J x 1 J inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 7 x2i x 1^ inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; fij x 2J x2i inches

Grooved stone ax, interru])ted groove; 6 J x 2J x 2 inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; oj x 3 x 2} inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 5J x23 x li inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; 6 x 2^ x 2 J inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; ti x 2 J x 2 inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; fi x 2J x2 inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 6} x 2i x U inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 5J x 2J x 1 5 inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; (i^ x 2} x IJ inches

Grooved stone ax, interrupted groove; 6 x2J x 1 J inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; 5 x2i x IJ inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; 4J x IJ x IJ inches

Grooved stone ax. interrupted groove; 3i x 2i x If inches

Grooved stone ax, double-bitten encircling groove; 5 x 3J x li inches

Broken ax blade, upper portion roughened; 3 x 2 x IJ inches

Grooved stone hammer or sledge; 8 x 3 x 2i inches

Grooved stone hammer or sledge: 7 x 3 x 2i inches

Grooved stone hammer; 6 J x 2 x ] J inches

Grooved stone hammer; 5 x2J x U inches

Grooved stone hammer; 41 x 3J x 2 inches

Grooved stone hammer; 4i x 2\ x IJ inches

Grooved stone hammer; 4 x 2i x 2J inches

Grooved stone hanmier; 3J x2i x !•[ inches

Grooved stone hammer; 3 i x 2 x J inches

Grooved stone hammer (broken); 4J x3 x 21 inches

Grooved stone hammer (broken); 4} x 2^ x 1 J inches
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u. s.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

254333 33

254334 34

254335 35

254336 36

254337 37

254338 38

254339 39

254340 40

254341 41

•254342 42

254343 43

254344 44

254345 45

254346 46

254347 47

254348 48

254349 49

254350 50

254351 51

254352 52

254353 53

254354 54

254356 55

254356 56

254357 57

254358 58

254359 59

254300 60

254361 61

254362 62

Articles Lots

Hammer ston«, cylindrical; 4J x 21 x 2 inches

Hammer stone, roughly spheroidal; diameter, 3i inches

Hammer and rubbing stone; 31 x2\ x \\ inches

Hammer stone> square, with rounded edges; diameter. 2 inches

Rubbing stone; 3J x IJ x 1 inches

Paint muUer, conical outline; length, 3 inches; diameter, 1} inches

Paint muUer. conical outline: length, 3 inches; diameter, 21 inches

Chalcedony concretion; cylindrical outline, surfaces slightly polished byuse; length,

31 inches; diameter, \\ inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (lava); SJ x 3i
X 1 \ inches :

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (basalt); 8x33
X 1 h inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (lava); 6J x 3J
X 1 2 inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (basalt); 7 x
3i X U inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (basalt); 7 x
3J X 1 inches ."

,

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel edges with rounded ends (basalt); 73 x
3i X 1 inches

Rubbing stone for raetate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

7 x3i X li inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with roimded ends (basalt);

62 X 3 X 1 J i nches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

6 J x3J X 1 inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

53 X 3 J X 1 i inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

6i X 3 1 X 1 J i nches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

OJxSixli inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

5^ x3 X 1 J inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

5 x3i X li' inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

5i X 3^ X 1 g inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (lava);

6J X 3i X

1

\ inches

Rtibbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

t) xSJx IJ inches

Rubbing stone for raetate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (lava);

61 X 3^ X 1 J inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (lava);

4* X 4 X 1 1 inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

53 X 3i X 1 i inches

Rubbing stone lor metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

6J X 3J X 1 inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

8* x3i x3i inches
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254.364

254300

254369 69

254370 70

254371 71

254372 72

254373 73

254374 74

254375 75

254376 76

254378 78

254379 79

254380 80

254381 81

254382 82

254383 83

254384 84

254385 85

254386 86

254387 87

254388 88

234389 89

254390 90

254391 91

254393 93

254394 94

254395 95

254396 96

254397 97

254398 98

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (lava);

7J x3^ X IJ inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

7i x3.V X U inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

8 X 3A X 1 i inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with roim.ded ends (lava);

7 X 3i X 1 i inches

Rubbing stone for metate, having parallel sides, edge with rounded ends (basalt);

6^x3^x1} inches .-

Rubbing stone for metate, having psirallel sideo, edge with rounded ends (lava);

5 X 3 x2J inches

Ru))bing stone for metat«, having edge slightly curved (basalt); 5x3x1 inches.

,

Rubbing stone for metate (basalt); 3J x 21 x IJ inches

Rubbing stone, irregular outline; 6^ x 5 x 1 inches

Rubbing stone, natural form, semi-lunar outline; 5^x3x1 inches

Grinding or polishing stone, rectangular outline; 4| x 3 x J inches

Grinding or polishing stone, reddish sandstone; 3^ x3J x | inches

Grinding or polishing stone, approximately disklike, lava; 3 x 2J x 1 inches

Rubbing hammer stone, natural form, approximately disklike outline; diameter, 4

X IJ inches

Mortar, large slab, with one slightly concave surface, evidently used for grinding

pigments; 10 J xSi x2;l inches

Grinding stone, rectangular outline (sandstone); 6^ x 4i x l\ inches

Grinding stone, rectangular outline (sandstone); 4J x 4 x 1^ inches

Grinding stone, rectangular outline (sandstone); 3J x3 x l\ inches ,

Grinding stone, rectangular outline (sandstone); showing narrow grooves, possibly

shaqiening tool for wood and bone awls; broken piece, 4 x 3J x 1 J inches

Grinding stone (broken), sandstone; 4 x2J x IJ inches

Grinding stone (broken), sandstone; 21 x2 xj inches

Thin, irregularly shaped pieces/ showing use lor grinding pigments; 7i x 3 x J

inches

Thin, irregularly shaped pieces, showing use for grinding pigments; 6 x 4} x 1

inches

Thin, irregularly shaped pieces, showing use for grinding pigments; 6t x 4 x g

inches

Thin,irregularly shaped pieces, showing use for grinding pigments; 5 x3i xi inches

Thin, irregularly shar>ed pieces, showing use for grinding pigments; 3 x 2 x i inches

Fragment of polishing stone; 2h x 2i x | inches '

Paint mortar, rectangular outline (sandstone); 6| x 4i x 1 inches

Irregularly shaped plecfe of sandstone, with pit in one surface, paint mortars; 5J

x3l xlj inches

Irregularly shaped piece reddish sandstone, with pit in one surface, paint mor-

tar; 5 X 5 X 1 J inches

Irregularly shaped stone with pit in one surface, basalt; 4^ x 3^ x 2^ inches

Sharftening stoneC?). thin slab, with depression in one surface; fi| x 4i x li inches ,

Small shallow mortar (?), rectangular outline with rounded ends, paint mortar; 5i

x2J xli inches

Sharpening stone, irregularlyshaped piece, with depressions on two surfaces; 5 x 3 x

I inches

Sharpeningstone,irregularly shaped piece, with depressions in two surfaces; 5x2J
X I inch

Small natural(?} form, with shallow depression; 2J x2 x J inches
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U. s, I Bur.
Nat. .\mer.
Mus. Eth.
No.

i
No.

Lots

254399

254400

254401

254402

254403

99

100

101

102

103

254404 104

2544a5 105

i54406 106

254407 107

254408 108

254409 109

254410 110

254411 111

254412 112

254413 113

254414 114

254415 115

254416 116

254417 117

254418 118

254419 119

254420 120

254421 121

254422 122

254423 123

254424 124

254425 125

254426 126

254427 127

254428 128

254429 129

254430 130

254431 131

254432 132

Stone mortar (lava>, oval outlinp, mortar cavity, IJ inches deep; 9x n x^ inches.

Broken pitted stone (lava), pits in two surfaces: 3x3x1? inches

Broljen pitted stone (lava), disk outline: diameter, 3J inches: thickness, If inches.

Small, l^roken mortar, with hole in one edge: 14X2 inches

Orindingstone, irregularly shaped piece, with slightdepression inane surface; 5 x IJ

X 1 5 inches

Sharijening stone, thin slai:», with long, narrow grooves: 11 x 4J x ^ inches

Sharpening stone, thin slab, with long, narrow grooves; 3J x2 x } inches

Large stone slab, with depression in one surface made by grinding; the center has
been broken out, forming an oval aperture 5 J x 3} inches

Natural form, conical outline, grinding stone; base diameter, 3i inches; height,

13 inches

Natural form, conical outUne, grinding stone; base diameter, 2} inches; height,

1 \ inches

Stone disk, one surface showing depressions as if for grinding or polishing; diame-

ter, 2| inches; thickness, 1 inch

Rubbing stone, outline nearly square (tufa); 4J x 4 x 1 J inches

Rubbing stone, disk-shaped (part of), tufa; diameter, 4 J inches; thickness, 1}

inches

Rubbing stone, oval outline; 5^ x 33 x 1 J inches

Rubbing stone, disk-shaped; diameter, i\ inches; thickness, g inch

Rubbing stone, broken, oval: length, 3i inches; thickness, J inch

Rubbing stone, oval outline; 3 J x 2i x 2 inches

Rubbing stone, cylindrical (tuia): length, 2J inches: diameter, 1} inches

Fragment of stone ring, implement (lava)

Rubbing stone, oval outline (tufa); 5 x 4 x IJ inches

Rubbing stone, disk-shaped, with knob handle; diameter, 4 inches; height, 2

inches

Rubbing stone, disk-shaped (lava), incurved edge, convex base; diameter, 3J
inches; height . I J inches

Rubbing stone, rotighly shaped piece of tufa, with slight groove; length, 3}inches,

Roughly shaped carving,, with animal head (?): height, 2} inclies

Toy bowl: diameter, IJ inches; height. I inch

Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish

from use; length, 9i inches: width. 5§ inches: .1 inch thick at the back
Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish from
use: length, Sh inches; width 3 inches; } inch thick at the back

Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish from

use (broken): 6 inches wide: 4 x } inch thick at the back

Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish from

use; 6J inches wide: 4 x J inch thick at the l)ack.'.

Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish from

use, on three sides: OJ inches wide: 4 x | inch at the back
Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone with one edge showing a polish from
use; hoe. notched at upper end; length, 5^ inches; width, 4h inches: thickness,

3 ineli

Digging implement, large, thin flake of stone, with one edge showing a polish from
use; hoe, notched at upper end; length, 6} inches; width, 3} inches: thickness,

J inch

Digging stone implement, large, thin flake of stone with one edge showing a polish

from use, or knife, semilunar shape; 6 inches: width, 3i x J inch

Diggingimplement, hoe(see 124, above); length, 4inches; width, 3} inches; thick-

ness at back, i inch
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U.S.
Nat.
Uus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

2M433 133

254434 134

2S44.3S 135

2544.36 130

254437 137

254438 138

254439 139

254440 140

254441 141

234442 142

254443 143

254444 144

254445 145

254446 146

254447 147

254448 148

254449 149

254450 150

254451 151

254452 152

254453 153

254454 134

2S44S5 155

254456 150

254457 137

254458 158

254459 159

254460 160

234461 161

254462 162

254463 163

234464 164

254463 165

254466 16<>

234467 167

254468 168

254469 169

234470 170

254471 171

254472 172

254473 173

254474 174

254475 175

234476 176

254477 177

254478 178

254479 179

Articles Lots

Digging implement (broken); 4i x 3 x |

Digging implement, hoe (broken), notched; 3 J x3 x } inches

Long stone nibbing implement, with two edges, showing transverse grooves {12i.

section square with rounded edges; length, 11 J inches; thickness, 1 J inches

Stone pestle, cylindrical; length, 10 inches; diameter, 2J inches

Stone pestle, roughly shaped; length, 12i inches; width, 3 x U inches

Stone pestle, roughly shaped; length, 15 inches; widlh, 2J x IJ inches

Natural form implement; length, SJ inches; width, 1 J x J .nch

Natural form whetstone; length, 5 J inches; width, 1 J x I inch

Natural form charm stone: 5i x IJ x 1 inches

Natural form charm stone, prism section; 4J x 1 x 1 inches

Natural form charm stone; length. 4^ inches

Natural form charm stone; length, 4^ inches

Natural form charm stone; length, 35 inches; width, 1^ inches

Natural form charm stone; 3^ x 2 x J inches

Natural form charm stone: ^ x^ inches

Natural fonn charm stone; 3J x i inches

Natural form charm stone; 3 x ^ inches

Stone with longitudinal groove; artificial groove. ^ inch deep; 4J x 1 j inches

Cone-shaped piece of tufa, for drilling in shell; length, 2J inches; diameter, J inch.

.

Water-worn pebble, fiat; 4 x 3 x J inches

Stone disk, thin; diameter, ."ij inches; thickness, { inch

Stone disk, thick; diameter, 2^ inches: thickness, ^ inch

Thin pebble, oval outline; length, 2J inches; width, 1% inches; thickness, J inch

Stone carving, bird-shaped; length, 3} inches: height, 31 inches; width. 3§ inches. .

.

Stone car\'ing, conventionalized female figure; length, 8^ inches; width, 2J inches;

thickness. IJ inches

Stone carving, lizard {?); mortar cavity on back for grinding pigments; length, 7}

inches; width. 4i inches: thickness. 1 inch

Stone carving, part of thin piece with three triangular indentations on one edge;

4i X 4 X g inches

A\-shaped stone, with shallow groove; ends and edges with ground faces at differ-

ent angles; flat surfaces marked with incised lines: charm stone; length, 3J
inches; width. 2| inches; thickness, f inch

Stone balls used in games; diameters, 1 inch to 21 inches

Concretions more oriess spheroidal; charm sloncs

Stone balls used in games; diameters, 1 inch to 2) inches

Stone«oncretions, charm stones

Natural pebbles (small)

Natural forms fragments of concretions, etc., charm stones

Fragments of mineral

Fragments of mineral; turquoise

Obsidian cove and flakes

Piece of ore, used as paint

Piece of ore, used as paint

Piece of ore, used as paint

Small water-worn obsidian pebbles

Piece of specular iron, used for paint

Piece of red jasper

Bits of red ocher

Stone flake

Flint flakes .'

Quartz crystals; charm stones

10

10

12

5

3

1

10
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254480

254481

254482

254483

254484

254486 186

254487 187

254488 188

254489 189

254490 190

254491 191

254492 192

254493 193

254494 194

254495 195

254496 196

254497 197

254498 198

254499 199

254500 200

254501

254502

254503

254604

254505

254506 206

254507 207

254508 208

254509 209

254510 210

254511 211

254512 212

254513 213

254514 214

254515 215

254516 216

254517 217

254518 218

254519 219

254520 220

254521 221

180

181

182

183

184

185

204

Stone disks, spindle whorls, not perforated; diameter. 2h inches; thickness, -^ inch.

Stone disks, spindle whorls, perforated; diameter, 2^ x t^^ inch

Stone disks, spindle whorls, perforated; diameter. If x ^V i^ich

Stone disks, spindle whorls, perforated; diameter, li x iV inch

Carved stone tablet (fragment), rectangular outline; upper surface with raised

border, ornamented with incised line design; magic tablet; length, 2 inches;

thickness. J inch

Carved stone tablet (fragment), rectangular outline; upper surface with raised

border, ornamented with incised line design; magic tablet; length, 2 inches:

thickness, ^inch

Arrow-point, triangular, flint; length, 2i inches

Arrow-points, stemmed, flint; lengths, I inch to IJ inches

Arrow-points, triangular, obsidian; length, J inch

Beads, stone 48. turquoise 72, and pendants (."i), mainly turquoise

Stone pendant, cylindrical body with loop at one end; length, IJ inches; diameter.

J inch

Small cylindrical stone tapering at each end; length. 2 inches; diameter, J inch

Stone bead, cylindrical; length, g inch; diameter, ^inch

Stone pendant, ciaw-shaped; length, 1 inch

Small green stone disk; diameter, I inch ; thickness, \ inch

Copper bells

Perforated object of lava, irregular outline, use unknown; 9x7x3 inches

Perforated object of lava, small; 4 x3J x IJ inches

Fragment of perforated ot^ject of lava; 3^x2^x1^ inches

Fragments of asbestos

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; charm-stone; 4 x 3 x 2i

inches

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; chann-stone; 5 x 3i x 21

inches

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; charm-stone; 3 J x 4 x 2J

inches

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; charm-stone; 3J x 3i x U
i nches

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; charm-stone; 33 x 3i x 2

inches

Natural form, slightly resembling worked stone object; charm-stone; 3 x 3 x li

inches -

Concretion (geode); 5x3 x3i inches

Piece of adobe with perforation; 2 x 2i inches

Roughly worked stone implement; 4J x 3 x 21 inches

Roughly worked stone hammer; 4 x 2J x 2 inches

Roughly worked stone implement

Flint flake; 3 x 21 x ^ inches

Piece of petrified wood; 21 x 1^ x I inches

Water-worn pebble

Piece of galena

Shell, Strombus; length, 7^ i^^ches

Shell; length, 8 inches

Shell; length, 7 inches

Shell; length, 6J inches

Shell; length, 6 inches

Shell, Murex; length, 5^ inches

Shell. Haliotis; length, "J inches :

1

1

4

2

125
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U.S.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Ainer.
Eth.
No.

Articles Lots

2o«22

254523

254524

254525

254526

254527

254528

254529

254530

254531

254632

254.533

254534

254535

254536

254537

254538

254539

254340

254541

254542

254543

254544

254545

254546

254547

254548

254549

254550

254551

254552

254553

254554

254555

254556

254557

254558

254559

254560

254561

254562

254563

254504

254565

234566

254567

254568

254569

254570

254571

254572

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

231

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

Shell: length. 5i inches

Shell: length, 51 inches

Shell; length, 5 S inches

Shell; length, 5 inches

Shell (brolien): length, 4g inches

Shell (broken); length, 3J inches

Shell (broken); length. 3i inches

Shell (liroken); length, 4J inches

Shell; length, 4J inches

Shell; length, 4J inches

Shell (broken); length, 3^ inches

Shell, Pcctunculus; diameter, 31 inches

Shell, Pectujiculus, slightly worked; diameter, 3J inches

Shell, Pecluneulus, slightly worked; diameter, 2| inches

Shell, Pectunculus, slightly worked; diameter. 2 inches

Shell, Peotiincnlus, slightly worked ; diameter, 2 inches

Shell, Pectunculus, slightly worked; diameter, Ij inches

Shell, Pectunculus, perforated; diameter. 2} inches

Shell, Pectuncuhis, perforated; diameter, 21 inches

Shell, Pectunculus, perforated; diameter, 2 inches

Shell, Peetimculus, fragment, worked

Shell, Pectunculus, showing frog partly finished; diameter, 21 inches..

Shell carving, frog, Peetimculus; diameter, 11 inches

Shell carving, pendant earring, Pectunculus; diameter, 2 inches

Shell carving, pendant earring, Peetimculus; diameter, 1 inch

Shell carving, pendant earring, Pectunculus; diameter, ^ inch

Shell pendant, Pectunculus; length, IJ inches

Shell ornament; length, 1 inch

Small shell, partly worked; length, ^ inch

Shell ring, incised decoration; diameter, J inch

Small shells, worked; lengths, i to J inch

Shell beads, Olivella: lengths, i to J inch

Shell beads, Dentalium; lengths, I inch to 1 inch

Sliell disk, Tlaliotis; diameter, 1 inch

Shell disk; diameter,^ inch

Shell ornaments, ear pendants, Pectunculus shells

...do !

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

20903'

Fragments of shell ornaments, ear pendants, Pectunculus shells; average diam-

eter, 21 inches

Shell ornament; length, 41 inches

Shell ornament; length , 2g inches

Shell ornament (broken); length, 1| inches

Shell ornament; length, 1 1 inches

Shell pendant made from Conus; lengths, J to IJ inches

—28 ETH—12 12

13
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u. s.
Nat.
Mus.
No.

Bur.
Amer.
Eth.
No.

254573 273

254574 274

254575 275

254576 276

254577 277

254578 278

254579 279

254580 280

254581 281

254582 282

254583 283

254584 284

254585 285

254586 280

254587 287

254588 288

254589 289

254590 290

254591 291

254592 292

254593 293

254594 294

254595 295

254596 296

254557 297

254598 298

254599 299

254600 300

254601 301

254602 302

254603 303

2541104 304

254605 305

Articles Lots

254606

254607 307

2541M8 308

254C>09 309

254610 310

254611 311

254612 312

254613 313

254614 314

254615 315

254616 316

254617 317

306

Conus shells, mainly unworked; lengths, | to 2 inches.

Shell pendant; length, 2^ inches

Shell pendant; length, 2J inches

Shell pendant; length, 2 inches

Shell pendant; length, 2 J inches

Shell pendant; length, 1^ inches

Fragments of shell

Animal hone; length, 2\ inches

2 fragments of jawbones: lengths, 3 and 4J inches

Animal tooth

Bones of small animal

Bone awl; length, 5^. inches

Bone awl: length, .5 J inches

Bone awl; length, 5A inches

Bone awl; length, 4i inches

Bone awl; length, 4 inches

Bone awl, 3 pieces

Bone whistle; length, 2\ inches

Part of wooden implement: length, 6 J inches

Part of wooden implement; length, 5J inches

....do....

Part of wooden implement; length, 7J inches

Paddle-shaped wooden implement: length, 8i inches

Basket tray; diameter, 14 inches

Corncob; length, 3 J inches

Strips of fiber for basket work; bundle

Strips of fiber for weaving; bundle

Gourd; length, 14J inches

Earthenware bottle, rounded bottom, angular sides, wide mouth; height. 7 \ inches;

diameter. %\ inches

Earthenware vase (broken).flat bottom, conical outline, looped handle on one side;

height. 4^ inches; diameter, 4J inches

Earthenware vase, globular body, wide mouth, handle looped on one side, painted

decorations, triangular designs in red; height. 4 inches; diameter, A\ inches

Earthenware pot (l?roken), plain ware; height, 3 J inches; diameter, 4^ inches

Earthenware jar, angular outline, wide bottom tapering to mouth, plain ware;

height. 4i inches; diameter, 8 inches

Earthenware pot (broken), globular body, plain ware; height, Z\ inches; diameter,

5 inches

Earthenware bowl, plain ware; height, 4 inches; diameter, 6i inches

Earthenware bowl, plain ware; height, 4 inches; diameter, 7i inches

Earthenware jar, flat bottom, nearly straight sides, wide mouth, plain ware; height,

6 inches; diameter at base, 5 inches ,

Fragments of bottle (restored)

Earthenware bowl, plain ware; height, 3 inches; diameter. 5* inches

Fragments of bottle

Earthenware ladle, plain ware; length, 8J inches; diameter, o\ inches; depth, 3

inches

Earthenware ladle, plain ware; fij x 4J x 3 inches

Earthenware ladle, plain ware; 4J x 3 x 1^ inches

Earthenware ladle, jjlain ware; 3 J x 21 x J inches

Earthenware ladle, plain ware; 3i x 2 x ^ inches
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254618 318

254019

2541)20

254621

254622

254623

254624

254625

254626

254627

254628

254629

254(a0

254631

254632

254633

254634

254635

254636

254637

254638

254639

254640

254641

254642

254643

254644

254645

254046

254647

254048

254649

254650

254051

254652

319

320

321

322

323

324

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

339

340

341

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

Earthenware bowl, exterior roil painted, inlerior dark; diameter, 4 inches; height,

2 inches

Earthenware bo\\l, plain ware; diameter, Sj inches; height, 2\ inches .'

Earthenware dish, tripod; diameter^ 4 inches; height, 1 J inches

Earthenware dish, tripod; diameter, 3J inches; height, 2 inches

Earthenware dish, tripod; fragment, massive; length, SJ inches; height, \\ indies.

.

Earthenware bowl, conical outline, painted; interior black, exterior Imfl, with line

and triangular decorations in red; diameter, 'i\ inches; height, 2 inches

Earthenware bowl, flat bottom, straight flaring sides; exterior reddish brown, in-

terior black, polished; diameter, 3i inches; height, lA inches

Earthenware bowl, decoration and outline ditto; diameter, 3 J inches; height, \\

inches

Earthenware efligy vessel, bird form; length, 3J inches; body, 3 inches wide liy 2\

inches high

Mass of adobe showing imprint of reeds; length, 4 inches; thickness, 2J inches

Earthenware stand for holding round-bottom vessels; diameter, 2 inches; height,

1 % inches

Legs of tripod vases

Disks of pottery made from broken vessels; diameters, 1 J inches to 3} inches

Disks of pottery, perforated; diameters, 1 to 2\ inches

Earthenware spindle whorl, doulde convex outline; diameter, 1 :} inches

...do
Earthenware spindle whorl, diameter, \\ inches.

...do ;

Earthenware pipe, tubular; 2J x 1 inches

Fragment of pottery vessel with bird's head

Fragment of pottery vessel, looped liandle

....do

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery;

Fragment of pottery;

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery,

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery,

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery.

Fragment of pottery,

....do

olla

decorations inred

necks and rims of painted vessels, decorated in red

.

ladle, gray with black decorations

large vase, part ofrim

large bowl, interior decoration

large bowl, interior decoration symbolic

large bowl, interior decoration

large olla, exterior decoration

bowl, interior decoration

showing luted handle

Fragment of pottery, with hole in one edge

.
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